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AND 

TRANSMITTERS 

Television Sets, Receivers and Short Wave Transmitters 
are expensive to acquire and you no doubt highly 
prize your installation. Apart from the value of your 
Set, you might be held responsible should injury be 
caused by a fault in the Set, or injury or damage 
by your Aerial collapsing. 

A "Scottish" special policy for Television Sets, 
Receivers and Short Wave Transmitters provides the 
following cover: 

{a) Loss or damage to installation (including in the 
case of Television Sets the Cathode Ray Tube) 
by Fire, Explosion, Lightning, Theft or Accidental 
External Means at any private dwelling-house. 

[b) (i) Legal Liability for bodily injury to Third 
Parties or damage to their property arising 
out of the breakage or collapse of the Aerial 
Fittings or Mast, or through any defect in 
the Set. Indemnity £10,000 any one accident. 

(ii) Damage to your property or that of your 
landlord arising out of the breakage or 
collapse of the Aerial Fittings or Mast, but 
not exceeding £500. 

The cost of Cover {a) is 5/- a year for Sets worth £50 
or less, and for Sets valued at more than £50 the 
cost is in proportion. Cover {b) (i) and (ii) costs only 
2/6 a year if taken with Cover (a), or 5/- if taken alone. 

Why not BE PRUDENT AND INSURE your 
installation—it is well worth while AT THE VERY 
LOW COST INVOLVED. If you write to the 
Corporation's Office a proposal will be submitted for 
completion. 

Write for full details, quoting reference 5304, to:— 

THE MANAGER 

SCOTTISH INSURANCE CORPORATION LTD., 

66-67 CORNHILL, LONDON E.C.2 



Bargains 
for 

Autumn 
Building 

TAPE WITH FREE TAPE WALLETS FROM TRS 
With each reel of this tape by an internationally famous manu- facturer we give you a beautifully made wallet strongly made in simulated leather with space for a reel of tape each side. This is professional quality full frequency tape with metallised leader/ stop foils. These library wallets solve once and for all the problems of storing tapes efficiently and tidily. 

7in. reel, 1800ft. with wallet 
22/6 

Sfin. reel, 1200ft. or 7in. reel 1200ft. with wallet 
17/6 

Sin. reel, 900ft. with wallet 
12/6 

p. & p. I /6 per reel 
TRS MULLARD AMPLIFIERS 

STEREO 10-10 
Valve amplifier to exact Mullard spec. With pre-amp tapped o/p transformer 3 and I5n, all controls, H.T. and L.T. outlet, mono, stereo and speaker phase switching. Complete with escutcheon, knobs, plugs, etc., Ready built. /JO 0 0 (p. & p. 12/6) tXU.U.U 
Kit form due shortly fp. & p. 12/6) £17,10.0 
3-3 MONO 
3 valve3W amplifier with controls, 
absolutely complete kit including 
panel, knobs, etc. /T 1 fl 0 
(P. & P. 7/6) 

5-10 MONO 
5 valve, I0W basic amplifier kit complete. /Q lO A (p. & P. 7/6) ty.iy.o with passive control network and panel £11.19.6 2 valve pre-amp kit £6.12.6 

GARRARD PLAYERS AND PLINTHS 
LM.3000 Record Player with 9 T.A. Stereo Cartridge. O Qno Brand new as from factory. v villa. 
AT.60 Mk.ll Deluxe Auto-changer. f\A 19 A Die-cast T/Table. Less cartridge. fcll.lZ.W 
AT.60 Mk. I with die-cast T/Table £10.19.6 
SP.25 De-luxe single record player, less cartridge. Die cast. Qi Qrto T/Table. Packing and carr. on any one of above, 7/6 extra. '2, 
Plinths. The ideal mounting for Units offered here. Will readily suit any hi-fi.set-up. Teak finish with soft plastic "TC I dust cover. Packing and carriage 5/-. ' Clear-view rigid plastic cover 57/6, (p. & p.3/6). 
Garrard Cartridges. Hi-fi quality turnover mono and 95/— stereo cartridges. Mono from 15/- Stereo from / All post free. 

VEROBOARD — All standard sizes including 2-i-in. x Sin. 3/8; 2iin, x 3Jin. 3/-; 3Jin. x Sin. 5/2; 3fin. x 3fin. 3/9; 2-i-in. x I7in. 12/6. All accessories and tools in stock. 
RESISTORS—Modern ratings, full range 10 ohms to 10 meg- ohms. 10% i—iW, 4d. each; 20% IW. 6d. each; 2W. 9d. each; 5% Hi-stab. iW, 5d. each; iW, 6d. each; 1.2-10 meg. 10% iW, 4d. each; -iW, 5d. each. 1% Hi-stab. •iW, 1/6 each (below I00D, 2/- each). 
WIREWOUND RESISTORS— 25n to I0kn 5W, 1/6 each; I0W, 1/9 each; I5W, 2/3 each. 

CONDENSERS—Silver Mica. All values 2pF to 1,000 pF, 6d. each. Ditto ceramics 9d. Tub. 450V T.C.C., etc. 0.001—0.01 mF, lOd. each; 0.1-350V, lOd. each; 0.02- 0.1 mF, 500V, I/- each. T.C.C. 350V 0-25, 1/9 each; 0.5, 2/- each. 
CLOSE TOL. S/MICAS—10% 5-500pF, 9d.; 600-5,OOOpF, I/-; 1% 2-IOOpF, lid.; 100-250pF, 1/2; 270-800 pF, I/-; 800-5,OOOpF, 2/-. 
ALU Ml N. CHASSIS—I8g. Plain undrilled, folded four sides, 2in. deep, 6in. x 4in., 4/6; Sin. x 6in., 5/9; lOin. x 7in., 6/9; I2in. x 6in., 7/6; I2in. x Sin. 8/-, etc. 

ALL SINCLAIR PRODUCTS STOCKED AS ADVERTISED 

7 VALVE AM/FM RG REPLACEMENT CHASSIS 
A superbly powerful high performance instrument for the keenest enthusiasts. Provides tuning on long, medium and F.M. wavebands. Excellent sensitivity. Permeability tuning on F.M. Large clear dial, A.V.C., good neg. feedback. Magic eye. 3W output. A.C. 200/250V. Circuit diagrams available. Aligned, tested and ready for use (Carr. and insurance 7/6). 9 1 9 A S.A.E. brings full details. 
OUR NEW 

LISTS 
feature more lines than ever at money saving prices. For latest issue please send 

6d. 
Please include S.A.E. with all enquiries. 

IRS 
RADIO COMPONENT 
SPECIALISTS Established 1946 

70 Brigstock Road, Thornton Heath, Surrey 
01-684 2188. Hours 9 a.m.—6 p.m. I p.m. Wednesdays 
A few doors from Thornton Heath Stn. (S.R. Victoria section). 

BI-PAK SEMICONDUCTORS 8 RADNOR HOUSE 
93/97 REGENT ST., LONDON W.I 

NEW AND TESTED VALUE PACKS One 10/- pack of your own choice free with orders valued £4 or over. 2 Drift Trans. 2N1225 Germ. PNP lOOMc/s. 10/- 6 Matched Trans. OC44/45/81/8ID   10/- 16 Red Spot AF Trans. PNP  10/- 16 White Spot RF Trans. PNP   10/- 5 Silicon Rects. 3A 100-400 PIV  10/- 2 I OA Silicon Rects. 100 PIV   10/- 2 OCI39 Trans. NPN Switching   10/- 1 I2A SCR 100 PIV   10/- 3 Sil. Trans. 28303 PNP   10/- 12 Assorted Computer Diodes   10/- 4 NPN Med. Speed Switching Trans. ... 10/- 4 Zener Diodes 250mW 3-12V  10/- 5 2G4I7 Trans. Eqvt. AFI 17   10/- 3 200 Mc/s Sil. Trans. NPN BSY26/27 ... 10/- 2 Bi-directional Trans. ASY66 PNP   10/- 3 Zener Diodes 400mW 33V 5% Tol. ... 10/- 4 High Current Trans. OC42 Eqvt  10/- 2 Power Transistors I OC26 I OC35 ... 10/- 5 Silicon Rects. 400 PIV 250mA  10/- 4 OC75 Transistors Mullard Type   10/— 3 NPN Silicon Trans. 70 Mc/s    ... 10/- 1 Power Trans. OC22 100V  10/- 4 OA202 Sil. Diodes Sub-min  10/- 2 Low Noise Trans. NPN 2N929/30   10/- 1 Sil. Trans. NPN VCB 100 ZT86   10/- 8 OA8I Diodes (CV448)   10/- 4 OC72 Transistors Mullard Type   10/- 4 OC77 Transistors Mullard Type ... ... 10/— 5 Metal Alloy Transistors Mat Type  10/— 4 Sil. Rects. 400 PIV 500mA   10/- 5 GET884 Trans. Eqvt. OC44   10/- 5 GET883 Trans. Eqvt. OC45   10/- 2 GET20 Germ. PNP Trans, with Heat-sink 10/— 3 VHF Sil. Epoxy Trans. NPN 100 Mc/s ... 10/- 2 2N708 Sil. Trans. 300 Mc/s NPN ... ... 10/- 5 GT4I/45 Germ. Trans. PNP Eqvt. OC7I... 10/- 3 GT3 I LF Low Noise Germ. Trans. PNP... 10/- 6 IN9I4 Sil. Diodes 75 PIV 75mA   10/- 8 OA95 Germ. Diodes Sub-min. IN69 ... 10/- 3 NPN Germ. Trans. NKT773 Eqvt. AC 130 10/- 2 OC22 Power Trans. Germ 10/- 2 OC25 Power Trans. Germ 10/— 2 OC73 Mullard Trans 10/- 4 AC 128 Trans. PNP High Gain  10/— 2 AC 127/128 Comp. pair PNP/NPN  10/- 10 Assorted Gold Bonded Diodes   10/- 6 TK22C Germ. Switching Trans 10/— 3 2N1307 PNP Switching Trans  10/- 

20 Germ. Diodes General Purpose   10/- 7 CG62H Germ. Diodes Eqvt. OA7I ... 10/- 3 AFI 16 Mullard Type Trans  10/— 12 Assorted Germ. Diodes Marked   10/- I 30 Amp Power Rectifier 100 PIV   10/- 4 AC 126 Germ. PNP Trans 10/- 5 I Amp. Germ. Rect. 200 PIV ; 10/- 1 ORP6I Photo-conductive cell  10/— 4 Silicon Rects. 100 PIV 750mA  10/- 3 AFI 17 Trans. Mullard Type   10/— 7 OC81 Type Trans  10/- 3 OCI7I Trans. Mullard Type   10/- 3 2N2926 Sil. Epoxy Trans  10/- 7 OC71 Type Trans  10/- 2 GET9 Power Trans. 60VcB. 8A   10/- 25 Trans. HeatsinksfitTOIS, SOI2, etc. ... 10/- 1 TK400A Power Germ. Trans. ADY22 ... 10/- 2 28701 Sil. Trans. Texas   10/- 1 BFYI6 Sil. Trans. STC   10/- 2 Zener SZ2AI50F. 15V IW   10/- 3 BCY43 Sil. Trans. 100 Mc/s  10/- 3 12 Volt Zeners 400mW   10/- 2 GET57I Germ. Trans. OC28   10/- 2 I OA 600 PIV Sil. Rects. IS425R ... 15/- 3 BCI08 Sil. NPN High Gain Trans  15/- 1 Zener Diode 25W 18 and 22V   15/- 2 2N9I0 NPN Sil. Trans. VCBI00 80 Mc/s... 15/- 2 1000 PIV Sil. Rect. I.5A RS3I0 AF  15/- 3 High Volt AF Trans. PNP ACYI7  15/- 3 BSY95A Sil. Trans. NPN 200 Mc/s  15/- 3 OC200 Sil. Trans. Mullard   15/- 2 Sil. Power Rects. BYZI3  15/- I Sil. Power Trans. NPN 100 Mc/s TK20IA 15/- 6 Zener Diodes 3-15V Sub-min.   15/— 1 2NI 132 PNP Epitaxial Planar Sil. Trans.... 15/- 2 2N697 Epitaxial Planar Trans. Sil  15/— 4 Germ. Power Trans. Eqvt. OCI6-Mullard 15/- 1 Inijunction Trans. 2N2646 Eqvt. D5E29... 15/— 2 Sil. Trans. 200 Mc/s 60Vcb ZT83/84 ... 15/- I Sil. Planar Trans. NPN 100 Mc/s BSY25 ... 15/- 1 Sil. Trans. IS 104 150 Mc/s HFE 200 NPN... 15/- 2 SCRs 50 PIV IA TO-5 can   15/- I Tunnel Diode IN3720 (TD5) G.E  15/- 1 Unijunction Trans. 2N2160 TO-5 can G.E. 15/- 2 Sil. Rects. 5A 400 PIV Stud Type   15/- 2 Germ. Power Trans. OC28/29   15/— I I OA Sil. Stud Rect. 800 PIV   15/- 1 Tunnel Diode AEYI I 1050 Mc/s STC ... 15/- 2 2N27I2 Sil. Epoxy Planar HFE225 max.... 15/- I 2NI257 PNP Sil. Planar TO-5 can  15/- 6 BY 100 Type Sil. Rects 20/- 

Minimum Order 10/- CASH WITH ORDER PLEASE. Add I/- postage and packing per Order. GUARAN- TEED by return postal service. Overseas add extra for Airmail. 
Our vast stocks change daily with hundreds of Semi- conductor bargains becoming available. Just send 2/6 to cover 3 months mailing of our latest stock lists, eqvt. charts, circuits, etc. 
BI-PAK EXCLUSIVE-SILICON TRANS. 300 Mc/s NPN Planar Sim. 2N706 Price 21- 1/9 1/6 1/3 I/- Qty. 1-24 25-99 99-499 500-999 1000 up 
SILICON PLANAR DIODES. I/- (l-99>; lOd. (100-499) 60 PIV 200mA. Sub-min. 9d. (500-999); 7d. (1000 up). ALL BRAND NEW—TESTED AND GUARANTEED. Full Data and List of possible Replace- ments available. 
AFI 17 ... AFI 39 ... AFZI2 ... BCI07 ... BCI08 ... BFY50 ... BFY5I ... BFY52 ... OAS ... OA 10 ... OA47 ... OA70 ... OA79 ... OAS I ... OA85 ... 

3/6 10/- 10/- 61- 51- 10/- 7/6 10,- 1/9 1/9 21- 1/3 1/9 1/6 1/6 
BRAND 
NEW 

OA9I ... OA 182 ... OA200 ... OA202 ... OC44 ... OC45 ... OC7I ... OC73 ... OC76 ... OC8I D ... OC82D... OCI70 ... OC200 ... OC20I ... ORPI2 ... 

1/3 1/6 3/- 3/6 1/9 1/9 2/3 31- 31- 2/3 2/3 2/6 
41- 7/6 8/6 

NEW—UNTESTED DEVICES—NEW 
120 Glass Sub-Min. GERM. DIODES 10/- 
50 Mixed Germ. TRANSISTORS 10/- 
20 Mixed Volts ZENERS 10/- 
30 NPN, PNP, MIXED SILICON TRANS. 10/- 
60 200mA Sub-Min. SILICON DIODES 10/- 
20 Germ. 1 Amp. RECTIFIERS 10/- 
40 Like OC8I AC 128 TRANSISTORS 10/- 
10 2 Amp. Stud SIL. RECTIFIERS 10/- 
25 Sil. NPN, 200 Mc/s TRANSISTORS 10/- 
16 Top-Hat 750mA SILICON RECT. 10/- 
75 Germ. Diodes GOLD BONDED 10/- 
10 1 Amp. 50-400 PIV SCR's 20/- 
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AN EXCELLENT STEREO SYSTEM 
A "Package Deal" saves you money 

20 4-20W GARRARD STEREO PLAYER AMP. AT-60 AA-22U 

20+20W TRANSISTOR STEREO AMPLIFIER. Model AA-22U. 
Outstanding performance and appearance. Kit £39.10.0 (less cabinet).. 
Assembled £57.10.0 Attractive walnut veneered cabinet £2.^.U extra. 

GARRARD AUTO/RECORD PLAYER. Model AT-60. 
less cartridge £14.12.10 With Decca Deram pick-up £19.7.4 mcl. P.T. 
Many other Garrard models available, ask for Lists. 
TRANSISTOR FM STEREO/MONO TUNER, TFM-IS , rc; Ifi 0 
Styled to match amplifier above. Comprises TFM.Tl Tunmg q1 ^ 
inch P.T. TFM-IS I.F. Amp. P.S. etc. £19.2.0 Total Price Kit £24.18.0 ( 
cabinet). Cabinet £2.5.0 extra. 
COTSWOLD SPEAKER SYSTEMS. Standard or M.F.S. cover 30 c/s-20,000 
c/s. 3 loudspeakers. Kit £25.12.0. Assembled and Finished £33.4.0. 

NEW! PORTABLE STEREO RECORD 
PLAYER, SRP-1 Kit £17.15.0 

Assembled price on request 

Automatic playing of 16, 33, 45 and 
78 rpm records. All transistor- 
cool instant operation. Dual LP/78 
stylus. Plays mono or stereo 
records. Suitcase portability. De- 
tachable speaker enclosure for best 
stereo effect. Two Sin a Sin. special 
loudspeakers. For 228-250V a,c. 
mains operation. Overall cabinet 
size 15-ft z 3J z lOiin. 

Compact, economical stereo and mono record playing for the whole 
Family—plays anything from the Beatles to Bartok. All solid-state 
circuitry gives room filling volume. 

illillllllllllllllllllllilllllllillli 

DAYSTROM 

IIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIM iilllillilililiilM 

ENJOY YOURSELF AND SAVE MONEY 
Finished models provide years of superlative performances^ 

INSTRUMENTS 

3" LOW-PRICED service oscilloscope. 
Model OS-2. Compact size 5" x X 12 deep. 
Wt. only 9|lb. "Y" bandwidth 2 c/s-3 Mc/s ±3dB. 
Sensitivity lOOmV/cm, T/B 20 e/s-200 kc/s m four 
ranges, fitted mu-metal CRT Shield. Modern functional styling. 

Kit £23.18.0 Assembled £31.18.0 
5" GEN-PURPOSE OSCILLOSCOPE. Model 
10-12U. An outstanding model with professional specification and styling. "Y" bandwidth 3 c/s-4.5 Mc/s ±3dB. T/B 10 c/s-500 kc/s. 

Kit £35.17.6 Assembled £45.15.0 
DE LUXE LARGE-SCALE VALVE / VOLT- 
METER. -Model IM-I3U. Circuit and speci- 
fication based on the well-known model V-7A but 
with many worth-while refinements, b Ernest 
Turner meter. Unique gimbal bracket allows 
operation of instrument in many positions. Modern 
styling. Kit £18.18.0 Assembled £26.18.0 
AUDIO SIGNAL GENERATOR. Model AG-9U. 10 c/s 
to 100 kc/s, switch selected. Distortion less than 0.1 /„, 
10V sine wave output metered in volts and dB s. Kit £23.15.0 Assembled £31.15.0 

VALVE VOLTMETER. Model V-7A. 7 voltage ranges 
dc. volts to 1,500. A.c. to 1,500 r.m.s. and 4,000 peak 
to neak. Resistance 0.1 fi to 1,000M n with internal battery. 
Dc. input resistance HMD. dB measurement, has centre- 
zero scale. Complete with test prods, leads and standardising 
battery. Kit £13.18.6 Assembled £19.18.6 
MULTIMETER. Model MM-1U. Ranges 0-1 5 V to 
1,500V a.c. and d.c.; ISOpA to ISA d.c.; 0.2 D to 20MCL 
4i" SOpA meter. Kit £12.18.0 Assembled £18.11.6 

• A 
OS-2 

1M-13U 

V-7A 
G3 

RF-1U 

R.F. SIGNAL GENERATOR. 
Model RF-XU. Up to 100 Mc/s 
fundamental and 200 Mc/s on 
harmonics. Up to lOOmV output. 
Kit £13.18.0 Assembled £20.8.0 

SINE / SQUARE GENERATOR 
Model IG-82U. Freq. range 20 c/s-1 
Mc/s in 5 bands less than 0.5% sine 
wave dist. less than O.lSp. sec. sq. 
wave rise time. 
Kit £25.15.0 Assembled £37.15.0 

Complete your motoring pleasure with this 
outstanding CAR RADIO, Modelcr-i 

Will give you superb LW and MW enter- 
tainment wherever you drive. Tastefully 
styled to harmonise with any car colour 
scheme. Available for your convenience in 
two separate parts, RF Amp. Kit £1.13.6 

^ ... incl. P.T. IF/AF Amp. Kit £11.3.6. 
Total Price Kit (excl. Loudspeaker) £12.17.0 mcl. P.T. 

■ 8" X 5" Loudspeaker £1.16.1 incl. P.T. 

TRANSISTOR RADIOS 
"OXFORD" LUXURY PORTABLE. 
Model UXR-2. Specially designed for use 
as a domestic, car or personal portable 
receiver. Many features, including solid 
leather case. Kit £14.18.0 incl. P.T. 
TRANSISTORPORTABLE. ModelUXR-1. 
Pre-aligned I.F. transformers, printed circuit. 
Covers L.W. and M.W. Has 7" X 4" loud- 
speaker. Real hide case. £12 jj „ ^ P.T, 

JUNIOR EXPERIMENTAL WORKSHOP 
Model EW-1. More than a toy! Will make 
over 20 exciting electronic devices, incl: 
Radios, Burglar Alarms, etc. 72 page Manual. 
The ideal present! Kit £7.13.6 incl. P.T. 

STEREO TRANSISTOR FM TUNER 
(Mono version also available) 

14 transistor, 5 diode circuit. Tuning 
range 88-108 Mcc/s. Designed to match 
the AA-22U Amplifier. Available m sep- 
arate units, can be built for a total price. 
TFM-IS Kit (Stereo) £24.18.0 incl. P.T. 
TFM-IM Kit (Mono) £20.19.0 incl. P.T. 
Cabinet extra £2.5.0. 

UXR-2 

UXR-1 

FM Tuner 

VISIT THE HEATHKIT CENTRE Telephone No. 01-636 7349 VISIT THE Mt
2^"T^TENHAM C0URT R0AD, LONDON W.I 

Open Monday to Friday 9 a.m.-5.30 p.m. Saturday 9 a.m. p.m. 
OPENING 24th October, 1967— THE HEATHKIT CENTRE 
17-18 ST. MARTIN'S HOUSE, BULL RING, BIRMINGHAM 

SEE HOW EASY-IT-IS TO BUILD 
ANY HEATHKIT MODEL YOURSELF 

Full details' of manual only purchase scheme in 
latest catalogue. Remember all Heathkit models 

are fully guaranteed. 
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NEW! STEREO AMPLIFIER, TSA-12 
12x12 watts output. 
Kit £30.10.0 less cabinet 
Assembled £42.10.0 
Cabinet £2.5.0 extra 
FOR THIS SPECIFICATION 
• 17 transistors, 6 diode circuit • ± 1 dB, 16 to 50,000 c/s at! 2 watts per 
channel into 8 ohms • Output suitable for 8 or 15 ohm loudspeakers • 3 
stereo inputs for Gram, Radio and Aux. • Modern low silhouette styling 
• Attractive aluminium, golden anodised front panel • Handsome 
assembled and finished walnut veneered cabinet available • Matches 
Heathkit models TFM-1 and AFM-2 transistor tuners. 
Full range power . .. over extremely wide frequency range. Special trans- 
formerless output circuitry. Adequately heat-sinked power transistors for 
cool operation—long life. 6 position source switch. 
FULL SPECIFICATION SHEET AVAILABLE 

iliilliillliil 

NEW! STEREO TAPE RECORDER, STR-t 

Fully portable—own speakers 

Kit £45.18.0 
Assembled price on request 
FOR THIS SPECIFICATION 
• i track stereo or mono record and 
playback at 7^, SJ and ips • Sound- 
on-sound and sound-with-sound capabili- 
ties • Stereo record, stereo playback, 

, , , „ . . . _ mono record and playback on either channel • 18 transistor circuit for cool, instant and dependable operation 
• Moving coil record level indicator • Digital counter with thumbwheel zero 
reset • Stereo microphone and auxiliary inputs and controls, speaker/headphone 
and external amplifier outputs . . . front panel mounted for easy access • Push- 
button controls for operational modes • Built-in stereo power amplifier giving 

V^tA\rrmS per c*lanne^ • Two high efficiency 8" x 5" speakers • Operates on 2J0V a.c. supply. 
Versatile recording facilities. So easy to build—so easy to use. 
FULL SPECIFICATION SHEET AVAILABLE 

FM STEREO TUNER DECODER FM-4U SD 

Build Britain's Best Electronic Kits 
No special Kit-building skills or Electronic Knowledge required 

Low-priced STEREO FM RADIO "AMATEUR" EQUIPMENT 
THE "MOHICAN" GENERAL COVER- 
AGE RECEIVER. Model GC-1U. With 
4 piezo-electric transfilters, variable tuned 
B.F.O. and Zener diode stabiliser, this is an excellent fully transistorised general 
purpose receiver for Amateur and Short 
wave listeners. Printed circuits, telescopic 
aerial, tuning meter and large slide-rule dial. 

Kit £37.17.6 Assembled £45.17.6 
AMATEUR BANDS RECEIVER. Model 
RA-I. To cover all the Amateur Bands from 160—10 metres. Many special features, 
including: half-lattice crystal filter; 8 valves; 
signal strength "S" meter; tuned R.F. 
Amp. stage. 

Kit £39.6.6 Assembled £52.10.0 
160-10M TRANSMITTER. Model DX- 
100U. Careful design has achieved high 
performance and stability. Completely self- 
contained. 

Kit £81.10.0 Assembled £106.15.0 
COMMUNICATTONS TYPE RECEIVER, wsoae. RG-1. A high performance, low cost receiver for the 
discriminating listener. Frequency coverage: 600 kc/s- 
1.5 Mc/s and 1.7 Mc/s-32 Mc/s. 

Kit £39.16.0 Assembled £53.0.0 

ilililillliillilllillllilllillilllilillil 

HWI FM TUNER. Model FM-4U. Available in two units. R F 
tuning unit (£2.15.0 inch P.T.) with I.F. output of 10.7 Mc/s, and I.F. 
amplifier unit, with power supply and valves (£13.13.0). May be used 
free standing or in a cabinet. Total Kit £16.8.0 
(Multiplex adapter available, as extra.) 

STEREO DECODER. Model SD-1, Converts FM Mono receivers to 
stereo at low-cost. Styled to match Heathkit models FM-4U and AFM-I 
Tuners Kit £8.10.0 Assembled £12.5.0 

II 
SSU-1 

C3 

SPEAKER SYSTEMS 
HI-FI SPEAKER SYSTEM. Model SSU-l 
Ducted-port bass reflex cabinet in the white! Two 
speakers, vertical or horizontal models with legs. 
KIT £12.12.0, without legs, KIT £11.17.6 
inch PT. 

AVON MINI SPEAKER SYSTEM 
61" Bass, Sf Treble speakers and crossover unit. 
Kit £4.18.0 incl. PT. Beautiful. Walnut veneered 
fully-finished cabinet, £8.18.0, Total price Kit 
£13.16.0 incl. PT. 

Heathkit 

D 

Send for this 
Catalogue ... 

... it's FREE! 
36 pages packed with Britain's 
largest selection of electronic Kits. 
Mail coupon or write: 
DAYSTROM LTD., Dept. RC-11 
GLOUCESTER. Tel. 20217. 

GC-1U 

RG-1 
Model 

Low-cost 3 + 3W Transistor Stereo Amplifier, TS-23 

Incorporating all the essential features 
for good quality sound reproduction 
from record, radio and other sources. 
16 Transistor, 4 diode circuit. Good 
frequency response 6 position selector 
switch. Modem slim line styling. 
Kit (less cabinet) £17.15.0 

Kit (with handsome finished cabinet) £18.19.0 

To DAYSTROM LTD., GLOUCESTER 
Please send me FREE BRITISH CATALOGUE 
Please send me details of models Q □ 

NAME   
ADDRESS 

Please send a FREE 
Catalogue to my i friend 

I Name    
Address 

Rc-11 I  RC-11 
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RE6UUTED SlimY FOR IIUNSISTOR CIRCUII 

ASSEMBLY 

MID TEST 

■ All solid-state construction 
0-25V DC. 0-0.5 A. 0.7 A. Limiter 

■ Just £19.18.6 in kit form 

Another fine example from the professional looking 
Knlght-klt range of test equipment — the KG-661 
regulated power supply for low-voltage, low-current 
transistor testing and servicing. 
Both line and load variations are regulated for con- 
stant voltage and the ripple output is only 7 mV r.m.s. 
at full rated load. Silicon transistors are used 
throughout for temperature stability with generous 
heat sinks for long life. An automatic current limiter 
operates at 0.7 A (short circuited) to provide complete 
burnout protection. 
Knight-kits are new to the U.K. and available from 
Blectroniques. Pull specifications on all the test 
equipment, which Includes 'scopes, multimeters, 
signal generators and a vacuum tube voltmeter can be 
found in our FREE 64-page brochure. And there's also 
a wide range of Hi-Fi and general Interest kits. 
Knight-kits not only save you money but are fun and 
Instructive to build. Performance specifications are 
fully guaranteed and for any problem, however small, 
our Service Department is ready to advise and assist. 
Credit terms are available if required. 
Blectroniques also stock a comprehensive range of 
technical publications, many of which are detailed in 
your brochure The knowledge gained from circuit 
construction can thus be complemented with theory 
and operating principles in order to get the very best 
results from your equipment. 

x; 

<5 
i 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

Please send me your FREE^I 
brochure K24 giving full 
details on the complete 
range of Knight-kits. 

, 'Send to ELBCTRGNIQUES 
(Prop.STC) Limited, Edinburgh 
Way, Harlow, Essex. 

(Jf) knight-kit by 

^ ' Quality Built-in, Built-up by you electroniques 

THE MODERN BOOK CO 

The Practical Aerial Handbook. By G. J. King. 
35s. Postage 1 s. 6d. 
Basic Theory and Application of Transistors. 
U.S. Dept. Army. 10s. Postage 1s. 
Radio and Audio Servicing Handbook. By 
G. J. King. 30s. Postage 1s. 6d. 
Colour Television Explained. By W. A. Holm. 
21s. Postage 1s. 

A Beginner's Guide to Television. A Newnes 
Pub. 8s. 6d. Postage 6d. 
Transistors for Technical Colleges. By L. 
Barnes. 25s. Postage 1s. 
101 Questions and Answers About Transistors. 
By L. G. Sands. 21s. Postage 1s. 
Transistor Pocket Book. By R. G. Hibberd. 
25s. Postage Is. 

Tape Recorder Servicing Manual. By H. W. 
Hellyer. 63s. Postage 2s. 

Inter: GEC Transistor Manual. 18s. Postage 2s. 

Inter: S.C.R. Manual 4th ed. 25s. Postage 2s. 

Questions and Answers Electronics. By C. 
Brown. 8s. 6d. Postage 6d. 

The Electronic Musical Instrument Manual. 
By A. Douglas. 37s. 6d. Postage Is. 

Multi-Channel Radio Control A Map. Tech. 
Pub. 12s. 6d. Postage 9d. 

Transistor Electronic Organs for the Amateur. 
By A. Douglas and S. Astley. 18s. Postage 1s. 

TV Fault Finding 405 625 Lines. A Data Pub. 
8s. 6d. Postage 6d. 

Questions and Answers Radio and Television. 
By H. W. Hellyer. 8s. 6d. Postage 6d. 

Radio Valve Data 8th ed. Compiled by "WW". 
9s. 6d. Postage 1s. 

We have the Finest Selection of English and American Radio Books in the Country 

19-21 PRAED STREET (Dept RC) LONDON W2 

Telephone PADdington 4185 
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A NO-COMPROMISE 

HIGH-FIDELITY LOUDSPEAKER 

Listen to a Q.14. Hear it in your own home. It is the 
result of long and thorough investigation into speaker 
design in order to produce one which would out- 
perform anything within pounds of its price. How far 
we have succeeded can be seen from the independently 
taken test report which compares excellently with 
loudspeakers over four times the price. The Sinclair 
Q.14 is uncommonly versatile, too. It can serve as a 
free-standing unit for bookshelf, etc., as a corner 
radiator, or be flush mounted in a multi-unit assembly. 
Power handling capacity is in excess of 14 Watts 
with remarkably smooth response between 60 and 
16,00 c/s. Size 9}" square x 4}" deep, In black matt 
finish with solid aluminium bar embellishment and 
detachable plinth base. 

TRY IT IK YOUR OWN HOME—MONEY (INC. POSTAGE) REFUNDED IF NOT SATISFIED 

SINCLAIR 

Q14 

£6.19.6 

SINCLAIR MICROMATIC PRICE REDUCED 
CROMATIC SINCLA 

V. 

With sales and export orders for the Sinclair Micromatic 
breaking all records, we have changed over to new production 
methods to meet the ever-increasing demand for the world's 
smallest radio set. This has enabled us to effect dramatic 
economies in production costs. At the same time, we have 
appreciably improved the set's quality by supplying a mag- 
netic earpiece with it, and what was superb performance 
before, now sounds better than ever. At the new prices, 
everyone is going to want the Micromatic. Order yours now 
for prompt delivery. 
Kit complete with 
magnetic earpiece, 
solder and instructions, 
originally 59/6, now 49 6 

Ready built with magnetic 
earpiece, originally 79/6 
now 

Post Paid 
2 Mercury Cell long life batteries for either of above, each, 1/10d. 

• l^sxP/ioxi" 
• Plays 

anywhere 

• M.W., A.G.C. 
and Bandpass 

• Kit or Built 

59 6 
Post Paid 

SINCLAIR Z.I 2 

12 WATT INTEGRATED HI-FI 
AMPLIFIER AND PRE-AMP 

• Size 3" x 1f" x 1J". 
• 8 special HF transistors. 
• Ultra-linear class B output and generous 

neg. feed back. 
• Response—15 to 50,00 c/s +1 dB. 
• Output suitable for 3, 7.5 and 15 ohm 

loads. Two 3 ohm speakers may be used 
in parallel. 

• Input—2mV into 2K ohms. 
• Signal to noise ratio—better than 60dB. 
USE IT FOR HI-FI, RADIO, MUSICAL 
INSTRUMENTS, INTERCOM, P.A., etc. 

Ready built, tested & guar- 
anteed with Z.12 manual 

SINCLAIR 
MICRO-FM 
7 Transistor Tunerf 
Pocket Receiver. 
Needs no aligning 
when built. 
Complete kit. 

£5.19.6 
STEREO 25 
Pre-amp/Control 
Unit for two Z.12s 
in stereo, built. 

£9.19.6 
PZ.3 Mains Power 
Unit. 

79/6 

12 watt RMS continuous sine wave 

— 

5 m 

89 6 # Ideal for battery operation 
11 A PA MTPP you are not completely satisfied when you receive your purchase from ^ l^l ■ L.L. USj your money will be refunded at once, in full and without question. 

SINCLAIR RADIONICS LTD., 22 NEWMARKET ROAD, CAMBRIDGE 
| Please send 

SINCLAIR RADIONICS LIMITED I 
22 NEWMARKET RD., CAMBRIDGE 

Telephone OCA3 52996 
I for which I enclose cash]cheque}money order 
| value £ s d  

NAME  
ADDRESS 

RC11 
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NOW AVAILABLE 

BOUND VOLUME No. 20 

of "The Radio Constructor" 

FOR YOUR LIBRARY 

Comprising 
780 pages 
plus index 

Volume 20 August 1966 to July 1967 

PRICE 32/6 Postage 4/6 

Speciol discount of lO'-loneguloueodeis 

Where the 12 monthly issues making up the 
volume are returned, the price is only 22/6 

plus 4/6 postage 

BOUND VOLUME No. 19 
August 1965 to July 1966 
Limited number still available 

same prices as above 

Available only from:— 

Data Publications Ltd. 

57 Maida Vale London W9 

BUILD THIS 

LOW COST HI H 

S3 

This basic hi-fi amplifier is simple 
enough to construct from full details in 

this issue of PRACTICAL WIRELESS. Input 
sensitivity 3mV: output 1 watt 30-50,000 c/s. A 
suitable pre-amp and a companion power amplifier, 
giving 5 or 15 watts into 15 or 3 ohms respectively, 
will follow on in this series. 

Also in this issue 

I.C. P.M. TUNER built on a printed circuit board. 
MIDGET TRANSISTOR TRANSMITTER using only two 
silicon planar transistors. 
REPAIRING MOVING COIL METERS—typical faults and 
their remedies. 

WIRELESS 

DECEMBER ISSUE OUT 3rd NOVEMBER. 2/6 
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Fast Mail Order far the Amateur Radio enthusiast! 

aerial equipment 
TWIN FEEDER. 300 ohm twin ribbon 
feeder similar K25, 8d. per yard. 75 ohm 
twin feeder, 6d. per yard. Post on above 
feeders and cable, 1/- any length. 
COPPER WIRE. 14G, H/D, 140 ft.. 
30/-; 70ft., 16/-. Post and packing 3/J. 
Other lengths pro rata. 
FEEDER SPREADERS. 6" Ceramic type 
F.S., 10d. each. Postage 2/6 up to 12. 
CERAMIC CENTRE PIECE for dipoles. 
Type AT, 1/6 each. P. & P. 1/-. 
2 METRE BEAM, 5 ELEMENT W.S. YAG1. Complete in box with 1 to 
24" masthead bracket. Price 56/-. 
P. & P. 4/-. 
SUPER AERAXIAL. 70/80 ohm coax 
300 watt very low loss, 2/3 P|r 

ohm 300 watt, 2/6 per yard. P. & P. 2/6. 
TOUGH POLYTHENE LINE, type 
ML1 (1001b.), 2d. per 7^. or «/« per 
100 yds. Type ML2 (220lb.), dd. per yd. 
or 25/- per 100 yds., ML4 (400lb.), 6d. 
per yd. ideal for Guys, L.W. Supports, Halyards, etc. Postage 1/6 on all line. 

MIDLAND AGENTS FOR 

EDDYSTONE 

Receivers & Components 

Transmitters, Receivers and 

Sundry Equipment by 

0 KW ELECTRONICS 

0 HALSON 

0 T.W. ELECTRONICS 

0 CODAR RADIO 
PARTRIDGE 

new boxed valves 
3/6 each, 4 for 10/-. P. & P- V'- TYPES 

6N7GT 6SF7 6AB7 6SH7 AAC7 6F7 6SK7 ■'k 
6K7 U.10 MSP4 6G6G 
Z21 Z22 KT41  

ABSORPTION WAVEMETERS, 3.00 
to 35.00 Mc/s in 3 Switched Bands. 3.5, 7 14 21 and 28 Mc/s. Ham Bands marked | 
on scale. Complete with md'"",.rY

b"^: 
A MUST for any Ham Shack. ONLY 25/ EACH. Post free. 
SHORT WAVE KIT, 1 valve only, 45/-. 
Phones, Ant. and Batteries 40/- extra if required. Ideal for junior operator. 
VARIABLE CONDENSERS. AM ] 
brass with ceramic end plates and ba 
race bearings. 50pF, 5/9; 100, 6/6, 
160, 7/6; 240, 8/6. Extension for ganging. 
P. & P. 2/-. 
SEALED RELAYS .12v 10|" Sfn 
Type A. 4 Pole, CO. 15/-. Type B- 
Pole, C.O. + 2 Pole Norm, on, 12/6. 
P. &>. 1/6. 

(\mmuthiS} 
CHAS. H. YOUNG LTD. 

At your service G2AK, G3LAY, 
Please print your address. No. C.O.D 

The Widest Range in the Midlands 

★ HIRE PURCHASE Ch s H YOUNG Ltd. 
l niiDT CVP.UANRF v' * PART EXCHANGE 

^dlr^. 'Phone 021 ■236 1635 

170-172 Corporation Street, Birmingham 4 

SEMICONDUCTORS 
distributed 

exclusively by 222-224"wEST"RO'AD,^w"ESTCLIFF-ON-SEA, ESSEX 
PHONE: SOUTHEND (0702) 46344 

NEW FROM THE U.S.A. 
"TEXAS" Integrated Circuits 

  19/6 SN7360 
SN7430 
SN7302 
F.E.T'S. 
2N3822 

Quadruple 2 Input Nand/Nor Gate 8 Input positive Nand Gate Dual J-K Flip-Flop with pre-set 
Field Effect Transistors 

21/6 
35/- 

•N Channel 4-lead 15/- 
No. Al. A2. A3. A9. 
AI5. Bl. B2. 

B6. 
B8. B9. BIO. B44. B2I. B42. C2. C4. 
C3I. C32. 
DIB. 

6—Silicon rectifiers BY 100 type 10—Relays mixed types and voltages 20—Mixed marked and tested fans. | 2N 174 real power trans. 80V I SOW   2 Power Comp. Pair. ADI6I/2 50—Unmarked untested, trans., new 4—Solar cells, inc. Book of Instruc- 
4—OAS gold bonded, diodes Mui- 
7—Matched set, OC44, 45/8ID/8I + diode   15—Red spot AF. trans, or white spot RF   2—Power trans. OC26l35type ...  1 Light sensitive cell, ORP12 type 
10—50V trans, germ. PNP latest type 1—Tunnel diode, AEY' ' •|L

(l5p1w
C'S 

2—Sil. recs. 10 amp.. 50-100 PIV ... 5—Switching trans. TK22C STL ... 1—Uni junction, 2N2I60 or 2N2646 2—RF power trans., OC22 and 
4—SiV.Tecs. 800 PIV J amp. top hat  2 Power trans. TK400A/NKT404 VCB64 IC 8 amp. — 
I—ORP60 type light sensitive cell 

PRICE 20/- 20/- 20/- 
20/- 20/- 10/- 
10/- 
10/- 
10/- 
10/- 10/- 91- 10/- 10/- 10/ 10/ 15/- 
15/- 15/ 
15/- 5/ 

WHY WASTE MONEY 

ALL THESE PRE-PAKS ARE TESTED AND GUARANTEED  ———:  —    TTTT: • Air" ■ CT/XDC 4 A I  
40 PNP-NPN Silicon 
40 Silicon Sub. Min. 

TRANSISTORS 10/- 
DI0DES 10/- 

40 NPN Silicon TRANSISTORS 10/- 

75 Germanium Min. DIODES 10/- 

NPN 400 Mcs. Silicon TRANSISTORS 10/- 

10 Silicon 750 mA Top Hat 
40 NPN Silicon TO. 5. CAN 

RECTIFIERS 10/- 

TRANS1ST0RS 10/- 
3 amp. Silicon 50-800 PIV. STUD RECS. 10/- 

OC45 
GENUINE TRANSISTORS NOT REMARKS 

IF transistor 

OC44 Osc. transistor 
1/9 

1/11 

OA9 Equal to OAS V- 

OC36 Power transistor (better than OC35) 7/6 

TRANSISTORS 
AC 107 AC 126 AC 127 AC 128 ACY17 AF1 14 ... AFI 15 ... AF116 ... AFI 17 ... AFI 18 ... AFI 19 ... AFI78 ... ASY66 BCZ1 I... BFY50 ... 

PRICE 6/- 2/6 2/6 21- 51- 41- ■21- 21- 41- 3/6 3/6 10/- 21- 7/6 15/- 

BSY25 BSY26 . BSY27 BSY28 BSY29 BSY95A OC4I OC7I OC72 OC73 OC8I OC8ID OC83 OCI39 OC140 

10/- 51- 51- 51- 51- 51- 2/6 2/6 2/6 51- 2/6 2/6 41- 2/6 51- 

OCI70... OC17I... OC200... OC20I... 2G30I ... 2G303 ... 2N697 ... 2N706 ... 2N711 ... 2N1302 2N1303 2N1304 2NI305 2NI306 2N1307 2N1308 

2/6 2NI309 ... ... 7/J ai 2S303   
51- POWER TRANSISTORS Bi- ne 2/6 51- 51- 101- 41- 41- 51- 51- 61- 61- Bl- 

OC20 OC23 OC25 OC26 OC28 OC35 DIODES AAY42 . OAI0 OA70 OA79 OAS I OA 182 . 1N9I4 

10/- 10/- Bl- 51- 51- 51- 
21- 21- 1/9 1/9 1/9 21- 1/6 

FREE ^ ★ 
Packs of your own choice to the value of 10/- with all orders over £4. 

SEND FOR OUR FREE LISTS AND CAT- 
ALOGUE OF ALL OUR PRODUCTS. CHECK 
YOUR OWN EQUIVALENTS WITH OUR 
FREE SUBSTITUTION CHART. 

NO CONNECTION WITH ANY OTHER FIRM 
MINIMUM ORDER 10/- CASH WITH ORDER 
PLEASE. Add I/- post and packing per order. 
OVERSEAS ADD EXTRA FOR AIRMAIL. 

Great News 
We now give r written guarantee with all our semi- conductors, 
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HOME RADIO LTD., Dept. RC, 187 London Rd., Mitcham, Surrey CR4 2YQ, Phone: 01-648 3282 

HOME RADIO CATALOGUES 

PAST 

C-eO VOMftuib (MircHWJ1" cr. 

PRESENT 

Books BI35A B3IB B3IC B78B 

For the benefit of our customers who have 
catalogues dated earlier than February 1967 
we set out below the new items that have 
been added. Price 

Fault Location Exercises in Radio and T.V. Servicing Vol. 2... Radio Circuits by Miller/Spreadbury   "Reed Switches" F. R. Industrial Electronics    Radio and T.V. Servicing—Electronics Servicing. (Specimen Answers to Intermediate Papers 1961-64)   
Capacitors. Metallized polyester 5% tolerance. C77A 0.47wF 400V 31 x 15 mm   C77B 0.22uF 400V 26 x 12 mm ...   C77C 0.1 uF 400V 19 x I I mm   C77D 0.047uF 400V 16 x 10 mm   C77E 0.033 uF 400V 16 x 8 mm   C77F 0.022uF 400V 14x7 mm   C77G 0.01 wF 400V 14x5.5 mm   
Capacitors. Increased range of Cyldon compression trimmers. VC29LA MT3IA/3 3-40pF     30-140pF   7-60pF      2.5-40pF   3.5-70pF   400-1250pF   500-2000pF   

VC29LB MT3IA/5 VC29LC MT3IA/I2 VC29MA MT25/I VC29MB MT25/2 TPI0 TP29 VC29SA VC29SB 
Kits KT206A KT206B Printed Circuit Kit for photoelectric projects Optical parts for use with above kit ... ... 
Rectifier MRI9A Contact-cooled rectifier 250V 100mA (bridge). 46 x 35 x 8 mm 
Sockets. Metal sockets to take coil pins. ZA38A 4-mm sockets   ZA38B Standard iin. sockets  
Soldering Irons ES25A Weller "Marksman" soldering iron, 25 watt model SP25 ... Kit containing the above iron, solder, 2 spare bits and soldering aid      Spare screw-in bits      Spare element     

8/6 25/- 3/6 
8/6 
5/6 3/3 2/3 21- 1/9 1/9 1/6 
U- 1/3 1/5 1/6 1/6 2/6 2/10 

39/6 19/6 
15/- 
6d. 6d. 

ES25B 
ES25C ES25H 
Switches WSI52 Bulgin S3I9/D. SPST key switch with key removable in both positions   WSI26 Bulgin SM357 SPCO "Push" switch   
Tape. Synchrotape, Inexpensive British-made recording tape, complete with metallic stop-foils, coloured leaders and trailers (except for some 3in. sizes). . .. 4/9 

6/3 8/9 13/9 12/- 18/- 27/6 15/- 

3in. 150ft. 3in. 225ft. 3in. 300ft. 3in. 450ft. 4in. 450ft. 4in. 600ft. 4in. 900ft. Sin. 600ft. 

PAT33A PAT33B PAT33C PAT33D PAT33E PAT33F PAT33G PAT33H 
Testgear TG29 TG30 
Thermistor VAI077 Mullard 
Thyristors SD33A SCROS SD33B SCR06 

Sin. 900ft. .. Sin. 1200ft. ., 5Jin. 900ft. .,   5Jin. 1200ft. PAT33N 5Jin. 1800ft. PAT33P 7in. 1200ft. ., PAT33Q 7in. 1800ft. . PAT33R 7in. 2400ft. . 

PAT33J PAT33K PAT33L PAT33M 

Signal tracer Signal injector 

4 amp 400-volt PIV (240-volt RMS) 10 amp 400-volt PIV (240-volt RMS) 
Transformer. Midget for transistor power supplies. TM25A Osmor MT9. 9-0-9 volts at 80mA. 30 x 40 x 30 mm  
Transistor Mounting Kits. TR47A Mullard 56239 insulating kit for ADI6I-ADI62 etc. 
Twist Drills. High-speed twist drills for BA sizes; tapping and clearing. TL47A No. 10 2 BA clear   TL47B No. 24 4 BA clear 2 BA tap   TL47C No. 31 6 BA clear 4 BA tap   TL47D No. 42 8 BA clear 6 BA tap ...   TL47E No. 50 8 BA tap   
Volume Controls. Our moulded track range VRI8B have proved to be so superior to the ordinary carbon track types we have now greatly extended this range. VRI8B LOG. 5 K, 10 K, 25 K, 50 K, 100 K, 250 K, 500 K, I meg. 2 meg  VRI8C LIN. 100 ohms. 500 ohms  VRI8D LIN. 5 K, 10 K, 25 K, 50 K. 100 K, 250 K, 500 K, I meg. ... VRI8E Ganged LOG. I K, 5 K, 10 K. 100 K, 500 K. I meg  VRI8F Ganged/DP, LOG. I K, 5 K, 10 K, 100 K. 500 K, I meg. ... 

29/- 
38/- 3/- M/- 

8/- 5/6 

18/6 28/6 18/6 22/6 36/- 22/6 28/6 48/- 
26/3 26/3 
2/6 

45/- 70/- 
10/9 
8d. 
2/2 1/6 1/3 I/- I Id. 

5/- 6/- 5/- 10/6 13/- 

U» 

HnURE 

Now what of the future? Set out below are 
new items, already in stock, that will be going 
into the next reprint of the catalogue. We 
would particularly like to draw your attention 
to the first item (large value 1% tolerance 
capacitors) which we believe are rare. 

Cat. No. 
2FG 25 2FG 27 2FG 29 2FG 31 2FG 33 2FG 35 2FG 37 
Cot. No. 
E966 VC40 D DL 53 B PK 78 PL 36 

Capacity 
.001 .005 .01 .05 .1 .5 1.0 

D.C. Working Voltage 
100 100 100 100 100 100 63 

1% 

Description 
Pyrex Glass strain insulators  Dilemin 2 gang 192 + 78 + ISpF trimmers i x i x i Spindle Lock for ^in. spindle   5 amp 3 pin non reverse flex connector   Sub miniature filament lamp 6V. 70mA  

1/3 
2/3 

6/- 11/6 
Price 

5/6 12/6 1/6 2/6 7/9 
Reed Relays 

No ^No™ Coil Resistance Switching Contacts WSI53 CRI/A 18-30V 2.6K S.P. normally open 200V .5A I0W 15/- WSI54 CRI/B I2-I8V 560 ohms WSI55 CRI/C 9-12V 400 ohms WSI56 CRI/D 6-9 V 190 ohms 

WSI59 WSI60 WS161 WS162 WSI63 WSI64 WSI65 WSI66 

15/- 13/6 12/6 

Makers No. Voltage Switching 
MH2 6 2PDT ... 1051 6 SPDT ... MH4 6 4PDT ... MH2 12 2PDT ... 1051 12 SPDT ... MH4 12 4PDT ... Mk2 24 2PDT ... Mk3 24 3PDT ... 

ES20N 240V Desoldering tool for printed circuit  
WSI33 Miniature toggle 25/64 x 5/16 x 4 SPDT   WSI34 Miniature toggle 25/64 x 5/16 x I DPDT   WSI74 Push Button switches Bank of 3 D.P. change over each button WSI75 Push Button switches Bank of 4 D.P. change over each button 
TG39 V-T2 Meter Movement 50 microamps 2i scale   TG40 V-T2 ., 100 ,.   TG4I V-T2 „ 500 ,,   TG42 V-T2 „ I milliamp   TG43 V-T2 „ 5 „   

Price 
12/9 12/- 16/- 12/9 12/- 16/- 17/9 19/3 
84/- 
13/9 27/3 
II/- 13/6 
75/- 75/- 75/- 60/- 67/6 

All this will not interest you much of course if you 
do not possess a Home Radio Catalogue. But this 
can easily be remedied. Just fill in the coupon and 
send it to us with your cheque or p.o. for 9/6 (7/6 
plus 2/- p. & p.) May we add that for good measure 
each catalogue contains 5 vouchers, each worth 1/- 
when used as directed. 

fwame .g^ I 

j Address   | 

I  I 
I I 
|   I 

Radio Ltd., Dept. RC, 1S7 London Road, Mitcham, CR4 2YQ 
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Short Wave 

Converter 

This simple unit operates both as a pre-amplifier from 1.6 ^ " Mc/s, and as a 
converter from 10.5 to 31.5 Mc/s. A neat circuit technique enables either function 
to be selected without complex switching. The output for the mam receiver 

low impedance and is given by a cathode follower. 

The simpler types of short-wave receiver— 
including many commercial broadcast sets- 
suffer from a variety of shortcomings. These 

include lack of sensitivity and selectivity on the 
lower ranges, and a proneness to image interference 
on the higher ranges. Tuning is often extremely 
critical and on the higher ranges almost impossible. 
The unit to be described has been designed to over- 
come these failings, and is both relatively simple to 
construct and low in cost. 

The unit is in fact a dual purpose one. On the 
lower short waves (i.e. 1.6 Mc/s to 5.3 Mc/s) it 
functions as a pre-amphfier and gives a useful boost 
to signals received on these frequencies. On the 
higher range (10.5 to 31.5 Mc/s) it functions as a 
converter. Signals on this range are converted to 
1.6 Mc/s, to which frequency the main receiver is 
then tuned. In this mode of operation the main 
receiver becomes an "i.f. strip" and the whole 
arrangement works as a double superhet with all the 

o HT r 

I 
170-230V 

TC8 r7§ 
^ A 

RFC) 
C4 ECH 81 9001 

9 ,-rJi ^3 
II slb To aerial 

socket of 
receiver 

la r 

c7 
To earth VC2

b / VCI ./ socket of TC 
T 1 m ./ T receiver VR| vc C2 VC3 C5 

I 

Si positions •• A- pre-amplmer 
C- converter 

6 3V 
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Pre-amplifier 

Unit by 

G. A. Stanton G3SCV 

advantages that this implies. On the higher band, 
tuning is entirely carried out on the converter, and 
as this includes band-spread facilities, becomes much 
more easy. 

Circuit Operation 
The circuit of the unit is given in Fig. 1. When 

functioning as a pre-amplifier, switch Si(a)(b)(c) is 
set to position A, whereupon signals are fed from 
the aerial to the grid of Vi(a) via the coupling and 
tuned windings of coil Lj. This coil, in conjunction 
with VCi and VC4, covers 1.6 to 5.3 Mc/s. Vj, it 
will be seen, is a triode heptode. On the range under 

consideration however, the heptode alone operates, 
the full h.t. supply being disconnected from the triode 
section by Si(c). The signals presented to the 
heptode grid are amplified and appear across the 
r.f. choke in its anode circuit. The signals could be 
taken direct from the anode to the main receiver, 
but this would present certain difficulties. For one 
thing the anode circuit is at a fairly high impe- 
dance, whereas most receivers will have a much 
lower input impedance at their aerial terminals. To 
connect directly from the one to the other will cause 
at least moderate, and probably severe, losses. 
Also, the output is best taken via a length of screened 

1 
■ components! 

Inductors 
Li Miniature Dual-Purpose Coil Range 3, 

Resistors Blue (Denco) 
(All fixed values $ watt 10%, unless otherwise L2 Miniature Dual-Purpose Coil Range 5, 
stated) Blue (Denco) 

Ri 15kn L3 Miniature Dual-Purpose Coil Range 5, 
Ra 1500 White (Denco) 
R3 47kQ RFCi R.F. choke, 2.6mH, type RFC5 
R4 27k0 (Denco) 
Rs 470kn 
r6 ikn Valves 
R7 2.2Mn 20% Vj ECH81 
VRi 20k fl potentiometer, linear V2 9001 (see text) 

Capacitors Switch 
Ci 0.01[xF ceramic, 250V wkg. Si(a)(b)(c) 3-pole 2-way rotary 
C2 0.01 [J.F ceramic 
C3 lOOpF silver-mica Miscellaneous 
C4 220pF ceramic or silver-mica, 250V 2 epicyclic slow motion drives with flanges, 

wkg. Cat. No. 4511/F (Jackson Bros) 
C5 2,000pF ceramic or polystyrene Spindle coupler 
Cg 0.01 (iF ceramic, 250V wkg. 1 B7G valveholder 
C7 l,000pF ceramic 1 B9A valveholder 
Cg 0.01 nF ceramic, 250V wkg. Knobs 
VCx,2 300 + 300pF (or 310 + 310pF) 2-gang Set No. 5 (Dials; control panels on clear back- 

air-spaced variable ground) or Set No. 6 (Dials: control panels on 
VC3 15pF air-spaced variable black background) Panel-Sign Transfers. (Data 
VC4 25pF air-spaced variable Publications, Ltd.) 
TCj 3-30pF trimmer, Mullard concentric Chassis materials, connecting wire, etc. 
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HIT WW 

200V 

D-3V 

PL 

chassis 

6-3V 

Fig. 2. If the unit is to be completely self-contained it 
may have its own power supply, as shown here 

cable. If this were directly connected to the anode 
circuit of Vi(a) the self-capacitance of the cable 
would add to the losses just mentioned. To overcome 
these difficulties the signal is fed from the anode of 
Vj(a) to the grid of V2, the latter functioning as a 
cathode follower. V2 gives no voltage amplification. 
Instead, it serves as an impedance matching device 
and enables almost all the output of Vi(a) to be fed 
to the main receiver. 

When the unit is operated as a converter, signals 
are switched by Si(a) and Si(b) to the grid of Vi(a) via 
L2, this coil covering 10.5 to 31.5 Mc/s. At the same 
time the triode section of Vi is brought into opera- 
tion by Si(c). Vi(b) functions as an oscillator, and the 
oscillations are mixed with the signal in the heptode 
section in the normal manner. The oscillator tuning 
is trimmed to produce an "i.f." of 1.6 Mc/s at the 
heptode anode. VC2 (together with VQ, to which it 
is ganged) provides the main handset tuning. VC3—a 
small variable capacitor in parallel with VC2— 
enables the oscillator frequency to be varied slightly 
and provides bandspread. It will be noted that no 
switching appears in the oscillator tuned circuit 
itself. This not only greatly simplifies construction 
but also reduces losses and obviates r.f. switch 
wiring in a critical section of the unit. 

The "i.f." signal appearing at the anode of Vi(a) is 
passed to the grid of V2 in the same manner as 
occurs when the unit is employed as a pre-amplifier. 
A low impedance output is then available at the 
cathode of V2 for application to the main receiver. 

When the unit is employed as a pre-amplifier for 
1.6 to 5.3 Mc/s, signals are tuned in on the main 
receiver, being brought up to full strength by 
adjusting VQ in the unit. When the unit is used as a 
converter for 10.5 to 31.5 Mc/s, the main receiver is 
set to 1.6 Mc/s and remains tuned at that frequency. 
Tuning is then carried out by VQ and VQ in the 
unit, with VQ giving bandspread. 

The screened cable coupling the unit to the 
receiver can conveniently be TV coaxial cable. 

It will be noted that a 2.2MXi resistor, R7, is 
inserted in series with the h.t. supply to Vi(b) when 
Si(c) is set to position A. This resistor prevents 

COMPONENTS 

Fig. 2 Power Supply 

Rg Iktl 1 watt 

Capacitors 
Q, 10 16 + 16[xF electrolytic, 300V wkg. 

Transformer 
Ti Mains transformer. Secondaries, 200V 

at 20mA, 6.3V at 1A. 

Rectifier 
Di BYI00 

Switch 
S2 On-off toggle 

Pilot Lamp 
PLi 6.3V 0.3A pilot lamp 

Panel-mounting pilot lamp assembly 

cathode poisoning in Vi(b), which might otherwise 
occur if the unit were employed as a pre-amplifier 
for long periods of time. The value of R7 is too high 
to allow Vx(b) to oscillate when Si(c) is in position A. 

VQ, a small variable capacitor across the aerial 
tuned circuit, allows for different types of aerial and 
enables the input circuit to be correctly adjusted 
when the unit is used as a converter. VRj, in the 
cathode circuit of Vj, controls the bias of the heptode 
section and acts as a gain control. 

In the original, V2 is a 9001 pentode connected as 
a triode (i.e. with the anode and screen-grid strapped). 
The only reason for using this particular valve was 
that it happened to be available in the spares box. 
A 6C4 will function just as effectively, as also will a 
triode connected EF91. The base connections shown 
in Fig. 1 are for a 9001. 

Power Supply 
Power requirements for the unit are very modest. 

For the h.t. supply a mere 15mA at 200 volts is 
ample, while a 6.3 volt I amp source will supply both 
valve heaters and a pilot light, with a fair margin to 
spare. Actual heater consumption for Vi and V2 
is 0.45 amp when a 9001 or a 6C4 is used for V2, 
and 0.6 amp when an EF91 is used for V2. The 
prototype was self-contained and Fig. 2 gives the 
circuit of the power supply section. The mains 
transformer is a "converter" type.* The suggested 
rectifier is a BY100 silicon diode. The latter is capable 
of supplying current far in excess of that required 
here but, being available for a few shillings, it is an 
obvious choice. (Continued on page 207) 

*A suitable transformer is available from G. W. Smith & Co. 
(Radio) Ltd., 3 Lisle Street, London, W.C.2. This is listed as a 
"converter transformer" and has secondaries of 200 volts at 25mA, 
and 6.3 volts at 1 amp.—Editor. 
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Denco(Clacton) Limited 

357-9 OLD ROAD CLACTON-ON-SEA ESSEX 

AN APOLOGY 

In the interest of our Home Constructor friends and the Component 

Retailers who supply their requirements, we have endeavoured with 

great success to maintain our selling prices for very many years. We 

have now reached the stage where we have just got to increase our 

prices or go out of business if we wish to maintain our high standard of 

quality and also continue to support articles published in Technical 

Magazines. 

On January 1st 1968 all of our catalogued prices will be increased by 

approximately 10%; we have done our very best for all concerned and 

trust to receive your continued support. 

Ask your Retail Component Stockist, or if in difficulty write to us direct, 

for a copy of our General Catalogue price 2/6d. 

DENCO (GLACTON) LIMITED 357-9 OLD ROAD CLACTON-ON-SEA ESSEX 
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IF YOU'RE BUYING A HOUSE 

Mortgage 

Protection 

is the best Policy for you 

If you're buying your house with the help of a 
Building Society or a private loan, a "Yorkshire" 
Mortgage Protection Policy will take care of your 
outstanding payment in the event of your premature 
death. And, if you wish, you can arrange a Protection 
"Plus" Policy, which gives you a substantial cash 
return at the end of the mortgage term. It costs so 
little yet means so much to your dependants. Leave 
them a home not a mortgage! 

Please send for further details, without any 
obligation, of course. 

THE YORKSHIRE INSURANCE COMPANY LTD 
Chief Offices: Rougier Street, YORK 

and Becket House, 36-37 Old Jewry, LONDON E.C.2 

Please send me further particulars of the 
"Yorkshire" Mortgage Protection Policy 

Name     

Address       :  

    J/B 

RADIO CONSTRUCTOR 

BUILD SOME OF TOE 

FASCINATING DESIGNS 

FEAIUDED EACH MONTH 

NEXT MONTH'S 

SPECIAL FEATURES 

3-STAGE PRESELECTOR 

ELECTRONIC SIREN 

SOLID-STATE TIME DELAY UNIT 

r MAKE SURE OF YOUR COPY! 1 

To 

NEWSAGENT 
Please reserve/deliver RADIO CONSTRUCTOR 

(2/6), dated December, on sale 1st December and 
continue every month until further notice. 

Name :   

Address 
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Short Wave Pre-amplifier 
Converter Unit 
{Continued from page 204) 

If the main receiver is an a.c. mains type incorpo- 
rating an isolating mains transformer, it is quite 
likely capable of supplying the little extra power 
required for the unit, whereupon the components 
shown in Fig. 2 are not required. If this course is 
adopted it is suggested that a 2kfl 1 watt resistor be 
included in the h.t. positive feed from the receiver. 
This will decouple the supply and will prevent the 
possibility of instability due to interaction between 
the unit and the receiver front end. On no account 
should h.t. or heater supplies be obtained from a 
receiver whose chassis connects to one side of the 
mains. 

Construction 
Construction is quite straightforward but the 

exact details will depend, of course, upon the com- 
ponents used. Standard types were used in the origi- 
nal and a chassis-plus-panel arrangement made for 
convenient assembly. The general layout is given in 
Figs. 3, 4 and 5. 

The critical part of the circuit is that around Vi. 
Short direct connections are necessary here if best 
results are to be obtained, and most of the smaller 
components associated with this section should be 
mounted directly to the valveholder. In the interests 
of short leads, the valveholders should be oriented 

as shown in Fig. 4. (If a 6C4 is used for Va, however, 
its valveholder should have pin 6 closest to Vj 
valveholder). Especial care should be taken in 
wiring The oscillator section for, at the higher fre- 
quency end of the range covered, an extra half inch 
of wire or a "wobbly" component can make all the 
difference between success and failure. In order to 
keep the oscillator leads short the bandspread 
capacitor (VCj) is mounted directly under the oscil- 
lator section of the main tuning capacitor (VC2). 
In the layout VC3 is shown as a chassis mounting 
type. Panel mounting types are cheaper to buy and 
one of these could be substituted, in which case it 
must be mounted on a small substantial metal 
bracket in the same position. A spindle coupler and 
a length of iin spindle couple VC3 to its slow motion 
drive. 

Outside dimensions for' the prototype chassis and 
panel are given in Figs. 4 and 5, but these are 
intended merely as a guide. Constructors should 
first obtain the components they intend to use and 
then make up a chassis which can accommodate 
them comfortably. Chassis depth should be such as 
to give adequate clearance for the aerial and oscil- 
lator coils and VC3. Solder connections to these 
coils should, incidentally, be made quickly, as exces- 
sive heat may cause the plastic mounting to distort. 
The coils are fitted to iin holes in the chassis and 
secured .with the plastic nuts provided. Holes are 
also drilled for the connecting wires to the fixed 
vanes of VQ, VC2 and VC4, the holes being posi- 
tioned so that these wires follow the shortest possible 
route. Further holes will be required for other leads 
passing through the chassis, and all holes should be 

Mains lead 

D, I 1(5 

TO 

vc2 

vc. 

VC4 
E=? 

VR| 

Pilot light 
assembly 

Aerial input socket Slow motion drive 

Fig. 3. Top view of the prototype unit, showing the positions taken up by the main components. TCi is soldered directly 
to the adjacent fixed vane tag of VC2 
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aerial 

earth Coaxial lead to Rx 

Tag-strip Mams 
lead 

L3 oscillator coil 
LD 

R.F.C 
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VC3 
CQCio 

I 9 
V, 
Ll Aerial 
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[[3 

Fig. 4. Under-chossis view 

Slow motion drive 
of the prototype, indicating the basic layout. Chassis dimensions ore intended as a guide only 

Aerial socket 

Aerial trimmer 

Bandset 

Pilot light 

_ R.F gain 

63/4 

AMP/Converter switch Bandspread Mains on/off 

Fig. 5. The front panel layout of the unit. Panel material is aluminium sheet. The bandset cursor may be made from a 
small piece of Perspex, this being fixed to the flange of the slow motion drive 

the radio constructor 2Uo 



fitted with grommets. The moving vane connections 
to the variable capacitors may be taken via the 
chassis, one or more solder tags under the securing 
nuts for Vi and V2 valveholders providing the chassis 
connection for the coils. 

Fig. 5 shows the panel layout, giving the positions 
of the various controls. Both the handset and band- 
spread controls utilise flange-type epicyclic slow 
motion drives. A medium size dial taken from the 
Data "Panel-Signs" range is used for the handset 
control. A small circular ivorine dial, or similar, 
mounted directly on the lower drive flange is used 
for the bandspread control. 

Alignment and Calibration 
Alignment and calibration of the unit is most 

easily carried out with the aid of a signal generator, 
standard practice being followed. The unit and its 
parent receiver are connected as for normal use, with 
the latter tuned to a point at or near 1.6 Mc/s. In 
practice the exact frequency is unimportant but 
should be carefully noted for future reference, for 
this is in effect the "first i.f.". The unit is switched 
to the converter position with the bandspread 
control and the aerial trimmer at their mid-points, 
and the r.f. gain control at maximum. With the 
handset control at maximum capacitance a modu- 
lated signal of 10.5 Mc/s is injected into the aerial 
input of the unit and the core of L3 is adjusted until 
the signal is heard. The core of L2 is then adjusted 
for maximum response. With the handset at mini- 
mum capacitance a signal of 31.5 Mc/s is injected 
and TCi is adjusted until this also, is heard. If 
two positions of the trimmer produce the signal, 
that with the lowest capacitance is the correct one. 
The aerial trimmer, VCj, is next adjusted for maxi- 
mum signal. The whole process is then repeated in 
order to take up any small final adjustments that 
may be necessary. The cores and TQ should then 
be fixed with a spot of wax and the converter range 
can be calibrated. 

If a signal generator is not available alignment will 
be more tricky and will require rather more patience, 
for broadcast signals will have to be used. One of 
the difficulties in aligning without instruments is 
knowing where to expect the various bands to 
appear on the dial. As a rough guide the following 
were logged on the prototype using the "Panel- 
Signs" dial. 

25 metre broadcast band — 80 
19 metre broadcast band — 55 
16 metre broadcast band — 40 
13 metre broadcast band — 20 

If the handset dial is set at 80 the core of L3 
should be carefully adjusted until a broadcast 
signal in the 25 metre band is heard. This is then 
brought to maximum by adjusting the core of L2. 
With the handset dial at 20, TQ should be adjusted 
until a signal is heard in the 13 metre band. This is 
then brought to maximum by adjusting the aerial 
trimmer. This procedure will bring the circuits 
roughly into line and the dial can then be calibrated 
against known signals. 

Alignment of the unit as a pre-amplifier is a simple 
matter with or without a signal generator. All that is 
necessary is the correct positioning of the core of 
Lj. The main receiver is set at 1.6 Mc/s and, with 
the handset control at maximum capacitances, the 
core of Li is adjusted for maximum "noise". Signals 
on this range are tuned on the main receiver and 
"peaked" by the unit tuning control. 

When used as a pre-amplifier it may be found that, 
with certain types of aerial, oscillation occurs. All 
that is necessary to prevent this is to adjust the r.f. 
gain until the oscillations cease. At this point the 
unit will be functioning in its most sensitive state. 
On many signals the r.f. gain will have to be reduced 
below this point to prevent overloading of the main 
receiver. 

□ 

New Components for Colour TV 

P/essey Voltage Multiplier for High Tension Supply 

An alternative to the use of two valves in a colour television receiver is provided by a Voltage Multiplier Assembly 
developed by the Wound Components Division at the Titchfield, Hampshire, factory of the Plessey Components Group. 
Additionally, the assembly enables the line output transformer to be rendered far more simple and reliable. 

By eliminating two rectifier valves an important source of unreliability is removed. This is of particular interest to 
rental companies whose financial success depends entirely upon keeping down maintenance costs. 

The Voltage Multiplier has been designed around selenium rectifiers which, it is considered, provides the most econo- 
mic method of extra high tension generation, and will do so for some time to come. 

The more expensive silicon rectifiers, however, will be incorporated in an alternative version of the Voltage Multi- 
plier which will shortly be available. 
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Simple Product Computer 

SUGGESTED CIRCUIT No. 204 by G. A. FRENCH 

IN LAST MONTH'S "SUGGESTED 
Circuit" article the author des- 
cribed a computer which, with 

the aid of a few electronic compon- 
ents, was capable of calculating the 
total resistance of two resistors in 
parallel or the total capacitance of 
two capacitors in series. Simple 
computers of this nature form interes- 
ting and instructive constructional 
projects and, provided that only a 
few components are required and 
that assembly can be carried out in a 
short time, are capable of offering 
quite useful facilities when they are 
completed. 

The product computer described 
this month employs only a small 
number of standard components, and 
is capable of solving the equations 

z z A xx y = z, x = -ory = -. A J y x 
particularly useful feature is that it 
can be used to find square roots. 
The basic principles employed have 
been described in an earlier issue of 
this journal* but the previous article 
did not provide specific details for a 
suitable d.c. null indicating device, 
as are given here. The null indicating 
circuit described in the present 
article may prove to be of assistance 
also to readers carrying out general 
work on d.c. operated measuring 
bridges. 

The Computer 
The product computer employs 

the basic circuitry illustrated in Fig. 
1, in which we see three linear track 
potentiometers, Ri, R2, and R3, 
a centre-zero current reading meter 
and a d.c. supply. It will be noted that 
Ri and R3 connect directly across the 

♦"In Your Workshop", The Radio Con- 
structor, March 1963. 

d.c. supply lines whilst the track of 
R2 connects between the slider of 
Ri and the lower supply line. 

Let us now assume that R2 has a 
high value compared with Ri, with 
the result that the current it draws 
through the upper section of Ri is 
negligible compared with the current 
flowing through Ri itself. Let us 
assume also that the d.c. supply 
offers E volts. 

If the resistance between the 
slider of Ri and the lower supply 
line is x times the total resistance of 
Ri, then the voltage appearing 
between Ri slider and the lower 
supply line becomes xE volts. This 
voltage is applied to the track of R2. 
If, in its turn, the resistance between 
the slider of R2 and the lower supply 
line is y times the total resistance of 
R2, then the voltage between R2 
slider and the lower supply line is y 
times the voltage given by Ri. In 
other words, the voltage at R2 slider is 
y.xE. At the same time, if the 
resistance between the slider of R3 
and the lower supply line is z times 
the total resistance of R3, then the 
voltage between the slider of R3 
and the lower supply line is zE volts. 

When the potentiometers are 
adjusted such that the centre-zero 
meter suffers no deflection, the 
voltage at the' slider of R2 relative to 
the lower supply line is equal to the 
voltage at the slider of R3. Under 
these conditions, y.xE = zE, which 
simplifies to y.x = z, or xy = z. 
If the three potentiometers were 
fitted with scales calibrated in terms 
of x, y and z, we could then find 
from the scale of R3 the product of 
x and y on the scales of Ri and R2. 

A numerical example may help to 
illustrate this relationship. Let us 

assume that each potentiometer has a 
scale calibrated in fractions from 
0 to 1, with 0 corresponding to the 
lower end of the track. Ifwe adjust 
Ri so that its slider is i of the way 
up its track then the voltage at the 
slider (relative to the lower supply 
line) is j-E, and the Ri scale will 
indicate |. If we similarly adjust R2 
so that its slider is i of the way up 
its track, the voltage on R2 slider is 
1 of that applied to R2. This is 
| x i of E, or jj E. We next adjust 
R3 so that the meter indicates zero, 
whereupon the slider of R3 must 
offer a voltage of JE, corresponding 
to the slider of R3 being J of the way 
up its track. The scales fitted to the 
potentiometers will then indicate 
that i x i = i, which is of course 
correct. 

Practical Scales 
To introduce the operation of the 

computer we have employed the 
terms x, y and z, these representing 
fractions of the total resistance of 
each potentiometer. It is, however, 
difficult to read scales calibrated in 
fractions and a practical version of 
the circuit requires potentiometer 
scales which are calibrated in terms 
of numbers above unity. A very 
useful set of scales is shown in Fig. 2, 
this diagram also including the 
centre-zero null indicating meter and 
an on-off switch in series with the 
d.c. supply. Ri and R2 are calibrated 
from 0 to 10, the calibration being 
equal to 10 times x or y, as applicable. 
The scale for R3 is calibrated from 0 
to 100, the calibration being equal to 
100 times z (or lOx multiplied by lOy, 
which equals lOOxy). The three 
potentiometers have linear tracks 
and are connected into the basic 
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Fig. 1. The basic circuit of the product computer. The three potentiometers 
' hove linear tracks 

circuit of Fig. 1. Also, the zero 
point on each potentiometer scale 
corresponds to the slider being at 
the end of the track which connects 
to the lower supply line. 

Several further examples will 
illustrate how the scales of Fig. 2 
may be used. Let us set Ri to 5, and 
R2 to 7, then adjust R3 so that the 
meter reads zero. R3 will indicate 
35. This is, of course, obvious from 
our previous discussion, because Ri 
is giving five-tenths of E, and so on. 

If we have an Ohms Law problem, 
in which we want to find the resist- 
ance when, say, a potential of 6 
volts causes 3 amps to flow, we may 
use the x = - relationship offered by 

y E 
the computer, substituting for R = j- 
We set R3 to 6 and R2 to 3, after 
which we adjust Ri for zero indica- 
tion in the meter. Ri will indicate 2, 
which tells us that the resistance is 
2a 

To find square roots we set R3 to 
the square and adjust Ri and R2 in 
step for zero deflection in the meter. 
If, for instance, we set R3 to 81, 
then the meter will indicate zero 
when both Ri and R2 are adjusted to 
9. 

We have used whole numbers in 
these numerical examples for sim- 
plicity of illustration but, with careful 
calibration, it will be possible to 
obtain readings which include frac- 
tions of whole numbers as well. With 
good calibration we should be able 
to find, for instance, that the square 
root of 72 is 8.5 to two significant 
figures. 

To obtain increased utility from 
the computer it is desirable to add a 
second scale to each potentiometer, 
as in Fig. 3. In these second scales, 
R3 is calibrated from 0 to 10 and Ri 
and R2 from 0 to 3.16, which is the 
square root of 10. (Details of carrying 
out the calibration are given later in 
this article). This second set of 
scales will be particularly useful for 
square root calculations. The first 
set of scales may be used where the 
squares are 10 to 100, 1,000 to 
10,000 and so on, whilst the second 
set of scales is used for squares from 
1 to 10, and 100 to 1,000, etc. The 
second set of scales also "expands" 
the R3 scale over the 0—10 range for 
normal multiplication. 

Working Circuit 
To convert the basic circuit of 

Fig. 1 into a usable form, it is 
necessary to add a few extra com- 
ponents. A full practical circuit is 
illustrated in Fig. 4, and it may be 
noted that the added components all 
appear around the null indicating 
meter. Their function is to maintain 

the sensitivity of the meter as the 
null is approached whilst ensuring 
that excessive current does not pass 
through the meter when the sliders of 
R2 and R3 are a long way from the 
balance positions. Inspection of the 
circuit will show that it is possible to 
set up the potentiometers so that the 
full supply voltage appears between 
the sliders of R2 and R3. 

The normal approach to a prob- 
lem of this nature is to connect two 
diodes across the meter in the manner 
shown in Fig. 5. If these were silicon 
diodes they would conduct when the 
forward voltage applied to them was 
of the order of 0.6 volts, and the 
series resistor shown in the diagram 
would be given a value which ensured 
that the meter read full-scale deflec- 
tion under this condition. The 
limiting resistor shown in Fig. 5 
ensures that excessive current does 
not flow through the diodes when the 
applied voltage across the two end 
terminals increases further. 

The writer initially checked results 
with two silicon diodes, using a 

centre-zero 1—0—1mA meter having 
a coil resistance of 1001), and a 
limiting resistor of 2000. He found 
in practice that the meter series 
resistance had to be well in excess of 
IkO if excessive current was not to 
pass through the meter. Making the 
assumption that the meter reads 
voltage changes only as the sliders of 
R2 and R3 in Fig. 4 approach the null 
point, this meant that the meter would 
be worse than 10 times less sensitive 
than it need be for settings of R2 
and R3 near the null. Germanium 
diodes, which pass forward current 
at a lower voltage than silicon 
diodes, were next tried, and these 
enabled the series resistance to be 
significantly reduced. But by far the 
best results were given with two 
germanium transistors type ACY19 
connected as shown in Fig. 4 with 
the base-emitter and base-collector 
junctions of each transistor in 
parallel. These enabled the series 
resistance to be reduced to 30011 in 
the author's experimental circuit, 
and had the advantage of becoming 

so so 
70 

BO B 2 
00 ON-OFF 

IOO 

R3 "2 

Fig. 2. How scales may be fitted to the three potentiometers to enable them to 
be used in a practical computer. The panel layout shown here is suitable for 

the working circuit of Fig. 4 
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conductive much more abruptly as 
forward voltage increased than did 
the germanium diodes. The two 
transistors were, in consequence, 
employed in the prototype circuit. 
The 200H limiting resistor, R5, 
limits the current in the transistors 
to 45mA and the power to 18mW, 
both these figures being well within 
the ratings for the types used. It is 
very probable that other transistors 
in the ACY17 to ACY22 (inclusive) 
range will offer similar results in the 
present application, but these were 
not checked by the writer. 

In Fig. 4 the series meter resistance 
is given by the preset variable resistor 
R4. After construction of the com- 
puter, this resistor is set to insert 
full resistance into circuit, after 
which Ri and R2 sliders are set to 
the top ends of their tracks and R3 
to the bottom end. R4 is then 
adjusted to give full-scale deflection 
in the meter. Rz slider is then set 
to the bottom end of its track and 
R3 slider to the top end. If the meter 
reading is now in excess of f.s.d. R4 
is readjusted to bring it to f.s.d. 
The writer found that, with the 
transistors employed by himself, the 
setting for R4 was about the same for 
either transistor in the conducting 
state. If desired, R4 can be replaced 
by a fixed resistor of the same value 
after this setting-up procedure. 

The three potentiometers in Fig. 4 

R| R2 

so 50 40 
70 30 

8 +8° 20 

90 

IOO 

Fig. 3. For increased utility, a 0 to 
3.16 range is added to the scales 
of Ri and Rz. ant' a 0 to 10 range 
to the scale of R3. For simplicity, 
inter-number graduations are not 
shown here, although they should 
appear in the actual scales made 

up 

R| 
SOOn 
linear 

r2 : 
5kn : 

linear 

Ml   R5 
l-O-lmA f 200n 

izry 

Hi) 

TR| 
ACYI9 

TRj 
ACVI9 

Si 
On-Off 

Ska linear 
*3 

9V 

eQc 

ACY19 lead-outs 

Fig. 4. A practical product computer circuit. Ri, R2 and R} are the similarly 
numbered potentiometers of Fig. 1, and the circuit functions in the same 

basic manner 

are given values which reflect a 
compromise between resolution of 
readings and battery current con- 
sumption, At normal potentiometer 
settings battery consumption will be 
of the order of 22mA. If desired, 
increased resolution would be given 
if the three potentiometers were 
reduced to about half of the values 
shown in Fig. 3, this being at the 
cost of a doubled battery current 
consumption. The three potentio- 
meters should, preferably, be large 
wirewound types. When the poten- 
tiometers are set close to the positions 
which cause maximum current to 
flow via the limiting resistor R5, the 
current drawn by the meter circuit 
will approach 45mA. This factor also 
argues the desirability of using 
wirewound potentiometers. In prac- 
tice, care should be taken to ensure 
that the potentiometers are not left 
in the positions which cause this high 
current to flow for very long periods 
as, apart from battery drain, over- 
heating of the end sections of the 

Centre-zero 
meter 

potentiometer tracks could result. 
Again with economy in mind, 

it was decided to employ a 1—0— 
1mA centre-zero meter for the unit, 
and the protection circuit given by 
the two transistors is intended for a 
meter of this sensitivity only. 

The battery may be any 9-volt 
type capable of providing the 
required current. Since the circuit 
functions in the manner of a bridge, 
accuracy is maintained despite reduc- 
tions in voltage as the battery ages. 

Calibration 
After construction has been com- 

pleted and R4 set to its final resist- 
ance, calibration may be carried out. 
The first potentiometer to be 
calibrated is R3. Since some potentio- 
meters have small sections at the ends 
of the track which offer zero resist- 
ance over a small angle of rotation, 
it is first of all necessary to find the 
angular settings of the slider which 
correspond to the start of the track 
proper. Switch on Si, connect a 

^—v rests; 
-/1 j JvWA 

Series Limiting 
resistor resistor 

-A/W ° 

-j*- 

-w- 

Fig. 5. The usual approach to giving a centre-zero meter a high sensitivity 
when low voltages are applied to the terminal points, whilst preventing excess 

meter current when high voltages are applied 
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voltmeter between the slider of R3 
and the lower supply line and, with 
its aid, mark off the points where the 
actual track commences. Calibrate 
these as 0 (lower end of track) and 
100 (upper end of track) respectively. 
The voltmeter is now no longer 
required, and the intervening points 
for the R3 scale may all be calibrated 
as a linear scale. 

Next, set the slider of Ri to the 
top of its track and, using the null 
indicator, calibrate R2 from the 
corresponding calibration points for 
R3 (i.e. 90 corresponds to 9, 80 to 8, 
and so on). Then, set R2 slider to the 
top of its track and similarly calib- 
rate Ri from 0 to 10, also working 
from the R3 calibration. It will be 
recalled that an initial assumption 
was made that R2 draws negligible 
current through Ri. In fact, of 
course, R2 draws a significant cur- 
rent, and this point is taken up in the 
manner in which Ri (which has a 
slightly non-linear scale) is calib- 
rated. 

Next, add the 0-10 scale to R3 and 
the 0-3.16 scales to Ri and R2. 
The latter two scales may be made up 
by following Fig. 6, which shows the 

o-10 
Scale 

,01 
9 - 

r3l6 
-3 

8 - -2-5 
7-. 
6- 
5- 

-2 
O 

-1-5 
4- 
3- -1 
2 - 

1 - 
-O-S 

o- -o 

Fig. 6. As stated in the text, Ri 
and R2 require a 0-3.16 scale 
in addition to a 0-10 scale. 
After the 0-10 scale has been 
calibrated, the 0-3.16 scale 
may be added by following this 
diagram, which shows the corres- 
ponding figures of the two scales 
alongside each other. 

figures of each scale alongside each 
other. 

The computer is then ready for use. 

□ 

SWINGEING PRICE REDUCTIONS 

IN INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 

For the second time in nine months, S.T.C. Semiconductors Limited has 
made substantial cuts in its UK prices of diode-transistor logic (DLT) integrated 
circuits. 

Some sixty flatpack and dual-in-line devices have been reduced: all are 
ceramic-packaged units in the company's internationally known MIC 930 
series. 

The cuts, described by a company official as "swingeing" have been par- 
ticularly dramatic in the case of dual-in-line circuits, many of which have 
been reduced by over 50%. 

For example, the price of the industrial.MIC 946 Quad 2-input gate, which 
was 37s. each for 100-up quantities, is now 15s. 9d. each: equivalent to a gate 
function of less than 4s. 

These considerable reductions in price have been made possible by continu- 
ous improvement in manufacturing techniques and the rapid expansion of 
manufacturing volume. The additional reductions on the dual-in-line circuits 
following the recent commencement of quantity production at the company's 
Footscray, Sidcup, Kent, plant. 

The manufacturing unit has the advantage of being equipped with the 
latest production equipment available, including automated test equipment 
for both production and quality assurance testing. 

Commenting on the reductions, Mr. P. A. L. Harris, Marketing Manager of 
S.T.C. Semiconductors said "In the majority of applications, where higher 
speeds of operation are not required, our DTL provides technical advantages 
for the user, including absence of current-spiking problems, availability of 
the direct wired-OR function, plus a fully proven hermetic package at a cost 
only marginally above that of plastic encapsulated circuits." 

"Despite the claims now being made for TTL integrated circuits, it remains 
a fact that the 930 DTL series is in use in far greater numbers throughout the 
world, is available from more suppliers and above all is cheaper than any 
TTL family." 

New Approach 

to D.i.Y. 

'MIDIEX '68' AT 

BIRMINGHAM NEXT MAY 

A new twist to "do-it-your- 
self" exhibitions is announced 
by Gordon Saville Exhibitions 
(1967) Ltd. Believing that there 
is an increasing public interest 
in leisure and sporting pastimes, 
Mr. Gordon Saville is to stage a 
"make-it and do-it" exhibition 
at Bingley Hall, Birmingham. 

"Despite the television age 
which makes vast numbers of the 
public stick to the TV sets like 
limpets", claims Mr. Saville, 
"there is a definite trend to- 
wards spare time occupations 
that develop the creative in- 
stincts in a person. There is a 
great thirst for knowledge on 
all manner of hobbies amongst 
all ages." 

Mr. Saville adds, "More and 
more people are carrying out 
their own home repairs, mak- 
ing everything from furniture 
to boats, collecting all manner 
of items from stamps to national 
costumed dolls, assembling 
kits ranging from model rail- 
ways to single seater aircraft, 
and a host of other pastimes 
which test both the mental and 
physical capabilities of the in- 
dividual". 

The exhibition, "MIDIEX 
'68", will take place from the 
8th - 18th May, 1968. A plan 
drawing giving the stand areas 
and rents is available on request 
from Gordon Saville Exhibi- 
tions (1967) Ltd., 21 Victoria 
Road, Surbiton, Surrey (Tel: 
01-399 3232) or from Sales 
Publicity Management (Mid- 
lands) Ltd., Northampton 
House, Poplar Road, Solihull, 
Warwickshire (Tek 021-705 
8302). 
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NEWS . . . AND . 

That Term 'Ham' Again 

We were very intrigued to see a 
letter in a recent issue of the R.S.G.B. 
Bulletin pointing out, once again, 
the undesirability of using the term 
"ham" with reference to those 
participating in amateur radio. 

This term has always been one of 
this magazine's pet aversions, and 
in any reference to amateur radio 
we have always taken care to avoid 
its use. 

There seems to be some doubt as 
to how the word originated and why 
it became particularly associated with 
amateur radio. The phrase "ham 
actor" seems fairly well authenti- 
cated, and was a derogatory term for 
an actor who was not particularly 
outstanding in his profession. We 
are not aware that it was ever used 
to identify a person who engaged in 
amateur dramatics or acting "just 
for the fun of the thing". However, 
whatever its origin, it conveys a 
sense of derogation to the man in 
the street. 

Every group these days is con- 
cerned with keeping its "image" in 
the public eye as favourable as 
possible, and this is particularly 
important for amateur radio as its 
facilities are much coveted by 
commercial interests. 

We would like to see "ham" 
dropped entirely where amateur 
radio is concerned. 

Ultra Sensitive 
TV Camera 

In his "Industrial Newsletter" in 
the BBC World Service programme 
"Science and Industry", Denis 
Desoutter reported on a television 
camera that is extremely sensitive to 
ordinary wavelengths of light. In 
fact it is sensitive to light so dim 
that it would be difficult or impossi- 
ble for a human eye to notice. The 
heart of the device is a new camera 
tube, developed by the English 
Electric Valve Company and called 
the Isocon. 

The Isocon, said Desoutter, could 
be used to take cine film or still 
pictures in the dark, and after 
amplification give a high quality 
television picture of either 625 lines 
or 1,025 lines. He anticipated that 
it would have many industrial and 
military uses but one special applica- 
tion would be in astronomy, where 
the light of distant stars is very faint. 
In the past huge telescopes like the 
200in one at Mount Palomar had 
to be built to collect enough of this 
dim light to make a good picture. 
The Isocon camera is about 100 
times more sensitive which means 
that it can do the same job as an 
ordinary 200in telescope with only a 
24in aperture. 

Out For the Count 

When reading comments by sports 
writers it sometimes seems almost 
unnecessary to play off the event as, 
according to the journalists, it is 
only bad luck, or injury, or something 
of that nature which can prevent the 
favoured one from winning, defeat 
from such a cause being unfair and 
not proving the winner to be the 
better man. It all seems pointless 
and one wonders whether the rele- 
vant information could be fed into a 
computer, which could then work 
out the winner with all chance and 
bad luck being eliminated. 

We have recently learned, with 
some surprise, that something like 
the foregoing has actually happened 
in the States. 

Someone had the idea of finding 
out who was the greatest boxer 
ever. Boxing experts fed information 
such as punching power, stamina, 
intelligence, etc. into a computer 
in respect of several boxers past and 
present. "Fixtures" were arranged, 
the first being between Jack Dempsey 
and "Gentleman Jim" Corbett. 

The computer produced a round by 
round commentary and Jack Demp- 
sey was computed to have won by a 
knock-out in the seventh round. 

Perhaps a computer will one day 
work out which came first, the chicken 
or the egg, and why it really did cross 
the road! 

Free Sample Offer—New Instrument Cleaner 

This new instrument cleaner con- 
sists of two blocks which are soft, 
rather like plasticine to the touch, 
and which do not injure the skin or 
corrode metal. 

"Rodico" is not intended to usurp 
the use of normal cleaners, but is 
especially provided to remove dirt 
and contamination from specific 
surface areas such as those found 
in watches, precision instruments, 

Send to Southern Watch & Clock 
Supplies Ltd., 48-56 High Street, 
Orpington, Kent, mentioning this 
magazine, for a free sample. 

This is "Rodico", a 
revolution in the 
cleaning of specific 
areas on small parts. A 
touch with "Rodico" 
removes the loose dirt; 
if the dirt is fixed then 
rub until removed — 
miniature tools too, 
may be cleaned with 
"Rodico" before they 

are used. 
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COMMENT 

Electronics for Everyone 

Do-it-yourself kits which enable 
anyone, regardless of their technical 
knowledge, to assemble radio/elec- 
tronic apparatus for use in the home, 
have been announced by Electron- 
iques, STC's retail distribution organ- 
isation. 

An agreement has been concluded 
between STC and Allied Radio 
Corporation, America's largest 
retail electronic distributor, whereby 
Electroniques (proprietors STC Ltd.) 
will exclusively manufacture and 
market, in the UK and Europe, the 
complete range of Knight-Kit con- 
struction kits for electronic appara- 
tus. 

Knight-Kits are designed to pro- 
vide everyone of average intelligence 
with hours of enjoyment which is 
both instructional and materially 
beneficial. They enable anyone to 
assemble useful radio tuners and 
hi-fi amplifiers, which have a pro- 
fessional finish, will work first- 
time, and have a high performance. 

All the preparatignal chores norm- 
ally associated with this work have 
been eliminated: all parts are ready 
for assembly and are accompanied 
by very clear and easy-to-follow 
instructions. 

The areas of interest covered by 
Knight-Kits are quite wide. In 
addition to stereo radios and ampli- 
fiers, the range includes car engine 
testers—believed to be the first of 
their kind available in the UK— 
electrpnic test equipment, a photo- 
graphic exposure meter and electro- 
nic instructional apparatus for child- 
ren. 

All these kits will be manufac- 
tured at Harlow, but initially, kits 
are being imported and are available 
completely adapted to British power 
supplies and standards. 

A full technical advisory service, 
staffed by STC engineers, trained by 
Knight-Kit, has been set-up at 
Harlow to provide full technical 
support. 

Announcing the new move, Mr. 
Jack Evans, Manager of STC 
Electronic Services Division, the 
parent organisation of Electroni- 
ques, said—"The availability of 
Knight-Kits in the UK and Europe is 
further proof of Electroniques policy 
in providing a comprehensive service 
in electronics to the Public." 

Measuring engine speed with the Knight KG-375A Auto Analyser. The KG-37SA is 
one of the many "Knight-Kit" construction kits now being marketed exclusively 
in the UK and Europe by Electroniques (prop STC Ltd.). "Knight-Kits" are 
easy to assemble kits which enable anyone regardless of their technical know- 
ledge to assemble professional standard apparatus. Believed to be the only 
instrument of its kind available in kit form in the UK, the KG-375A checks 
engine speed, contact dwell-angle, charge rate, and the operation of generator 

automatic voltage control systems 

Using the Knight "100 in 1" Electronic Laboratory, one of the many instruc- 
tional devices which can be easily assembled from the "Knight-Kit" range of 
construction kits now being marketed in the UK and Europe exclusively by 
Electroniques (prop STC Ltd.). Capable of being assembled by anyone, regard- 
less of their technical knowledge, the "100 in 1" Electronic Laboratory enables 
children in the 8 to 16 age group to carry out over 100 interesting and instruc- 

tive experiments in radio and electronics 
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Automatic Radio 

Control Keying 

Unit 

M. W. SHORES N.Z.I.S.T. 

Intended for the more experienced radio 
control enthusiast, this article describes a 
transmitter attachment which provides 

automatic control of two escapements. 

The simple system to be described is designed 
for use with an already established single 
channel transmitter-receiver combination. This 

radio link may either be tone modulated, or straight 
carrier wave. The important requirement is that the 
receiver switches a relay in its final stage; the relay 
in turn controlling a separate rubber driven escape- 
ment circuit. 

(a) Left 
rudder 

Tx 
signal 

Holds left rudder 
until signal ceases 

Time 

(b) Right 
rudder 

TX 
signal 

Holds right rudder 
until signal ceases 

(c) Throttle Tx 
signal 

Time  •- 

Fig. 1. The transmitted control signals employed in 
the author's system 

Escapements are of two basic types, known as 
"simple" and "compound" respectively, and they 
find use mainly in model aircraft to move the 
control flying surfaces, or actuate an engine throttle 
control. In the writer's model a Japanese O.S. K1 
compound escapement is used for rudder control, 
with a simple two-pawl escapement linked to it 
electrically to provide throttle control on "quick 
blip" (a very short transmitted pulse).* This latter 
function is made possible through a circuit which 
includes the "back contact" of the relay. A full 
description of escapements may be found in model 
control literature. 

Keying Sequences 
The transmitter keying sequences required for 

the respective control positions are shown in Fig. 1. 
Escapement wiring and connections to the receiver 
relay appear in Fig. 2. Usually the transmitted 
signals represented in Fig. 1 are keyed manually, 
using a micro-switch or similar, but this presupposes 
a certain amount of concentration on the part of 
the controller which is often better applied to the 
behaviour of the model itself. The truth in this 
statement becomes obvious when we consider 
that the average radio control model aircraft 
covers a distance of perhaps 50ft. each second. 

The keying unit of Fig. 3 is able to "think" for 
the controller, and provides selective left/right 
rudder plus engine control at will in the shortest 
possible time; and all from single channel! In the 
absence of a signal, the K1 escapement automatically 
returns to neutral rudder. 

In Fig. 3, a P.O. self-centring key switch with 
two sets of changeover contacts each side is used 
for rudder operation. For left rudder the key is 
pushed to the left and held there. The normally 
open contacts of Si(a) close, completing the trans- 
mitter output circuit via the keying leads. A con- 
tinuous signal is transmitted, and left rudder holds 
on until the key is released, breaking the trans- 
mitter circuits. 

•The O.S. K1 compound escapement is available from E. Keil & 
Co. Ltd., Russell Gardens, Wick Lane, Wickford, Essex. E. Red & Co, 
are the sole agents in the U.K. for O.S. products. Editor. 

To 2 pawl 
motor control 
escapement 

Relay contacts 
of airborne 
receiver 

o: 

o 

-iMK 
4-5V battery 

OS K.I. rubber driven 
compound escapement 
coupled to rudder 

Fig. 2. The escapement wiring in the airborne equip- 
ment 
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PO. key 
RIO ?Rm 

1 
c3 

C4 

S.u s lb la 
TR, TR2 TR3 TR4 

R|3 
Rela relay R|2 C2 cont 

5 acts 

Al 
relay 

contacts 

Keying leads 
to transmitter 

^4e • 
S5   9V 
On-Off 

S4a-S4e ganged. (All sections shown in normal operating position ) 

Fig. 3. Full circuit of the automatic keying unit 

Resistors Semiconductors 
(Ail resistors 1 watt 10% unless otherwise TRi OC71 
stated) TR2 OC71 

Ri 50f2 1 watt TR3 OC71 
R2 IkQ TR4 OC72 (with heat sink) 
Rs 330a Di OA81 or similar 

c R4 lOkfJ D2 OAS 1 or similar 
Rs 20kn 0 
Rs ISOkQ M Switches 
R7 220k P Si, 82 P.O. self-centring key switch; 2 sets 
Rs 10kn 0 changeover contacts each side 
R9 33kn N 

E 
N 

S3 Micros"witch, s.p.d.t. 
Rio 47kfl 84 5-pole, 2-way, miniature wafer switch 
Rn 2.2kn (optional) 
R12 100a 85 s.p.s.t., toggle 
R13 680 ^ watt T 

S Relays 
Al, A2 Relays with single set of changeover Capacitors 

(All capacitors electrolytic) contacts; or make contacts (Al) and break 
Ci 30|i.F, 12V wkg. contacts (A2). Coil resistance lOOfl or 
C2 lOOgF, 6V wkg. greater 
C3 SgF, 12V wkg. 
C4 8ij.F, 12V wkg. Batteries 
C5 100(xF, 12V wkg. Two 4.5V batteries type 1289 (Ever Ready) 

If the key is pushed to the right and held, 82(3) 
and S2(b) change over their contacts. Now, before 
this change, Q was fully charged to — 9V through 
Ri; this resistor merely limits the charging current 
to a safe value. Because of the change-over of 

S2(b)> the charged capacitor is immediately con- 
nected to the base of TRi where it discharges 
rapidly, delivering a sharp negative pulse. TRi 
and TR2 form a monostable multivibrator where, 
in the stable state, TRi is off and TR2 conducting. 
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The negative spike from Cj now turns TRi on and 
TR2 off. This switching action is regenerative and 
very sharp. A negative square-edged voltage results 
at the collector of TR2 which is differentiated by 
C4 and R9 to a sharp negative-going pulse at the 
anode of Dj. The polarity of this diode is such that 
it will not conduct this pulse, and any vestige that 
did get through would only try to switch TR3 on 
harder, for this transistor is already conducting. 
This condition exists because Rio provides a path 
for base current to TR3. Since TR3 is on, TR4 is 
biased off by the potential developed across Rn, 
which very nearly equals the supply voltage. 

Meanwhile, 82(3) has also been changed over by 
the key switch, and the transmitter circuit is com- 
pleted through its contacts and the normally 
closed contacts of relay A2. The transmitter there- 
fore radiates a signal until this circuit is broken. 

The monostable is now in its unstable state, and 
will remain so until C3 has discharged through 
R7 and the bottomed transistor, TRi. C3 begins to 
discharge immediately after the unstable state has 
been reached. After a finite time (approximately 
0.7 times the time constant of C3 and R7) the stable 
state is resumed, whereupon TRi cuts off, and TR2 
conducts and bottoms. The consequent positive 
voltage step occurring at the collector of TR2 
is differentiated, and this time Di conducts. The 
resultant positive spike is passed to the base of 
TR3 which is driven beyond cutoff, producing a 
square topped negative pulse at its collector. The 
width of this pulse is proportional to the time 
constant of C4 and R9. TR4 amplifies the pulse 
current and briefly energises relay A2, whose 
contacts interrupt the circuit to the final of the 
transmitter. Having quickly passed through the 
left rudder position, the escapement will now 
have reached right rudder and will remain there 
until the P.O. key is allowed to return to neutral. 
At this neutral position Q is reconnected to the 
negative rail and rapidly recharged, ready for 
the next command. By altering the values of C3 
and C4, the time delay and duration of signal 
interruption are easily adjusted. 

The values shown in Fig. 3 are those found to be 
satisfactory in the original unit. Diode D2 protects 
TR4 from the high back e.m.f. in the relay coil 
when this transistor ceases to conduct. The relays 
used in the prototype were fairly small 10011 types 
salvaged from defunct weather balloon transmitters, 
but any small relays of the same or greater d.c. 
resistance should suffice. 

Quick Blip 
Now we come to quick blip. This is given very 

simply by the charging of C5 through R13, and its 
subsequent discharge through R13 and relay A1 
when S3 is pressed; no originality is claimed. The 
normally open contacts of relay A1 are wired across 
the keying leads and briefly complete the trans- 
mitter circuit until the charge in C5 is exhausted. 

S3 requires a little explanation. In the writer's 
original a microswitch was used for reliability, but 
ordinary push button or key types may be preferred. 
A toggle switch is not suitable, as one has to remem- 
ber to switch back to the 'charge' position each 
time. Also, hand keying with a toggle switch be- 
comes almost impossible when S4 is switched to the 
fail-safe position. Relay A1 will always pull in for 
the same length of time, regardless of how long 
S3 is pressed. 

Fail-Safe 
A fail-safe circuit is incorporated in the original, 

but is not absolutely necessary. It is provided by 
S4, which cancels all the circuitry and returns all 
keying functions to manual, using S3 only. 

The unit as described has been fully flight tested 
and has been in use for over a year. S4 has only 
ever been used during ground tests, in order to 
conserve battery power. Two flat 4.5V torch bat- 
teries have proved a most satisfactory and lasting 
power source, these being wired in series. 

The prototype is housed in an aluminium case 
measuring 8 x 5 x 2jfn, which is held quite com- 
fortably at waist level, connected via twin flex to a 
ground based transmitter. The quiescent current 
from the 9V supply is in the order of 12mA rising 
to 50mA when either relay pulls in, which is for 
comparatively short periods. 

It might appear possible to use the rudder cir- 
cuitry for control of a model equipped with the 
most simple system, where a two-pawl escapement 
is connected directly to the rudder proper. In such 
a case, however, there are two neutral rudder 
positions, unlike the single neutral of a compound 
escapement. This means that a pulse of inter- 
ference moves the escapement from one neutral 
to the other. A left rudder signal then gives right 
rudder, and vice versa. The resultant confusion 
could quickly write off" many hours of painstaking 
work. The present system is therefore recom- 
mended only for use with the types of escapement 
referred fo at the beginning of this article. 

Finally, it can be stated that the construction of 
the original proved very worthwhile and that the 
resultant saving in mental strain has been consider- 
able. 

□ 

Micro-Power Amplifier 
Quite a few readers have reported good results with the Micro-Power Amplifier described in our last September 

issue. Some who have used the modification shown in Fig. 4 of the article concerned have found the control of gain to be 
somewhat cramped at the low resistance end of the potentiometer travel. A smoother control of gain is given if the 
potentiometer is reduced in value, a suitable alternative value being SOkH. 
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TRADE NEWS 

Eagle Products' 

New Multimeter 

Special features designed to achieve greater accuracy are incorporated 
in the new Multimeter EP.50LN illustrated here—the most advanced 
model in the new range of Eagle Products'1 precision test instruments. 

The features include SO.OOOO/V d.c. for greater accuracy on high 
resistance circuits and a specially mirrored and expanded two-colour 
scale eliminating parallax in reading. Additionally the facility of an "Off" 
position locks the movement thus protecting against shock and possible 
damage whilst in transit, etc. 

The EP.50LN incorporates an overload protection circuit, a special 
0 to 3V d.c. range for transistor circuit tests and a polarity reversing 
switch. 

Front panel markings are in two colours for simplified operation, and 
the new Multimeter is supplied complete with fitted leather case, 
test leads, batteries and instruction manual. 

Specification is as follows; Volts d.c. 0 to 0.3; 0 to 3; 0 to 12; 0 to 60; 
0 to 120; 0 to 300, 0 to 600 and 0 to 1,200V. Volts a.c. 0 to 6; 0 to 30; 
0 to 120; 0 to 300; 0 to 600 and 0 to 1,200V. Current d.c. 0 to 30u.A, 
0 to 6mA; 0 to 300mA and 0 to 12A. Resistance 0 to lOkO; 0 to IMH, 
0 to lOMO and 0 to 100M£1. Decibels —20 to +17dB (OdB 1 milliwatt in 
600D). Output—capacitor in series with a.c. voltage ranges. Size 6J x 
4J x Jin. Retail price (approx.) £11.11.0d. 

"O'tutt 

—fl 

0 

0 
0 

0 0 

Knight-Kit 

Star Roamer 

Receiver 
The Knight "Star Roamer" com- 

munications receiver, one of the 
many useful devices which can be 
easily constructed from the range of 
"Knight-Kits" now being marketed 
in the UK and Europe by Electron- 
iques (prop STC Ltd.). Capable of 
being assembled in an evening by 
anyone, regardless of their technical 
knowledge, the "Star Roamer" is 
an ideal "starter" receiver for short- 
wave listening. It covers the fre- 
quency range 300 kc/s 30 Mc/s in 
5 bands. 

. 

# STC Logic Modules 

STC's low-cost logic modules, the Series 40, now includes a Schmitt Trigger module (Type 43E) which facilitates system 
operation from transducers. • u ui 

The Series 40 are discrete-component germanium modules of a robust fully encapsulated construction which enable 
solid state logic systems to be devised at a cost comparable to relay logic. 

The Type 43E converts transducer analogue outputs into a two-state form. Its basic upper and lower trigger levels are 
0.4V and 0.35V respectively, and can be increased by an external resistive divider. 

Input signals can be from photo-electric, magnetic, ultrasonic, capacitive and semiconductor transducers. 
Its fan-out capability is three; the outputs are suitable for driving a Series 40 system. 
The new module is expected to have wide application in logic systems involving the measurement or control of 

temperature, quantity, flow, and speed of materials, liquids and gases throughout industry and science. 
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Electronic Oscilloscope 

Switch 

by L. J. Aston 

Using readily available transistors and components, this 
electronic switch enables an oscilloscope to display two 
traces at the same time. The unit may be built in a small 

case or, even, fitted inside the oscilloscope case. 

Quite a number of electronic 
"trace doublers" have been 

described in various technical 
magazines. These have been very 
useful in their way, but all have 
employed valves. The oscilloscope 
switch presented here employs eight 
inexpensive transistors together with 
standard miniature parts, these giv- 
ing an instrument which is small and 
light and which requires only 6 volts 
at some 3 to 5mA for power. 

Circuit Description 
Consider TRi and TR2 in the 

circuit, which appears in Fig. 1. 
These two transistors conduct alter- 
nately at a rate determined by the 
frequency control switch Si(b). First 
TRi conducts, the signal applied to 
its base being amplified and fed to 
the oscilloscope input, whilst TR2 is 
cut off. Then, after a period, selected 
by Si(b), TR2 conducts and TRi is cut 
off. It is the signal fed to TR2 base 

which is then applied to the oscillos- 
cope. The switching speed is too fast 
to be seen and the result is that two 
traces are displayed on the screen. 

TR7 and TRg form a multivi- 
brator which generates the switching 
frequency. Si(b) changes the timing 
capacitor, giving switch frequencies 
of about 1, 2.5, 4 and 15 kc/s. It is 
found that TR7 and TRg give a 
reasonably 50:50 output at all the 
frequencies selected by Si(b). The 

Sync 

n 
r22 R27 RI2 r20 5 TR5 ——n ( TR TR R4 RIO 

M. 
Input OC45 

Ca TR? 
OC4I V77, 

Oscilloscope D.C ' 

r? 7 

r23 C3 
II ClO "26 

—m*— X VR —mh- 
"15 position 24 

^2 iR T 
Input 2 § 2 7^ 
gain 
-\W—*  

TR, 1 WW  TR^ 

TR 
X OC4I 

r2I 6 

—WW 1|—4 
TR o — Input OC45 OC45 OC45 6V 

S| positions: (- off 
2-I Kc/s 
3- 2-5 Kc/s 
4- 4 Kc/s 
5- 15 Kc/s 
6- test 

(00 ^dot 

OC4l,OC45 lead-outs 
Fig. 1. The circuit diagram of the electronic oscilloscope switch 
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Resistors 
(All fixed valued i watt 5%) 

Ri lOkO 
R2 lOkD 
R3 3.3kn 
R4 3.3kn 
Rs 3.3kn 
R6 lOktJ 
R7 10k£l 
Rg 3.3kn 
R9 3.3ktl 
Rio lOkH 
Rn lOkd 
R12 3.3kf2 
R13 3.3kn 
R14 4700 
Ru 4700 
Ris lOOkO 
R17 lOOkO 
Ru lOkO 
R19 lOkO 
R20 IkO 
R21 IkO 
R22 5.6kO 
R23 4.7k O 
R24 560k O 
R25 470k O 
R26 lOkO 
R27 lOkO 
R28 lOkO 
VRi lOkO potentiometer, 

carbon, linear 
VR2 lOkO potentiometer, 

carbon, linear 
VR3 25k O potentiometer, 

carbon, linear 
Capacitors 

Ci 0.1 
C2 0.1 |4F 
C3 0.1 ixF 
C4 10(xF electrolytic, 9V wkg. 
C5 0.1 (xF 
C6 0.1 ixF 
C7 20()pF silver-mica or 

ceramic 
Cg 400pF silvei-mica or 

ceramic 
C9 680pF silver-mica or 

ceramic 
Cm 800 pF silver-mica 

ceramic 

Transistors 
TRi OC45 
TR2 OC45 
TRj OC45 
TR4 OC45 
TRj OC45 
TRg OC45 
TR7 OC41 
TRs OC41 

Switch 
Si 2-pole 6-way rotary switch 

Miscellaneous 
6-volt battery 
4 coaxial sockets 
4 knobs 
Connecting wire, case, panel, etc. 

Coaxial 
sockets 

VR2 
Input 2 

Scope 

Input I 
TR2 TR TR 

0*7 o o 
Sync 

o o o o 
TRs TRs TR3 TR, 

VR3 
(below Vcroboard) (below Veroboard) 

Veroboard 
(2*x4l/2*) 

fig. 2. The layout is not critical, and that used for the prototype is shown 
here to provide an idea of what is required. All components are mounted on 
a 4 x Sin panel which fits to a box having a depth of 2Jin. There is room 

behind VRz for a small 6 volt battery 

output pulse at TR7 collector is 180° 
out of phase with that at TRg 
collector. During one half-cycle TR5 
base receives a positive pulse from 
TR7 and TRp base receives a nega- 
tive pulse from TRg. In the next 
half-cycle the pulse polarities reverse. 

TR4, TR5, and TR3, TR6 are 
squaring circuits which convert the 
multivibrator pulses to fast-rising 
square waves to drive the emitters of 
TRi and TR2. A positive pulse fed to 
the base of TRs produces a positive 
square wave at TR3 collector which 
drives TRi into conduction; at the 
same time a negative pulse fed to the 
base of TRg produces a negative 
square wave at TR4 collector, driving 
TR2 into cut-off. Any signals fed 
into the base circuits of TRi and 
TR2 are thereby passed on to the 
oscilloscope on alternate half-cycles, 
and appear as two separate wave- 
forms. 

The test position on Si(b) disables 
the multivibrator by removing the 
timing capacitor and only one trace 
is displayed. This is an amplified 
version of whatever is being fed into 
the input sockets, and its existence 
proves that the battery supply for the 
switch is usable. The writer employs 
a battery of five 225mA/H DEAC 
cells which lasts a long time between 

charges, but it is still useful to know 
that all is well before settling down to 
test, for example, the frequency 
response of an amplifier. 

It will be noted that Si(a), which is 
ganged with Si(b), functions as the 
on-off switch. 

The position control moves the 
two traces relative to one another. 
When the slider of this control is at 
one end of the track, one trace is 
displayed at the top of the screen 
with the other below it. Turning the 
control causes the two traces to 
approach each other until they be- 
come superimposed, after which they 
separate again with the trace prev- 
iously at the top being below. The 
inputs to the two channels are 
controlled by the two lOkO gain 
potentiometers. The input imped- 
ances are relatively low, but this fact 
has given no difficulties with the 
writer's activities which have con- 
sisted of testing radios and ampli- 
fiers. If a high impedance source is 
used, it may be connected via a 
suitable pad to avoid loading it 
excessively, but this has not been 
found necessary in the writer's case. 

The prototype unit was assembled 
in a box measuring 5 x 4 x liin, 
which is about the minimum useful 
size for easy operation. The circuit 
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GAIN 

SCOPE SYNC 

Fig. 3. Front view of the panel 

was made up on Veroboard with 
flying leads to the potentiometers, 
switches and sockets, these being 
mounted on a front panel to which 
the Veroboard was secured with 
spacing pillars. The general layout 
is given in Fig. 2. Component posi- 
tioning is not critical however, and 
constructors building the unit may 
employ any reasonable layout they 
wish. Miniature coaxial sockets 
should be used for the inputs, the 
sync socket and the output socket. 
There is no reason why the whole 
unit could not be built inside an 
oscilloscope, providing there is suffi- 
cient space on the front panel to 

accommodate the extra controls and 
sockets. 

Setting Up 
Insert a milliammeter in series 

with one of the battery leads, switch 
on and check that the current is 
between 3 and 5mA. If all is well, 
remove the milliammeter and connect 
a lead from the "Oscilloscope" 
socket to the d.c. input of the 
oscilloscope. With the internal sync 
of the oscilloscope on, a square wave 
will appear on the screen. Next, 
connect a lead from the "Sync" 
socket of the unit to the oscilloscope 
external sync, and switch the latter 

to external sync. Connect an audio 
frequency generator to the "Input 1" 
socket and adjust Input 1 gain to 
display a sine wave. Run another 
lead from the generator to the 
"Input 2" socket and set the Input 2 
gain control to give a sine wave on 
the other trace. Adjusting the posi- 
tion potentiometer will move the 
traces as previously described. 

Next, adjust the position control 
until the two traces are super- 
imposed. Perfect meshing of the 
waveforms indicates that the phase 
shifts in the switch amplifiers are 
identical. This condition, it may be 
added, is easily obtained without 
matching transistors although, if a 
transistor tester should be available, 
it is worthwhile matching TR3 to 
TR4 and TR5 to TRe. 

Useful sync should be given even 
when the Input 1 gain control is 
close to, or at, zero level. 

The best switching frequency 
depends on the ranges in the oscillo- 
scope being used and the frequencies 
being examined. It is, of course, a 
simple matter to adjust Si whilst a 
particular waveform is being checked 
to find the best frequency. 

Practical Uses 
Having become familiar with the 

controls, let us test a valve or 
transistor a.f. amplifier. Connect an 
audio frequency generator to the 
"Input 1" socket of the switch unit, 
and to the input of the amplifier. 
Connect the output of the amplifier 
to the "Input 2" socket of the unit. 
With the unit coupled to the oscillo- 
scope as already described, adjust the 
gain controls for equal amplitude on 
both traces. The signals can now be 
compared for distortion, and the 
result of any alterations made to the 
amplifier under test can be directly 
observed on the screen. Varying the 
frequency of the audio generator will 
indicate the high and low frequency 
cut-off points in the amplifier. 

In company with all other elec- 
tronic oscilloscope switches, this 
unit cannot give results equal to 
those obtainable with a double beam 
oscilloscope. Nevertheless, it will be 
possible in many cases to build it 
from the "spares box", and it is a 
very useful accessory. q 

Anglia Prepares for Colour 

Anelia Television's preparations for the start of their colour television service in 1970 has begun with an °rder fo"" 
seven of EMI's highly successful Type 2001 colour camera channels. Vertical aperture correctors and encoders 

^"'The"C contract,extensive colour television expansion programme, brings the total value of orders 
received by EMI Electronics from Anglia to £190,000. Earlier contracts have covered sound and vlsl°n. a 

new Master Control, a vision mixer and remotely-controlled cameras for Presentation, a telecme chain and an eight- 
channel studio sound control desk. 
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A SCINTILLATION DETECTOR OR SCINTILLATION 
counter is one of the most important types of 
apparatus used for the detection of nuclear 

radiation. 

History . . r 
In the early years of this century a great deal ot 

fundamental work on radioactivity and atomic 
structure was carried out by Rutherford and others 
using a very simple form of scintillation detector. 
Alpha particles from a radioactive source were 
allowed to strike a screen coated with phosphores- 
cent zinc sulphide so that the energy of each alpha 
particle was converted into a minute flash of light 
(or scintillation). These flashes of light were counted 
visually in a dark room. Anyone who has attempted 
to count scintillations will appreciate how tedious 
and time consuming this experimental work is. It 
is necessary for a person to wait about ten minutes 
in a dark room for his eyes to become fully ada,pted 
to the dark before he can even see the scintillations. 
It was mainly for these reasons that interest in 
scintillation detectors declined when gas tilled 
detectors (especially Geiger-Miiller tubes) became 
available and were used with electronic counting 
equipment. 

However, interest in scintillation detectors greatly 
increased when S. C. Curran and W. Baker used a 
phosphorescent material (or phosphor) in combina- 
tion with a photomultiplier tube for the automatic 
counting of the scintillations (about 1944). The 
method was developed by H. Kallmann of Germany 
in 1947. Only alpha particles can be counted 
visually, because the flashes of light emitted when 
beta particles or gamma photons strike a phosphor 
are too weak to be detected by the eye. However, 
any type of nuclear radiation can be detected by the 
use of a suitable phosphor with a photomultiplier 
tube. 

Photomultiplier tubes 
All conventional types of photomultiplier tube 

consist of a photocathode deposited on one end ot 
the tube and a system of electrodes known as 
"dynodes". Two common types of tube are shown 
in Fig. 1. 

When a very small amount of light strikes the 
specially prepared photocathode surface, electrons 
are emitted from the latter and are attracted to the 
first dynode by the applied potential. The dynode 
surfaces are also specially prepared so that each 
electron which strikes the surface will cause an 
average of about four electrons to be emitted 
("secondary emission") . These secondary electrpns 
are attracted to the next dynode and further multi- 
plication takes place at this dynode surface. A 
typical photomultiplier tube contains about 10 to 12 
dynodes and provides an overall amplification ot 
perhaps one million. This amplification by secon- 
dary emission is, however, very dependent on the 
overall potential applied to the tube. 

The photomultiplier tubes are constructed so 
that each electron emitted by any one dynode must 
strike the next dynode. This may be effected by the 

Scintillation 

Detectors and 

Photomultiplier 

Tubes 

by M. J. Darby 

Electronics covers a wide range, a not 
unimportant section of which is devoted to 
radiation detection. This short article offers 
a simple description of the operation of 
scintillation radiation detectors, these being 
devices which have important advantages 
when compared with Geiger-Miiller tubes. 

Venetian blind or the box and grid structures shown 
in Fig. 1, but other types of photomultiplier tube 
employing focussing devices are also available. 
Special types of electron multipliers have recently 
recently been manufactured h2.3. but so far as is 
known these have not yet been used for scintillation 
counting. 

Photomultiplier tubes must always be used in a 
light-proof enclosure. They have a sensitivity which 
may exceed 10,000 amps per lumen and the photo- 
cathode will be damaged if any appreciable amount 
of light falls on it whilst potentials are applied to the 
tube. The tubes should be used only to detect light 
of extremely low intensity. 

(Continued on page 230) 

Screennq Tube base 

Light to be 
detected 

Photocathode 
t-1 f- 

Collector 
(anode) 

Dvnnde astern 
CO) 

Light to be 
detected 

N Photocathode Dynode system 
Cb) Anode 

Fig. 1 (o). Scintillation photomultiplier using the 
Venetian blind system 

(b). The alternative box and grid system 
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This simple device enables the received signal 
from a telephone to be reproduced at good 
volume from a loudspeaker. The amplifier pick- 

up signal is derived from an induction coil that is 
simply attached to the side of the telephone with a 
rubber sucker. The Telephone Amplifier can be 
of particular value in the following typical situations. 

(1). Taking notes dictated over the telephone, in 
which case the Telephone Amplifier eliminates the 
need to hold the hand-set, and both hands are left 
free. 

(2). Waiting while a secretary at the othei end of 
the line spends half an hour trying to locate the 
party to whom one wishes to speak. In this case the 
Telephone Amplifier allows one to carry on working 
or relaxing some distance from the instrument, 
without fear of missing the connection when it is 
finally made. 

(3). Receiving a call from a long-lost friend or 
relative in the presence of the whole family. In this 
instance the Telephone Amplifier allows the con- 
versation to be shared by the entire family, thereby 
eliminating the constant shouts of "What's he 
saying? What's he saying?" that usually occur in 
such situations. 

The unit described on these pages employs a five 
transistor circuit, has a built-in speaker, incorpora- 
tes provision for volume adjustment, and costs 
about £3.10.0 to build. 

System Operation 
The basic principle of operation of the Telephone 

Amplifier is illustrated in block diagram form in Fig. 
1. Here, the communication signals flowing in the 
telephone lines pass through a coil in the body of 

Tranfiftorifeb Tele 

by B. T. 

A simple high-gain telephone amplifier wh 
all telephone coi 

the telephone instrument, and in so doing create 
a magnetic field that fluctuates in sympathy witn the 
speech signals; this coil is usually situated in the 
right-hand rear of a standard telephone instrument. 

If a second coil is now placed in the fluctuating 
field of the telephone coil, electrical signals corres- 
ponding to the original speech signals are induced 
into this second coil, which thus functions as an 
inductive pick-up unit. The pick-up signals can then 
be amplified and fed to a loudspeaker or some other 
device, as required. 

In practice, the pick-up signals from the inductive 
unit are very weak, and must be subjected to con- 
siderable amplification before they can be fed to a 
loudspeaker. In the Telephone Amplifier described 
here, the pick-up signals are first fed to a high-gain 
pre-amplifier and then on to a power-amplifier stage 
before finally reaching the loudspeaker. 

The actual inductive pick-up coils used in a system 
of this type are available, ready-built, at moderate 
cost from most component suppliers. In consequence 
so far as the amateur electronics enthusiast is 
concerned, the construction of the Telephone 
Amplifier system is mainly concerned with elec- 
tronic amplifier assembly, and a practical circuit is 
shown in Fig. 2. 

Here, the pick-up coil is connected, via a jack 
plug and socket, across VRj which functions as a 
volume control. A portion of the pick-up signal is 
then taken from VRi slider and fed, via Q, to the 
pre-amplifier stage given by TRi and TR2. 

In the pre-amplifier stage TRj is wired as a com- 
mon emitter amplifier, with bias network R!, R2, 
R5 and C2, and having a split collector load compris- 
ing Rj and R4. TRi collector is direct coupled to the 

'-A y\ 
, * Inductive 

11 pick-up ll! (coil) 
High-gain Power 

. rK pre-amplifier amplifier Speaker 

Fig. 1. Block diagram illustrating the functioning of the Telephone Amplifier 
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which gives loudspeaker reproduction of 
conversations. 

base of TRa, which is wired as an emitter follower. 
TRa has a high input impedance and a low output 
impedance, and gives near-unity voltage gain with 
zero phase shift between input and output. Thus, 
the signal appearing at TRa emitter is virtually 
identical with that at TRj collector and is at a low 
impedance level. This output signal is fed, via Cj, 
to the junction of R3 and R4 in the collector load of 
TRi; consequently, almost identical a.c. signals 
appear at both ends of R4 when the circuit is 
operating, and very little alternating current flows 
in this resistor, which therefore behaves as if its a.c. 
resistance were far greater than its d.c. resistance. 
In other words, the feedback signal to the junction 
of R3 and R4 causes TRi to behave as if it had an 

exceedingly large value of collector load; the 
voltage gain of the circuit is consequently very high. 

This technique of increasing the effective a.c. 
resistance of a component by the use of signal 
feedback is known as bootstrapping, and is widely 
used in modern transistor circuitry. 

The greatly amplified pre-amplifier signal is taken, 
at low impedance, from the emitter of TR2 and is 
fed, via C5, to the power amplifier stage incorporat- 
ing TR3, TR4 and TR5. 

TR3 is wired as a common emitter amplifier, with 
collector load Rs and VR2. Also, the collector of 
TR3 is d.c. coupled to the bases of TR4 and TR; 
which are wired as complementary emitter followers, 
giving a very low impedance output signal at the 

rii 
VAV 

I 

5 TR 
C3 
ID 

VR 

TR, TR2 TR3 TRs SKI, □ 9V 

ic, -in-® c7 

VR 
25n 

CP R7 r9 C6 a 

I 
Rio 
ww 

■ Chassis 
eAc TR|-TR5 

V y lead-outs 
Fig. 2. Circuit diagram of the Telephone Amplifier. The pick-up coil (not shown here) couples into SKT, via a suitable 

plug, and lead. Si is ganged with VRj 
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Fig. 3. The copper and component sides of the Veroboard panel 

junction of TR4 emitter and TR5 emitter which is 
virtually identical in form to that at TR3 collector. 
This low impedance output signal is coupled to the 
25 fl speaker via C7. VR2 enables the quiescent bias 
currents of TR4 and TR5 to be set to the correct 
operating levels. Base-bias for TR3 is provided by 
R7 and Rio- These resistors also form a direct 
coupled negative feedback loop which helps to 
stabilise the bias levels and improve the fidelity of 
the power amplifier stages. 

The power amplifier is decoupled from the pre- 
amplifier by C4 and Rn, the latter component being 
inserted in the negative supply line. The unit is 
powered by a 9 volt battery, and consumes a total 
current of approximately 6.5mA under quiescent 
conditions. 

Construction 
The major part of the electronic circuitry is wired 

up on a small piece of Veroboard panel with 0.1 Sin 
hole spacing, and construction should be started by 
cutting this panel to size and drilling the two small 
mounting holes, to clear 6BA screws, as shown in 
Fig. 3. Cut back the copper from the two mounting 
holes to prevent possible short-circuits, later, to the 
mounting screws. Next, break the copper strips, with 
the aid of a small drill or the special cutting tool that 
is available, as indicated. 

Component assembly details, on the non-copper 
side of the panel, are also shown in Fig. 3. Note that 
all components other than Ri and Rg are mounted 
vertically on the panel, and that insulated sleeving 
should be used where there is any danger of com- 
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COMPONENTS 

Resistors 
(All fixed values i watt 10%) 

Ri 82kn 
R2 lOkO 
R3 l.Skn 
R4 4.7ka 
Rs IkH 
Re 4.7kn 
R7 l.Skfl 
Rg 680tl 
Rp ioon 
Rio 12kn 
Rn 5600 
VRi 5kn potentiometer, log track, with 

on-off switch Si 
VR2 100n potentiometer, skeleton preset, 

vertical 

Capacitors 
(All capacitors miniature electrolytic) 

Ci 16|xF 12V wkg. 
C2 30^F 6V wkg. 
C3 I6[xF 12V wkg. 
C4 50|xF 12V wkg. 
C5 16(xF 12V wkg. 
Ce 50uF 6V wkg. 
C7 160(iF 10V wkg. 

Transistors 
TRi 2G374 (Texas) 
TR2 2G374 (Texas) 
TRj 2G374 (Texas) 
TR4 2N1307 (Texas) 
TR5 2N1306 (Texas) 
(N.B. In case of difficulty, the transistors may 
be obtained from L.S.T. Components, 23 New 
Road, Brentwood, Essex.) 

Switch 
Si s.p.s.t, part of VRi 

Battery 
Bi 9-volt battery type DT7 (Exide) 

Pick-up Coil 
Telephone pick-up coil (recording adaptor) 
with lead and jack plug. (Henry's Radio) 

Socket 
SKT] Jack socket, to suit pick-up coil plug 

Speaker 
25kl speaker, 3in 

Miscellaneous 
Veroboard with 0.1 Sin hole spacing 34 
x 1 ^in (see Fig. 3) 
Sheet aluminium, grommets, connecting wire, 
insulated sleeving, screened lead, etc. 

ponents short-circuiting against one another. The 
mounting legs of VR2 should be reduced in diameter 
with the aid of a small file, so that they fit easily in 
the holes in the Veroboard, before attempting to 
solder this component in place. Particular care 
should be taken to ensure that all transistors and 
electrolytic capacitors are correctly orientated when 
they are soldered in place. 

Once component assembly on the Veroboard 
panel is complete the unit can be given a simple 
functional check in the following manner. Set VR2 
for zero resistance (slider at TR4 end of the track), 
short-circuit the screened input leads together and 
connect up the speaker. Also, connect up the battery 
with a meter in series and check that the total current 
of the unit is less than 7mA. Then check that TRj 
collector, TR2 emitter, TR3 collector, and the 
emitters of TR4 and TR5 are all at a potential of 
4.5V ± IV with respect to either supply line. 

If satisfactory, the rest of the unit can now be 
made up. Bend, cut, and drill the chassis, battery 
holder, and front panel, as shown in Fig. 4. 

Fig. 4(a) gives a front view of the front panel, 
which is made from aluminium sheet. Holes A 
are 6BA clear and are used for securing the main 
chassis to the panel. Holes B are for fixing the 
front panel to the cabinet and are drilled as required. 
Hole C is |in diameter and takes VRi, whilst 
hole D has a diameter to suit the input jack socket 
SKTi. In the prototype the speaker was fixed to 

the back of the front panel by impact adhesive, 
this being found quite satisfactory in practice, but 
if the constructor prefers to bolt or clamp the 
speaker to the panel, suitable holes may also be 
drilled at this stage. 

A top view of the chassis, also made from 
aluminium sheet, is given in Fig. 4(6). The four 
aprons are bent down, away from the reader. 
The battery holder is shown in Fig. 4(c) and is 
made from light aluminium. In the prototype the 
holder was secured to the main chassis with impact 
adhesive at the position indicated in Fig. 4(6) 

P 

Ifei ■■ 

m 

Rear view of the amplifier outside its cabinet 
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Fig. 4 (o). Drilling details for the front panel 

(b). The main chassis before bending 
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but it can alternatively be bolted in position, where- 
upon suitable holes may now be drilled in both 
parts. 

The three parts of Fig. 4 should be made up 
as illustrated. Next, cover the front panel with a 
self-adhesive decorative plastic and speaker fabric, 
if required, and fix the speaker to the front panel 
with an impact adhesive (or by any other mounting 
method preferred). Fit VRi and socket SKTi to 
the front panel. 

Now bolt the main chassis to the front panel, 
and mount the battery holder in position, using 
impact adhesive or bolts, as desired. Next secure 
the Veroboard panel to the main chassis, taking 
care to interpose two small rubber or p.v.c. grom- 
mets between the underside of the Veroboard and 
the chassis to act as spacer-insulators. A spare 
piece of self-adhesive plastic can be secured to the 
chassis below the Veroboard to act as an additional 
insulator if required. 

Fix a solder tag to the main chassis as shown 
in Fig. 4(b), and wire up the final circuit in the 
following manner. Connect the negative Veroboard 
lead to the negative battery terminal via Si, connect 
the positive Veroboard lead to the positive battery 
terminal, and wire up the speaker. Connect the 
screened lead from the Veroboard panel to VRi. 
and a second screened lead from VRi to socket 
SKTi. Connect the earthy tag of VRi to the solder 
tag fitted to the main chassis. The braiding of both 
screened leads connects to the earthy tag of VRi. 

The unit is now complete and ready for use, and 
can be fitted in a suitable cabinet. 

Using The Unit 
Before putting the amplifier to permanent use, 

it must be set up in the following manner. 
Plug the inductive pick-up coil into SKTi, 

connect a current meter in series with the battery, 
move the telephone hand-set well away from the 
amplifier, and switch on. Now, after dialing "TIM" 
or a similar service, move the pick-up head around 
the telephone instrument until a position of 

A closer view of the assembled Veroboard panel. 
Transistor TRi is to the left 

maximum signal strength is found, and then fix 
the pick-up head in place with the rubber sucker. 
Adjust the volume control as necessary. 

Once a good signal has been obtained in the 
above manner, adjust VRi for low volume and 
then adjust VR2 for minimum current reading in 
the meter consistent with low cross-over distortion. 
This will normally be obtained with a quiescent 
current of about 6.5mA. Once set as above, the 
unit is ready for permanent use. 

It should be noted that if the volume of the 
amplifier is set too high or the telephone hand-set 
is placed too close to the speaker, acoustic feedback 
will result and the system will "howl". This oc- 
currence should be guarded against when fixing 
the equipment in position. If the inductive pick-up 
is to be semi-permanently fixed to the telephone 
body, it is recommended that the rubber sucker 
be lubricated with brake fluid or a similar oil 
rather than water, since the oil has a low rate of 
evaporation and will therefore retain the necessary 
vacuum for very long periods of time. 

EMI U.H.F. Aerials 

Contracts totalling £400,000 have been awarded to EMI Electronics by the BBC and ITA for the supply and erection of 
UHF transmitting aerials. These will extend the range of current BBC-2 colour programmes and provide the facilities for 
the UHF duplication of existing VHF transmissions. 

The new aerials, consisting of Emislot panels and varying in aperture from 20 feet to 72 feet, will be cantilever-mounted 
on existing masts and towers and enclosed in 5ft. diameter fibreglass cylinders. The cylinders reduce the wind-loading 
effect by one-third and provide protection against the weather for both aerials and maintenance staff. 

The sites involved are the BBC structures at Crystal Palace, Cottingtons Hill in Hampshire and Waltham-on-the- 
Wolds, Leicestershire, and the ITA installations at Caradon Hill, Cornwall, Sandy Heath, Bedfordshire, Moel-y-Parc, 
Flintshire, and Angus near Dundee. Under the co-siting agreement UHF aerials are used by both broadcasting organisations. 
The 650ft. Crystal Palace tower will carry two co-linear aerials, each of 27ft. aperture, which replace the original aerial 
supplied by EMI for experimental purposes. 

The sub-contractors for the erection work are the B.I.C.C. Company Ltd. and J. L. Eve Company Ltd. 
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applied to the tube, but optimum noise performance 
is obtained at smaller applied voltages. 

The output pulses produced by a Geiger counter 
are all of the same amplitude if the potential applied 
to the tube is kept constant. In the case of a scintil- 
lation counter, however, the number of photons 
produced in the phosphor is (under certain con- 
ditions) proportional to the energy of the particle of 
radiation being detected. After photoemission and 
amplification has taken place, the anode current 
(and hence the output pulse voltage) will also be 
proportional to the energy of the incident particle 
which gave rise to the pulse. Thus if the pulses 
are sorted into various channels according to the 
amplitude of each individual pulse, it is possible to 
count the pulses due to particles of each energy 
separately. 

Phosphers 
The phosphor used to convert the energy of the 

nuclear radiation into light must be chosen according 
to the type of radiation which is to be detected. A 
screen coated with impure zinc sulphide can be used 
to detect alpha radiation. The alpha particles reach 
the phosphor via a very thin aluminium window. 
Phosphors of naphthalene may be used for beta 
detection, whilst a large crystal of sodium iodide 
containing a trace of thallium iodide can be used 
as a gamma detector. The efficiency of the latter 
is much greater than the efficiency of a Geiger tube 
for gamma detection. Potassium iodide is not 
suitable for use as a phosphor, since potassium is 
weakly radioactive and would give rise to a steady 
background count. 

Very low energy particles (such as those from 
tritium) are often counted by a liquid scintillation 
technique, since they do not have enough energy 
to penetrate even a thin window. In liquid scintil- 
lation counting the specimen of the radioisotope is 
mixed with an organic phosphor disolved in a 
solvent. The resulting liquid is placed inside the 
dark enclosure in front of the photmultiplier tube 
cathode. 

Cerenkov Detectors 
Photoraultiplier tubes are also used in Cerenkov 

detectors. P.A. Cerenkov discovered in 1934 that 
a weak bluish-white light is emitted from transparent 
materials when high energy radiation passes through 
them. This phenomenon was explained in 1937 as 
being due to a kind of electromagnetic shock wave 
which arises when a charged particle at nearly the 
velocity of light enters an optically denser medium. 
The velocity of light itself is lower in the second 
medium and the particle velocity therefore quickly 
falls, so that the particle is not travelling at a velocity 
exceeding that of light in the second medium. Light 
is emitted in this process. The phenomenon is 
somewhat analogous to the sound shock wave 
produced when an aircraft breaks the "sound 
barrier". 

A Cerenkov counter is very similar to a scintilla- 
tion counter, but a transparent medium such as 
glass or water is used instead of a phosphor. The 
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Scintillation Detectors 

and Photomultiplier Tubes 
{Continued from page 223) 

The photocathode material must, as in a photocell, 
be chosen according to the wavelength of the light 
which is to be detected. Antimony-caesium are 
often employed. Even in the absence of light a few 
electrons will be emitted from the cathode, since 
they will gain enough heat energy to leave the 
cathode. They give rise to spurious or background 
counts. The background counting rate can be 
reduced by cooling the photomultiplier tube in a 
refrigerator, since this will reduce the number of 
electrons leaving the cathode when the latter is in 
complete darkness. 

Typical Circuit 
A typical circuit for a photomultiplier tube is shown 

in Fig. 2. A potential divider chain is required to 
enable appropriate potentials to be applied to each 
of the dynodes, so that the electrons are suitably 
accelerated. When photons of light fall on the 
photocathode, the emitted electrons are multiplied 
in the dynode chain and a pulse of current flows in 
the anode circuit. This pulse is coupled to the 
first amplifier valve via the capacitor Cz. After 
suitable amplification the pulses are counted 
electronically. 

The e.h.t. potential is normally in the range 700 
to 1,800 volts, depending on the amplification 
required. Pulse output voltages of somewhat over 
1 volt can be obtained when high potentials are 
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Fig. 2. A typical circuit for a photomultiplier tube 



light emitted by a single particle of radiation is 
much weaker in intensity than that emitted in 
normal scintillation counting. (However, those 
who have seen a really large source of radiation of 
about one million curies shielded beneath water 
cannot fail to be impressed by the beautiful bluish- 
white Cerenkov light which is emitted.) 

Other Uses 
Photomultiplier tubes are used in various types 

of optical equipment. For example, they often find 
application in flying spot scanners, in equipment 
for counting and sizing microscopic particles, in 
photometry, and in spectroscopy, etc. 
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Lightweight Whip 

Aerial for 

160-metres Mobile 

by W. E. Thompson G3MQT 

Details of a simple base-loaded whip which, 
using a 64in telescopic aerial, resonates 
satisfactorily from 1,920 to 2,000 kc/s. An 
advantage of the design is that the parts 
may be readily obtained through normal 

home-constructor channels. 

This simple base-loaded whip was designed 
to be cheap and easy to make from readily 
procurable parts, to be weatherproof, and 

to be capable of being quickly erected or removed 
when necessary. It weighs no more than 9 ounces, 
and the cost to the author was only 30s. Performance 
is quite satisfactory so far as can be expected with 
aerials of this type on Top Band. 

Once the design was formulated the aerial was 
made in a few hours, using only the usual tools 
to be found in most amateur workshops. Access 
to a lathe would have been of help, but not pos- 
sessing one the writer managed with a file and a 
hand drill clamped in the bench vice for the small 
amount of turning necessary. 

Construction 
The accompanying diagram, which shows a 

sectional view of the assembly, will reveal the 
method of construction readily enough. The coil 
assembly is made up from three 6in lengths of 
Paxolin tubing obtained from Home Radio 

(Mitcham) Ltd. One piece is l^in outside diameter, 
on which the coil is wound. Another piece is 1 fin 
outside diameter, from which two pieces fin long 
are cut from each end. This ensures getting two 
square ends! The rest of the Ifin tubing is not 
required. The two short pieces are fitted to the 
ends of the Ifin tube to serve as spacers for locating 
the outer cover, and to contain the coil ends. Two 
small holes in the coil former alongside the inside 
edges of the spacer are needed to secure the ends 
of the winding. The coil is close-wound with 24 
s.w.g. enamelled wire to occupy the 5fin length 
between the two spacers. This will take about 216 
turns, using just over 2oz of wire, and will produce 
a coil of about 440u,H. The third length of tubing 
is l|in outside diameter, and this fits over the two 
end spacers so that it totally encloses the coil to 
keep it weatherproof, and to protect the winding 
from damage. As these Paxolin tubes have Ain 
walls, they will be found to interfit closely.1 

JThe three Paxolin tubes are available in 6in lengths from Home 
Radio (Mitcham) Ltd. under Cat. Nos. ZA25 (Hin O.D.), ZA25A 
(Ifin O.D.) and ZA25B (l^in O.D.). Wall thickness in these sizes is 
Vrin.—Editor. 

iS/aVd. 
spacer 

l3/4"o.d .cover 
iVaVd 
former 

l4dia brass 
washerN 

Telescopic 
whip 

L 
Winding 
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5/4 

teVd. 
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Sectional detail showing the construction of the base- 
loading coil assembly. In the author's installation the 
J/n tubing at the left is passed over an existing car 
radio aerial in the partially retracted position, thus 
enabling the 160 metre aerial to be quickly fitted and 

removed 
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The whip aerial mounted on the existing car aerial 

Two end cheeks are required. These can be made 
from fin thick Paxolin, turned so that they fit 
reasonably tightly into the inside ends of the coil 
former. Those who possess a lathe might well use 
thicker material so that a lip can be formed to 
cover the edges of the Paxolin tubes. 

A fin hole is made centrally in one cheek to 
take the bottom end of the telescopic whip. This 
whip is Sin closed, and 64in fully extended. It is 
obtained from Henry's Radio, Ltd.2 The whip 
should be a tight fit in the cheek, but for additional 
strength it can be soldered to a lin diameter washer 
made from thin sheet brass which is fixed to the 
inside of the cheek by two short 6BA screws. The 
tapped holes for these screws should be "blind" 
so that they do not pierce the surface of the cheek. 
One end of the coil can be connected to the whip 
by clamping the wire under one of the 6BA screws. 

The other cheek has a hole drilled centrally to 
take the end of a 9in length of stout (17 s.w.g. 
wall) aluminium tubing, fin outside diameter. A 
slightly undersize hole, and some careful dressing 
of the tubing with fine abrasive paper, will ensure 
a force fit which should be quite secure. If necessary, 
the tube could be clamped to the cheek by some 
means (by pinning, or a grub screw, for example). 
It should protrude above the inside surface of the 
cheek sufficiently to take a small 6BA screw in its 
wall, to which the other end of the coil is connected. 

At this stage of construction the coil ends may 
be finally connected to the telescopic whip and to 
the 9in aluminium tubing, keeping the wire lengths 
as short as possible. The end cheeks are then 
secured to the coil former. The faces of the cheeks 
should be level with the ends of the Paxolin tubes. 
Three holes are needed at each end, spaced 120 
degrees circumferentially, drilled and tapped 6BA 
to a depth of about fin. Countersunk screws should 
be used. If the whole coil assembly is now sprayed 
with three or four coats of Holt's "Dampstart", 

2The 8in x 64in telescopic aerial used by the author was listed as 
Type D in pre-1967 Henry's Radio catalogues. The current Sin x 64in 
aerial available from Henry's Radio is listed as Type TAI3. To 
ensure a tight fit, check the diameter at the base of the TA13 aerial 
before drilling the hole in the Paxolin cheek.—Editor. 

which can be obtained in aerosol cans from a 
garage or a motor accessory shop, the aerial will 
be rendered quite weatherproof. Several thin 
coats are better than fewer thick ones, but each 
coat should be allowed to dry off before applying 
another. 

Fitting To The Car 
Readers will probably have their own ideas of 

where and how to fix the whip to a car, but the 
method adopted by the writer may be of interest. 
His car already had a car radio aerial mounted on 
the off-side front wing. This aerial retracts into 
the wing and locks in the closed position when 
not in use. When it is unlocked it springs up, 
revealing some 4 to Sin of the bottom section with 
the other sections still retracted in it. This seemed 
the obvious place to mount the 160 metre whip, 
since the coaxial feeder would serve for both 
aerials. 

The inside of the aluminium tube at the base of 
the 160 metre whip was carefully enlarged with 
fine abrasive paper wrapped around a rat-tail 
file until a smooth sliding fit was obtained on the 
car radio aerial. It is now only a moment's task to 
erect or to dismount the mobile whip and, when 
mounted, it is quite secure and safe. Being very 
light and thin it offers little wind resistance, and 
the telescopic top bends only slightly at speeds up 
to the legal maximum of 70 m.p.h. The writer has 
no idea what it would do at higher speeds because 
he has no desire to get pinched for speeding. 

The neat appearance of the 160 metre whip when 
mounted in position 
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Tuning 
The aerial is tuned in the usual way be adjusting 

the length of the telescopic top section and noting 
the effect on a field-strength meter. When resonated 
at a particular frequency, the setting holds good 
for about lOkc/s each side of resonance. It has 
been found that the aerial performs best from about 
1,920 to 2,000kc/s. At lower frequencies it is ad- 
mittedly somewhat temperamental. This suggests that 
a coil slightly higher in inductance would cover 
the lower frequency range better, but this has not 
been investigated in practice as the writer rarely 
uses Top Band frequencies below l,900kc/s when 
mobile. 

Some Results 
The best contact made when mobile with this 

aerial was on the A. 13 travelling from the exit of 
the Dartford Tunnel towards Dagenham, when a 
satisfactory two-way contact was established near 
West Thurrock with G3SZC/A in Whitstable, 
Kent, and held until signing out near Dagenham, 
about 36 miles from Whitstable along the Thames 

Estuary. The topography and propagation conditions 
at the time were favourable factors, but mobile 
contacts made at other times show that ranges of 
15 to 20 miles are often achieved. 

When the aerial was in its infancy on G3MQT/M 
a contact was made one evening at Pembury, Kent, 
with G6TQ at Tonbridge some 4 miles away when 
driving in pouring rain. This contact was held 
while travelling down the A.21 towards Hastings 
until near Whatlington, some 18 miles from G6TQ. 
Even though the rain was bucketing down the 
aerial held its tune. 

Conclusion 
This aerial has been in use for over a year, has 

been out in all weathers, and has stood the test of 
time and many miles of motoring. It has attracted 
favourable comment at mobile rallies, such as 
Pegwell Bay, Longleat, South Shields, and others. 
Taking all things into consideration the design |ills 
the writer's needs quite adequately, and it is thought 
to be of sufficient interest for the information to 
be passed on to others. 

□ 

CAN ANYONE HELP : 

Requests for information are inserted in this feature free of charge, subject to space being available. Users of this 
service undertake to acknowledge all letters, etc., received and to reimburse all reasonable expenses incurred by 
correspondents. Circuits, manuals, service sheets, etc., lent by readers must be returned in good condition within 

a reasonable period of time 

Pye V.H.F. Transmitter & Receiver Units, Type 
PTC113.—N. T. Shepheard, 10 Worth Park Avenue, 
Pound Hill, Crawley, Sussex,—borrow or purchase 
any information. 

6y6, 2 x 6SL7, with variable tape speed. Circuit 
diagram, manual or any information. 

ARC-5 Command Receiver.—H. A. Kemp, Lower 
Cliff Farm, Strines, Stockport, Cheshire,—designa- 
ted R-27/ARC-5, any information. 

V.H.F. Receiver Unit 62A.—F. Shacklock, 3 
Sycamore Road, Nottingham,—serial No. AP67590 
(1957), circuit, manual or any information. 

Minimitter MR44 Receiver.—S. Smith, 19 Hyde 
Road, Kenilworth, Warks,—loan of circuit or 
handbook. 

Equipment Required.—I. M. Juggins, 12 Field End, 
Cheltenham Road East, Gloucester,—has under- 
taken to rebuild a Halifax Bomber for the Skyfame 
Museum at Staverton Airport. The project is 
greatly in need of the outer cases of the following 
equipment—ARI 5085 receiver, ARI 5153 indicator, 
ARI 5085 indicator and Mk XIV computer. Also 
required is a set of valves for the R1155 receiver. 

Reflectograph Tape Recorder.—A. Nichols, 1 South 
Avenue, Swanton Morley, East Dereham, Norfolk, 
—model and type unknown, valve line-up is 2 x 

Philips BG290U/15 Receiver.—D. Jones, 70 Glouces- 
ter Avenue, London, N.W.I.—purchase or borrow 
circuit diagram. 
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UNDERSTANDING 

ff litter Circuitf rkase 

f= 
2*VLC 

by IV. (j. M or ley 

IN LAST MONTH'S CONTRIBUTION TO THIS SERIES 
we commenced an examination of valve phase- 
splitter circuits suitable for providing out-of- 

phase a.f. voltages for application to the control 
grids of two output valves in push-pull. We then 
examined the split-load phase-splitter, this consisting 
of a single triode having equal values of resistance 
in its anode and cathode circuits. The out-of-phase 
voltages then appear at the anode and cathode of 
the triode. 

We now carry on to further types of phase- 
splitter. 

The "Paraphase Amplifier" 
A very simple phase-splitter circuit is illustrated 

in Fig. 1. In this diagram the input a.f. signal is 
applied, by way of Q and grid resistor Rj, to Vi, 
which functions as a normal voltage amplifier. An 
amplified version of the input signal appears at 
the anode of Vi, R2 being the anode load. 

The anode signal from Vi is fed, via C3, to the 
potentiometer given by R4 and R5, the signal voltage 

at the junction of these two resistors being passed 
to the grid of Vz- V2 is similar to Vj, and the two 
triodes could consist, in practice, of a double- 
triode valve. Vi anode load, R2, is equal in value 
to Rs. Similarly, cathode resistor R3 is equal in 
value to R?. C2 and C4 are electrolytic cathode 
bypass capacitors, and Ci, C3 and C5 are a.f. coupling 
capacitors. 

The signals for the control grids of the following 
push-pull stage are taken from the anodes of Vi 
and V2 via C3 and C5 respectively. The output via 
C3 is merely the input signal amplified by Vi whilst 
the output via C5 is the same signal after further 
amplification by V2. V2 provides 180° phase reversal, 
with the result that the two signals are 180° out of 
phase, as is required of the circuit. 

The input signal to V2 grid is attenuated by R4 
and R5, the attenuation being such that the output 
via C5 is equal in amplitude to the output via C3, 
as is also required of the circuit. To see how the 
desired amount of attenuation is achieved, let us 
assume that V2 offers a voltage gain of 40. R4 
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To output 
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n R7 C5 C2 
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Fig. 1. The "paraphase amplifier" phase-splitter. V2 provides the requisite phase reversal 
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and R5 are then given values which ensure that 
A of the signal voltage from C3 is passed to V2 grid. 
In general, R4+R5 should be equal to the voltage 

Rs 
gain of V2. 

R4 plus R5 are equal to Rg, and it will be noted 
that R4 plus R5 can be used as the grid resistor for 
one of the push-pull output valves whilst Rg can 
be used as the grid resistor for the other push-pull 
output valve. Each output voltage is an amplified 
version of the input voltage, the amplification being 
that provided by Vj. 

The cathodes of V) and V2 may share a common 
cathode resistor and bypass capacitor, as in Fig. 
2 (a). The single resistor should have half the value 
of either R3 or R7 in Fig. 1, since it is required to 
drop the same cathode bias voltage at twice the 
current. Since the a.f. currents passed by the cathodes 
of Yi and V2 are assumed to be equal and opposite, 
the bypass capacitor may be dispensed with, as in 
Fig. 2 (b). In practice, however, omitting the 
common cathode bypass capacitor may result in 
some unbalance at extreme high and low frequencies. 

An advantage of the phase-splitter circuit under 
discussion is that both the triode cathodes couple 
to chassis via a low value resistor, with the result 
that there is less likelihood of hum pick-up from the 
heater supply than with the split-load phase-splitter 
we discussed last month. On the other hand the 
circuit suffers from the disadvantage that, for good 
balance, R4 and R5 have to be adjusted to cater 
for the actual voltage gain provided by V2. Thus, 
R4 and R5 may need to be altered if a new valve 
is fitted in the V2 position or if the voltage gain 
offered by the existing valve varies as it ages. 
The changes in value could be conveniently made, 
incidentally, by replacing R4 and R5 by a preset 
potentiometer, as in Fig. 2 (c). A further disadvan- 
tage is that the output signal obtained from V2 
has undergone an extra stage of amplification, 
and may in consequence be a slightly distorted 
version of that obtained from Vi. Also, the signal 
obtained from V2 passes through an extra capacitor, 
C5, whereupon some unbalance at the lower audio 
frequencies, where the reactance of C5 becomes 
appreciable, may occur. This last point can be of 
importance in high quality or high fidelity applica- 
tions. 

The phase-splitter of Fig. 1 is sometimes described 
as a "pharaphase amplifier". However, the world 
"paraphase" tends to be applied to other amplifying 
circuits which offer two push-pull outputs for a 
single input, and this fact should be borne in 
mind when references to the term are encountered. 

See-Saw Phase Inverter 
Fig. 3 shows a phase-splitter circuit which is 

known as a "see-saw phase inverter". For the circuit 
to function correctly, R4, R5 and Rg are closely 
matched in value, which can be typically IMQ. 
Also, capacitor Cz should have negligible reactance 
at the audio frequencies it is intended to handle. 
R2 and R7 are merely anode load resistors. Both 
have the same value, which is that normally em- 

V| v2 

X 
Ca) 

X 
(b) 

r2 

 I *2 

Fig. 2 (a). The separate cathode resistors and bypass 
capacitors in Fig. 1 may be replaced by a single cathode 

resistor and bypass capacitor, as shown here 
(b). The bypass capacitor may also be omitted, and a 

single cathode resistor employed on its own 
(c). For convenience of adjustment, R4 and R5 of Fig. 1 
can be replaced by a preset potentiometer. A fixed 
resistor inserted at the point marked with a cross could 
be added to limit the range offered by the potentiometer 

and make its setting-up easier to carry out 

ployed by either triode when used as a voltage 
amplifier. The two cathodes of the double-triode 
are connected together and couple to chassis via 
cathode bias resistor R3. As we shall see shortly, 
there is no necessity for a cathode bypass capacitor. 
Capacitors Ci, C3 and C4 are a.f. coupling capacitors, 
and Ri is the grid resistor for Vi. The two outputs 
provide out-of-phase signals for the grids of a 
following push-pull output stage. 
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Fig. 3. The "see saw phase inverter". In this circuit R4, R5 and Rg are closely matched in value. 

When an a.f. input is applied to the grid of Vi 
an amplified signal appears at its anode. Ignoring 
the action of V2 for the moment, this signal is 
applied to the potentiometer given by R4 and Rg 
(Q has negligible reactance) and a portion is applied 
to the grid of V2. Thus, the grid of V2 has applied 
to it a signal of the same phase as that at the anode 
of Vi. V2, whose action we have ignored up to now, 
amplifies this signal and an amplified version, 
180° out of phase with that at V) anode, appears 
at the right-hand end of R.5. In consequence, when 
the operation of V2 is considered we find that 
amplified signals of opposite phase appear at the 
outside ends of R4 and R5, the signal at their 
junction being fed to the grid of V2. 

Because the values of R4, R5 and Rg are equal, 

the circuit has an automatic tendency to give output 
signals of nearly equal voltage amplitude. If, for 
some reason, the amplitude of the signal at the 
anode of V2 were to decrease, the signal at the 
junction of R4 and R5 would contain a higher 
proportion of the Vi anode signal. This higher 
proportion would be applied to the grid of V2, 
resulting in an increase in signal amplitude at V2 
anode which would counteract the previous decrease. 
Put another way, the circuit stabilises because 
the amplitudes of the signals at V2 anode and 
grid are interdependent; the anode signal amplitude 
must always be that which causes the corresponding 
signal amplitude to appear at the grid. The equilib- 
rium taken up by the circuit is such that the signal 
at the junction of R4 and R5 always contains 

— HT + 

To output 
valve grids 

3 R4 R5 
c4 

|—1—WyV-j-VW 11—• 

C| 
Input -• 1|. 

Fig. 4. A slight rearrangement of the circuit of Fig. 3 fives this "floating paraphase" phase-splitter, in which 
C2 is not required. Some "floating paraphase" phase-splitters have separate cathode bias resistors, with parallel bypass 

capacitors, for the two triodes 
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Fig. 5. A development from the 
circuits of Figs. 3 and 4. Only 
two closely matched resistors, 

R4 and Rs, are required here 
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a small proportion of the signal at the anode of Vj. 
To obtain output voltages in practice which are 
closely equal in amplitude, R4, R5 and R6 should 
be components having a tolerance of ± 5% or 
better, selecting R5 to have a slightly higher value 
that R4. Also V2 should be a type offering a high 
degree of voltage amplification. 

The "see-saw phase inverter" provides amplifica- 
tion, this being given by Each output has 
very nearly the same amplitude as would appear 
at the anode of Vj if this triode operated on its own 
as a normal voltage amplifier. Both output imped- 
ances are the same, and the two outputs in Fig. 4 
may connect direct to the push-pull output grids. 
Also, the valve cathodes connect to chassis via 
a low-value resistor, with the result that hum 
pick-up from the heater supply is liable to be low. 
R3 has a value equal to half that of a normal cathode 
bias resistor for either triode on its own. There is 
no necessity to connect a bypass capacitor across 
R3 because it carries both anode currents, these 
being opposite in phase and (very nearly) equal. The 
phase splitter derives its name from the fact that 
the outer ends of R4 and R5 swing in the manner of 
the Snds of a see-saw about a fulcrum, the latter 
being slightly to the right of their junction. Vj and 
V2 may, in practice, consist of a double-triode 
valve. 

There are a number of phase splitter circuits 
which operate in a similar manner to that of Fig. 3. 
These can all be identified by the fact that they 
have two valves whose anodes feed into the dis- 
tinctive pattern of three closely matched resistors 
(with the junction coupling to the grid of the second 
valve) given in Fig. 3 by R4, R5 and R6. In some 
versions R4 and R5 may be grid resistors for the 
push-pull output valves, the anodes being coupled 
to them via coupling capacitors (see Fig. 4). Such 
circuits are generally described as "floating para- 
phase" phase splitters, the term "floating" deriving 
from the fact that the grid of the second valve is 
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connected to a "floating" point in the circuit. 
As was mentioned earlier, the term "paraphase" 
applies to an amplifier which converts a single 
input into two push-pull outputs. 

If, with the circuit of Fig. 3, C2 presents appreci- 
able reactance at the lower audio frequencies, some 
unbalance at such frequencies is possible. Un- 
balance of this nature is less liable to occur with the 
somewhat more symmetrical circuit of Fig. 4, 
where both anodes couple into R4 and R5 by way of 
coupling capacitors C3 and C4, these having equal 
values. 

A development of the circuits of Figs. 3 and 4 
is given in Fig. 5, in which there are only two 
closely matched resistors, R4 and R5. These resistors 
may similarly be of the order of IMfl in value. 
R2 and Rg are normal anode load resistors having 
equal values, whilst C2 and C3 are equal value 
a.f. coupling capacitors. The same self-balancing 
action occurs as with the previous circuits, the 
signal at the anode of V2 having an amplitude 
which causes the corresponding signal amplitude 
to be applied to its grid. This circuit provides 
slightly better balance than do those of Figs. 3 
and 4. It will be seen that the grid of V2 is maintained 
at chassis potential so far as bias is concerned by 
way of R4, R5, R7 and Rg. R7 and Rg are the grid 
resistors for the output valves. 

In the three circuits just discussed balance im- 
proves, in all cases, as the voltage gain offered by 
V2 increases. In consequence it is desirable to use 
a high gain valve here, and a suitable choice would 
be one section of an ECC83 double-triode. The 
other section of this valve can then be employed 
as Vi. 

Next Month 
In next month's issue we shall complete our 

examination of phase-splitters by discussing the 
Schmitt phase inverter, after which we shall introduce 
the subject of negative feedback. _ 
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In your 

workshop 

Microphony is not a common trouble in transistor radios, 
but it still crops up every now and again. In this month's 
episode Dick has his first encounter with the fault, but he is 

soon shown how to clear it by Smithy. 

WITH A GRUNT OF SATISFACTION, 
Dick fitted into place the 
last screw which secured the 

little printed circuit board of the 
medium and long wave transistor 
portable. 

It had had an interesting fault; the 
0.01 [iF i.f. bypass capacitor immed- 
iately following the detector had 
decided to change its function in 
life from that of merely holding a 
charge to the more exciting exercise 
of passing current, and it had passed 
a wide variety of currents modulated 
by a.f. ranging from the Beatles to 
Tchaikowsky ever since it had 
arrived at this decision. Eventually, 
it passed the current from Dick's 
testmeter switched to an ohms 
range, whereupon its guilty secret 
was laid bare. As so frequently hap- 
pens to those of us who have lost the 
capacity to meet our obligations, the 
capacitor was then forcibly removed 
from its fellows and thrown into the 
wretched company of the broken- 
down (i.e.- Dick's waste bin), its 
place in the receiver being taken by a 
more disciplined brother of equal 
potential value. 

After fitting the new capacitor, 
Dick had ensured that the receiver 
was working correctly in its disas- 

sembled state, including a full volume 
check on what was now his favourite 
test transmission—Radio 1 on 247 
metres. He had then applied his 
signal generator and carefully aligned 
the i.f. transformers. And, now, he 
was cheerfully turning home the last 
screw which held the printed circuit 
board in place in the cabinet. 

Microphony 
Dick next fitted and connected the 

battery, closed the cabinet and 
switched on the receiver for its 
final check-out. An exploratory turn 
of the controls showed that the 
set had excellent sensitivity and selec- 
tivity on both medium and long 
waves. Dick finally switched to 
medium waves and once more selec- 
ted Radio 1 on 247 metres. He turned 
the volume to its full setting and 
slightly adjusted the tuning. At once 
the receiver broke into a loud dis- 
cordant howl. Startled, Dick reduced 
the volume level, whereupon the 
howl disappeared. 

Dick cautiously advanced the 
volume control again, with the result 
that the howl became audible once 
more. He readjusted the tuning 
control and the howl disappeared. 
After further investigation Dick 

discovered that the howl only occur- 
red at a tuning point very close to the 
central position for the Radio 1 
transmission and that it did not 
appear at any other setting of the 
tuning capacitor on either the 
medium wave band or the long wave 
band. He scratched his head and 
gazed despondently at the receiver 
which had developed this unexpected 
last-minute fault. 

"Hey, Smithy!" 
There was silence for a moment. 

Smithy the Serviceman, at his bench 
on the other side of the Workshop, 
was obviously fully preoccupied. 

"Yes?" he replied eventually, and 
with manifest reluctance. 

"I've got a real weirdie here," 
called out Dick to Smithy's back. 
"I'm getting a howl on just one 
station only." 

"I know," said Smithy laconically. 
"I heard it over here." 

"But what would cause a fault like 
that?" 

"Is it a transistor set?" queried 
Smithy in return. 

"Yes," replied Dick, puzzled at 
this reaction on Smithy's part, 
"as a matter of fact, it is." 

"Then," stated Smithy firmly, 
"you've very probably got a micro- 
phonic tuning capacitor." 

After which pronouncement 
Smithy, presumably satisfied that he 
had completely cleared up Dick's 
problem, once more proceeded to 
lose himself in the receiver he was 
repairing. 

Dick glared furiously at the 
Serviceman's back, and returned to 
the attack. 

"How," he persisted, "can you 
say it's the tuning capacitor if you 
haven't even seen the set?" 

Wearily, Smithy laid his test prods 
on his bench. He switched off the 
set on which he had been working, 
stood up and walked over to Dick's 
bench. 

"I can see," he remarked resign- 
edly, "that the quickest way of 
getting your troubles sorted out is to 
come over here and tackle them 
directly. What have you done with 
that set up to now?" 

"To start off with," said Dick in 
reply, "I found the fault, which was 
a shorted i.f. bypass capacitor after 
the detector. I put in a new capacitor 
and, since there was just a slight 
possibility that changing it might 
have had an effect on the alignment 
of the last i.f., I gave the i.f. trans- 
formers a touch-up and put the 
printed board back into the case. 
After which, blow me if the set 
doesn't start to howl like a banshee 
every time I tune slightly to one side 
of Radio 1!" 

"I think," said Smithy thought- 
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fully, "I can see what's happened 
here. Incidentally, there wasn't any 
real necessity to align the i.f.'s 
although it was a reasonable thing to 
do, I suppose. Did you line them up 
as recommended in the service 
sheet ?" 

"Oh, definitely," replied Dick 
promptly, picking up a service 
manual and passing it over to Smithy. 
"As you can see, the manual says 
the i.f. is 470 kc/s. I tuned the set to 
the high frequency end of the 
medium wave band, applied the 
signal generator via a 0.01 
capacitor to the fixed vanes of the 
signal frequency section of the 2- 
gang and set the genny up to 470 
kc/s." (Fig. 1). 

I.F. Alignment 
"Well," commented Smithy, 

"that's a pretty good start at any 
rate. When you're lining up the 
i.f.'s of a medium and long wave 
transistor radio you have to apply 
the i.f. signal to the base of the mixer- 
oscillator, and the method of coupl- 
ing you've just described is as good as 
any. Also, it has the advantage that 
the fixed vane tag of the aerial tuning 
capacitor is easy to get at. By the way, 
some manufacturers state that the 
set should be tuned to the low 
frequency end of the medium wave 
band instead of the high frequency 
end before you line up the i.f.'s. 
So, for the very best results, you 
should really check the service 
literature before commencing the 
alignment. Still, your approach is 
good enough for general work." 

Smithy looked briefly at the 
manual Dick had given him. 

"After connecting up the signal 
generator," he continued, "what 
did you do next?" 

"I lined up the i.f. transformers." 
said Dick simply. 

"To 470kc/s?" 
"To 470 kc/s." 
"All of them?" 
"Of course." 
"In," asked Smithy gently, "a 

set with staggered i.f.'s?" 
"Who says this set has staggered 

i.f.'s?" 
"I do, you steaming great nit," 

snorted Smithy wrathfully, returning 
the service sheet to Dick. "And so 
does this service manual! If you'd 
taken the trouble to read it more 
fully instead of merely glancing at 
the figure for the intermediate 
frequency, you'd have seen that the 
third i.f. transformer should be 
aligned to 470 kc/s, the second to 
468 kc/s and the first to 472 kc/s!" 

The Serviceman pointed an accus- 
ing finger at the section of the 
manual devoted to i.f. alignment. 

"Well, stap me," said Dick, 
crestfallen, "I must have missed that 
bit!" 

"I'll say you did," growled 
Smithy. "Anyway, you might as well 
line the i.f.'s up properly, now I'm 
over here. If we're fortunate, that's 
all that will be needed to get rid of 
that howl of yours. You can get at the 
i.f. cores quite easily whilst the set is 
in its case. You can also get at the 
injection point for the signal genera- 
tor and the speaker tags as well." 

"Why should I want to get at the 
speaker tags ?" 

"Because," replied Smithy, "I 
want to see the i.f.'s aligned correctly 
this time, and the best way of doing 
this is to either replace the speaker 
with an output meter switched to the 
speaker impedance or to connect 
a high resistance a.c. voltmeter 
across the speaker terminals. (Fig.2). 
You'll get much more accurate 
results using a meter to indicate the 
output level than by relying on your 
ears. I see that this set has got a ISO 
speaker so you want to keep your 
signal generator at a Jevel which 
causes the a.c. voltmeter to read 
about 0.9 volts." 

Dick looked puzzled. 
"Why 0.9 volts?" he asked. 
"That voltage," explained Smithy, 

"corresponds to approximately 50- 
mW in ISO, and SOmW is the gener- 
ally accepted standard output to be 
used when lining up loudspeaker 
radios, unless the makers state other- 
wise. With a 10O speaker SOmW 

corresponds to 0.7 volts, by the way, 
and with a 20O speaker it corres- 
ponds to 1 volt. I should add that 
SOmW is a fairly low output power 
and the corresponding i.f. input is 
usually too small to allow the results 
of alignment to be heavily masked 
by a.g.c. The receiver volume 
control is, of course, turned to full 
whilst you do the alignment, and the 
a.c. voltmeter you connect across 
the speaker must present a resistance 
considerably higher than the speaker 
impedance." 

"Fair enough," said Dick, as he 
reached for his testmeter, and 
switched it to a low a.c. volts range. 

It did not take Dick long to make 
the requisite connections to the 
receiver. 

"Here we are," he called out cheer- 
fully, as he switched on the set. "All 
systems go! I'll start off with the 
third i.f. transformer at 470 kc/s." 

Carefully, Dick adjusted the signal 
generator to this frequency and set its 
output level to give approximately 
0.9 volts in his meter. He aligned the 
core of the third i.f. transformer. 

"What did you say the frequency 
for the middle one was?" 

"468 kc/s," replied Smithy. 
Dick readjusted the signal genera- 

tor frequency and aligned the second 
1.f. transformer, also adjusting the 
signal generator output for the 
required reading in his testmeter. 

"The first one," he asked, "is 
472 kc/s, isn't it ?" 

"That's right," confirmed Smithy. 

First I.F 
transformer M.W. ferrite aerial 

tuned coil 
Oscillator 

|l| coil Mixer- 
oscillato OOlyF 

r 
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Signal ) 
generator 
output J 

rin 

II 
X. 

Signal frequency section 
of 2-gang 

Fig. 1. The basic signal frequency circuit of a typical mixer-oscillator stage 
switched to medium waves. A convenient method of injecting an i.f. signal for 
alignment consists of applying the signal generator output, via a 0,01 [iF 

capacitor, to the signal frequency section of the 2-gang tuning capacitor 
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Fig. 2. Most transistor receiver manufacturers specify that the i.f. stages 
should be aligned with the receiver providing an a.f. output of 50mW. When 
the coupling from the output stages to the speaker is via an electrolytic 
capacitor, instead of via a transformer, the speaker impedance will be high 
enough to enable 50mW to correspond to a useful deflection in a testmeter 

connected across the speaker and switched to a low a.c. volts range 

The alignment of the first i.f. 
transformer was soon completed, 
whereupon Dick switched off the 
receiver and disconnected the test 
equipment leads. 

"I must admit," he remarked, 
"that it's a jolly sight easier to line 
up these i.f. transformers with a 
meter than it is by ear, because you 
get such a definite indication that 
you're at the peak." 

"True enough," agreed Smithy. 
"I know there are a lot of service 
engineers who line up the i.f.'s of a 
radio by ear, thinking that it's a 
waste of time to connect up an 
output meter or, even, to clip a test- 
meter switched to an a.c. volts range 
across the speaker. In general, 
though, it's best to use the meter and 
it can often cause the actual align- 
ment to be carried out more quickly, 
too. A further point is that the 
alignment will almost certainly be 
more accurate. Anyway, let's see if 
we've cleared that howl out of your 
receiver." 

Dick switched on the receiver and 
tuned in the 247 metre Radio 1 
signal. 

"I get the impression," he re- 
marked, "that the a.f. quality is a 
bit better. There seems to be more 
top." 

"There should be," stated Smithy. 
"You've now got the i.f. response 
that the manufacturers intended, 
instead of the much narrower 
response which you introduced." 

Dick turned the volume to full and 
tuned carefully through the Radio 1 
signal. There was no trace whatsoever 
of any howl. 

Acoustic Feedback 
"Smithy," said Dick admiringly, 

"you're a genius." 
The Serviceman breathed on the 

fingernails of his right hand and 
polished them nonchantly on his 
lapel. 

"I suppose," he remarked modes- 

tly, "that I do have my occasional 
little successes." 

"This is certainly one of them," 
said Dick jubilantly. "First of all, 
you make a correct diagnosis without 
even seeing the set, after which you 
get me to do the exact thing which is 
needed to cure the fault." 

"I was a bit lucky there," confes- 
sed Smithy. "I was banking on the 
fact that your original i.f. alignment 
had made the skirts of the i.f. 
response a lot steeper than they 
should have been." 

Dick's mood of elation at having 
successfully cured the fault changed 
to one of gloom as he considered the 
nature of the fault itself. 

"So far as I'm concerned," he 
stated morosely, "this whole business 
is a complete mystery. You said at the 
beginning that the howl was very 
probably due to a microphonic 
tuning capacitor and I then cleared 
the fault just by realigning the i.f.'s. 
I'm baffled!" 

"Don't let it worry you," said 
Smithy soothingly. "Everything is 
really quite simple, as I'll show you. 
The best way to explain what hap- 
pens will be to start right at the 
beginning with this microphony 

business. Have you ever bumped into 
a microphonic howl with an a.f. 
amplifier?" 

Dick scratched his head for a 
moment, then his face brightened. 

"Yes I have," he said. "Some 
years ago I had a valve tape recorder 
in for repair which howled like 
billy-oh on playback if you turned 
the volume up above a certain level. 
That was a dead easy snag. too. All 
I had to do was to replace the valve 
immediately following the playback 
head, which had gone microphonic. 
You could tell the valve was micro- 
phonic because, if you tapped it at a 
volume setting which was too low to 
bring on the howl, it sounded from 
the speaker as if you were bashing a 
Chinese gong!" 

"Right," said Smithy. "Well, that 
situation represents about the 
simplest sort of acoustic feedback 
you can have. (Fig. 3). In this case 
you have a microphonic valve in an 
early stage of an a.f. amplifier, and it 
develops a signal voltage correspond- 
ing to any noise or vibration that 
impinges on it. If the sound from the 
speaker reaches the valve, either 
via the air or the hardware of the 
cabinet and chassis, or via a combin- 
ation of the two, you have a positive 
feedback loop set up and the whole 
thing is capable of breaking into 
oscillation, resulting in what we 
often call an 'acoustic howl'. The 
usual reason for a valve going micro- 
phonic is that a mechanical fault has 
caused the control grid to lose its 
rigidity and to flap around. The 
valve offers the greatest microphonic 
effect at the mechanical resonant 
frequency or frequencies exhibited by 
the grid. In the howl which is then 
set up these frequencies tend to 
predominate and this factor gives the 
acoustic howl a distinctive quality 
that I can best describe as being 
'mechanical' in nature." 

"That effect," remarked Dick, is 
similar to what you get when a 
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Fig. 3. If a microphonic valve in an early stage of an a.f. amplifier is subjected 
to sound from the speaker, a positive feedback loop is set up. If there is sufficient 
overall gain in the loop the system breaks into oscillation, causing an acoustic 

hnwl to be riven bv the speaker 
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public address microphone picks up 
too much signal from the speaker." 

"True enough," confirmed Smithy. 
"In the public address case, though, 
the coupling back from the speaker 
to the microphone is via sound 
waves in the air only. When the 
loudspeaker is in the same cabinet as 
a microphonic valve, as occurred in 
your tape recorder, you get coupling 
by way of the hardware as well, as I 
mentioned just now. Anyway, let's 
press on! Now, a valve is a compon- 
ent which is well-known for becoming 
microphonic. Another component 
which is also well-known for micro- 
phony is an air-spaced tuning 
capacitor. As you can readily 
imagine, if the vanes of an air- 
spaced tuning capacitor are subjected 
to sufficient vibration, the capacit- 
ance it offers will vary at the fre- 
quency of the vibration. This is especi- 
ally true if the capacitor vanes are thin 
and are very closely enmeshed, as 
occurs in the types which are used in 
medium and long wave radio receiv- 
ers. In receivers of this type, the 
capacitor is also in the same cabinet 
as the speaker, whereupon an acous- 
tic feedback path can exist between 
the two." 

Feedback Path 
"I can understand all that," said 

Dick, "but what puzzles me is how 
varying capacitance in a tuning 
capacitor can cause an a.f. signal to 
be fed to the speaker and allow an 
acoustic howl to be given. The 
effect can't be as direct as with a 
wobbly control grid in an a.f. 
amplifier valve." 

"It isn't," agreed Smithy. "Never- 
theless, the varying capacitance can 
be changed to a.f. if the capacitor in 
question tunes the oscillator of a 
superhet. Let's assume that we have 
an a.m. superhet, and we tune it to 
a signal. An i.f. signal equal to the 
difference between the signal carrier 
frequency and the oscillator fre- 
quency is then fed to the i.f. amplifier. 
If we cause the vanes of the oscillator 
section of the tuning capacitor to 
vibrate at an audio frequency and 
thereby change in capacitance, we 
are varying the oscillator frequency 
at the same rate. This means that the 
intermediate frequency fed into the 
i.f. amplifier is also varying at the 
same rate." 

"But that," interrupted Dick 
excitedly, "is a frequency variation! 
If the set's an a.m. superhet, its 
detector won't respond to a fre- 
quency variation." 

"It won't," confirmed Smithy, 
"but if the frequency variation is 
applied to the sloping skirt of the 
i.f. response due, perhaps, to slight 
detuning of the receiver, it becomes 

converted to an amplitude variation, 
and the detector can respond to that. 
The overall feedback loop then 
includes the following processes. 
(Fig. 4). Mechanical vibration of the 
oscillator tuning capacitor vanes due 
to sound from the speaker produces 
an oscillator frequency varying at a.f., 
and the mixer then changes this 
to a varying intermediate frequency. 
If this varying i.f. is applied to a 
sloping part of the i.f. response, it 
becomes converted to an amplitude 
variation. The amplitude variation is 
then detected by the detector and 
passed on to the a.f. stages of the set. 
These amplify it and feed it to the 
speaker. So, provided there is 
sufficient gain in the loop, every- 
thing is set up for oscillation to 
occur and an acoustic howl to be 
given. This loop is more complicated 
than the microphonic valve one, 
because one of the processes in the 
loop is the conversion of frequency 
variation in the i.f. amplifier to 
amplitude variation. Also, feedback 
cannot take place unless a carrier is 
tuned in on the receiver and applied 
to the mixer in order that an i.f. 
can be formed. But the tendency to 
oscillate is still there, and if there is 
sufficient gain and the sound from 
the speaker can cause sufficiently 
high vibration in the tuning capaci- 
tor, the whole thing breaks into 
oscillation at the mechanical reson- 
ant frequency, or frequencies, of the 
vibrating parts of the capacitor. The 
resultant howl has the same distinc- 
tive 'metallic' character as with a 
microphonic valve, which is why I 
recognised that howl from your set 
as microphony when I first heard it." 

A sudden gleam of enlightenment 
appeared in Dick's eyes. 

"I'm just beginning to realise," 
he remarked, "what you meant when 
you said that my i.f. alignment may 
have brought on the howl because it 
could have made the i.f. response 
have a steeper skirt. I suppose that, 
if the skirt is steeper, the amplitude 
variation becomes bigger." 

"Exactly," confirmed Smithy. "It 
would appear that the tuning capaci- 
tor in your particular receiver is 
fairly close to the acoustic howl con- 
dition, but that actual oscillation 
doesn't occur when the i.f. response 
curve has a nice symmetrical shape 
with fairly evenly sloping skirts, 
because the amplitude variation 
resulting from frequency variation 
is too small. (Fig. 5 (a)). I would 
guess that your first alignment 
caused the skirts to be much steeper 
than they should have been with, 
probably, one side steeper than the 
other. (Fig. 5 (b) ). The steeper the 
slope the greater the i.f. amplitude 
variation resulting from frequency 
variation and, hence, the greater the 
overall gain in the oscillation feed- 
back loop. The fact that the howl 
occurred only when you tuned to one 
side of the signal would also argue 
that the i.f. response was asymmetric, 
there being just sufficient change 
from frequency to amplitude varia- 
tion on the steeper slope to allow 
the howl to appear." 

"Why," asked Dick, "did the 
howl only occur on one station?" 

"That," replied Smithy, "is just 
the luck of the draw, as there are a 
lot of fortuitous factors involved. In 
medium and long wave transistor 

Speaker 

II I \ 

Microphonic — 
tuning 

capacitor 

Aerial signal ■ 

Oscillator 
varying osc 

frequency 

Mixer I.F 1, Detector A.F 
amplifier amplifier 

Varying 

Fig. 4. When a microphonic oscillator tuning capacitor in an a.m. receiver 
causes the appearance of an acoustic howl, the feedback loop takes up the 
form shown here. The manner in which a varying i.f. is converted to a varying 

signal amplitude is illustrated in Fig. 5 
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Fig. 5 (a). If the i.f. corresponding to the carrier of a received signal is applied 
to the skirt of an i.f. response and is then varied slightly, an amplitude 

variation results 
(b). Due to Dick's careless alignment, the i.f. amplifier in his receiver was 
given an asymmetric response curve similar to that shown here. A frequency 
variation applied to the steep side of the response results in a much greater 

amplitude variation 

sets acoustic howls usually turn up 
near the high frequency end of the 
medium wave band where the tuning 
capacitor vanes are slightly meshed, 
as occurred, in your case, on 247 
metres. This will be the condition 
which corresponds to maximum 
oscillator frequency variation for a 
given level of mechanical vibration 
in the capacitor. In your set, the 
maximum oscillator frequency varia- 
tion just happened to occur around 
247 metres. You don't normally get 
acoustic howls on long waves 
because the lower oscillator fre- 
quency means that the frequency 
variation will also be lower." 

Howl On Short Waves 
Dick absorbed this information. 
"If that's the case," he remarked 

after a moment's thought, "the 
situation must become worse with 
sets which cover short waves." 

"That's very true," agreed Smithy. 
"Because the oscillator frequency is 
higher again. In practice, though, 
acoustic howls don't seem to be too 
troublesome in the fairly small 
proportion of transistor radios made 

in this country which cover short 
waves. This will be, of course, 
because the manufacturers have 
taken the appropriate precautions 
against it. In earlier years, by the 
way, acoustic howl on the short wave 
bands of three-band mains valve 
radios used to be a great problem 
both to manufacturers and to service 
engineers. This was due to the fact 
that these sets had output valves 
giving a good 3 or 4 watts and the 
oscillator tuning capacitor used to 
have the relatively high Value of 
500pF instead of the lower capacit- 
ance that appears in more modern 
tuned circuit designs. To prevent 
acoustic coupling from the speaker, 
the tuning capacitors in those older 
radios were frequently mounted on 
very soft rubber grommets, or on a 
sub-chassis which was similarly 
mounted on very soft grommets. You 
could bring on an acoustic howl 
with some of these sets by merely 
fitting a replacement dial cord too 
tightly! If the replacement cord 
pulled the tuning capacitor out of 
position and made it exert too much 
pressure on its rubber grommets, the 

acoustic isolation provided by the 
latter would be reduced and the set 
would then start howling as you 
tuned in stations on the short wave 
band. Some of those old sets were 
real shockers in that respect. Alterna- 
tively, the howl could be caused by a 
microphonic oscillator section in the 
frequency-changer and all that was 
then required was the fitting of a new 
valve. Transistors don't go micro- 
phonic, which was why I asked you 
at the beginning whether your set 
was a transistor type. If it was, your 
acoustic howl would have almost 
certainly been due to tuning capaci- 
tor microphony, as that was about 
the only possible culprit left." 

"Well, I'm darned," said Dick 
admiringly. "You really did use a 
crafty bit of reasoning there!" 

"Oh, I'm like that," grinned 
Smithy. "Anyway, so far as medium 
and long wave transistor radios are 
concerned, the precautions against 
acoustic feedback to the variable 
capacitor don't have to be so strin- 
gent as for the short wave bands of 
those earlier valve radios. In some 
transistor sets the tuning capacitor 
is mounted on small rubber grom- 
mets, whilst in others it's just bolted 
straight down. Incidentally, if you 
ever get another set with the same 
sort of acoustic howl, you want to 
check that the i.f. alignment is as the 
manufacturer intended and that the 
effect of any resilient mounting 
provided for the tuning capacitor 
hasn't been upset in any way. If 
the worst comes to the worst and 
both these points prove to be 
satisfactory, then you just have to 
fit a new tuning capacitor. Cheerio! 

F.M. Receivers 
With which unexpected parting 

shot, Smithy turned abruptly and 
made his way back to his own bench. 

"Hey, hang on a minute!" called 
out Dick. "What about f.m. radios? 
Won't acoustic howl be more liable 
to occur in these than in a.m. 
receivers ? The oscillator frequency 
in f.m. sets is higher than on short 
waves and the frequency variation 
caused by a vibrating tuning capaci- 
tor will be detected directly by the 
discriminator." 

"Good point," commended 
Smithy, who was now back at his 
own bench. "But don't forget that 
the frequency variation will have to 
be pretty wide to give an appreciable 
audio frequency after the discrimina- 
tor. The range of the discriminator 
in an f.m. sound radio is plus or 
minus 75 kc/s, whereas quite efficient 
frequency discrimination via the 
skirts of a 470 kc/s i.f. amplifier can 
take place over plus or minus 1 kc/s 
only. Again, a variable capacitor 
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which has to tune the oscillator 
frequencies for Band 11 requires 
only a few vanes and these can be 
quite widely spaced. Such a capacitor 
will give less microphony than one of 
about the same dimensions with a 
greater number of vanes that are 
more closely spaced. With f.m. 
sets the possibility of acoustic feed- 
back is there, but the risk of its 
occurring is not so great as might at 
first sight appear. A simple resilient 
mounting for the tuning capacitor 
using rubber or p.v.c. grommets is 
normally all that is necessary to 

avoid it. Toodle-pip!" 
After this final farewell, Smithy 

turned his back very firmly on his 
protesting assistant and proceeded 
to devote his full attention to the 
receiver he had been investigating 
before Dick's acoustic howl had 
made itself evident. 

In point of fact, that howl from 
Dick's bench had raised in Smithy's 
mind many nostalgic memories of his 
earlier struggles to clear acoustic 
feedback on the short wave bands of 
those old valve radios he had referred 
to. So vivid were his recollections, 

indeed, that his fingers had been 
itching to get to grips once more 
with one of the oldest of his elec- 
tronic adversaries, and he had secretly 
been highly relieved when Dick 
called for his assistance. 

Perhaps it was for the better, then, 
that the Serviceman was not capable 
of reading the thoughts which were 
passing through Dick's mind at that 
moment. As that percipient young 
man put it to himself: old Smithy 
always makes a fuss when you ask 
him for a bit of help, but he loves 
doing it nevertheless! pi 

EMI Colour TV 

EMI announced in April of this year that they had passed the million pounds mark for colour 
television equipment orders. Since then they have received further substantial orders bringing the 
present total value to £2,000,000 in less than five months. These orders have been received mainly 
from Europe and the United Kingdom and customers include A.B.C. TV, Anglia TV, B.B C and York- 
shire TV. 

EMI's colour experience over the last 20 years has been incorporated in a very comprehensive 
range of colour television equipment. Designed for both the American and European television 
standards, using solid-state techniques throughout, the range includes the colour camera channel, 
slide scanner, vision mixing and switching equipment, encoders, decoders, vertical aperture correctors, 
and other ancillary equipment. 

The four lead-oxide vidicon colour camera Type 2001 has continued to impress customers particu- 
larly in respect of stability and ease of operation. The camera's remarkable stability, both electrical 
and mechanical, results from the use of a direct imaging optical system together with the "capstan" 
arrangement of pick-up tubes and the unique lens mounting. The camera takes a range of zoom lenses 
each of which can quickly and simply be replaced. 

New Sample 

Changer 

A new automatic gamma sample changer has 
been developed by EMI Electronics specifically 
for use with a wide variety of different nucleonic 
counting systems. The user is thus able to adapt 
the unit to his particular application using 
existing ancillary equipment. The sample changer 
(Type ASC 1) accommodates up to 50 samples, 
has an integral solid state programme unit and 
employs a highly stable, low noise EMI photo- 
multiplier. 

The unique design of the heavily shielded 
crystal/photomultiplier assembly ensures high 
efficiency independent of sample volume and a 
low background level, unaffected by local highly 
active sources. 
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'I'm gonna plant these old light bulbs and 
grow some electric currants" 
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Stabilised Variable 

Mains Supply 

Unit 

by f, Nevt7/e Hart 

A simple low-cost unit offering output 
voltages from 0 to 17 at currents up to 

500mA. 

NOW THAT IT IS POSSIBLE TO OBTAIN OR BUILD 
really high quality transistor amplifiers, 
many giving outputs of well over 5 watts, 

it is essential to provide a fully stabilised power 
supply offering anything from 9 to 17 volts or so. 

In the case of amplifiers with push-pull output 
stages, a voltmeter will show considerable supply 
voltage variations, even across a battery, on loud 
passages, and to a musical ear distortion is quite 
obvious in such instances. 

The writer uses the unit described in this article 
to supply a 5 watt amplifier and radio at a voltage 
of 12 to 15. Only on a particularly high input does 
the voltmeter needle budge, and then only for a 
quarter of a volt or so. It is also useful to be able 
to vary the output voltage so that small radios, 
etc., can be supplied. The present unit provides a 
variable output from 0 to 17 volts. 

Power Unit Circuit 
In the circuit, shown in Fig. 1, it will be seen 

that the ACY18 controls the voltage by regulating 
the current to the base of the large OC35. The base 
current required by the ACY18 is only of low value, 
and the potentiometer does not have to handle 
a heavy current. It can, in consequence, be an 
ordinary carbon type. It was found in practice 
that the value chosen for this component, 20kfl, 
gave good calibration spacing for a dial mounted 
behind its control knob. 

The two zener diodes can be type OAZ207, 
whereupon slightly greater than 18 volts (assuming 
diodes in the centre of tolerance) appears across 
them, this voltage then being applied to the track 
of the potentiometer. The zener diodes are clamped 
to a small aluminium heat sink measuring 11 x 1 iin, 
plus a flange for mounting, which also enables 
them to be supported mechanically. The heat sink 
is not entirely necessary, but the writer considered 
it worthwhile as there appeared to be some warming 
up of the diodes with the prototype. 

Other combinations of zener diodes, with a total 
zener voltage adding up to about 18, could also be 
used. If desired, the diodes could be chosen to 
offer a total zener voltage up to about 21 volts 
(corresponding to a maximum output voltage 
from the unit of approximately 20 volts) but regula- 
tion may be poorer at output voltages above about 
17. With the original, it was found that capacitor 
Cz, across the diodes, eliminated a ripple which was 
otherwise present on the output. 

As will be seen from Fig. 2 {a), the OC35 is 
directly secured to a heat sink, this being made of 
aluminium sheet and measuring x Ifin excluding 
the mounting flange. This sheet is at the full rectified 
negative potential, so care must be taken to see that 
it is well insulated from other components and 
wiring. 

The function of resistor Rp is to ensure that C3 
discharges rapidly when switching off without a 
load, this being a useful facility for some applica- 
tions. 

Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of the power supply unit 
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The power unit is built into an aluminium case 
to assist in the elimination of mains hum, a 2-way 
output lead passing out of this to the radio or 
amplifier being supplied. In any event, however, 
negligible hum is present, since large value smoothing 
capacitors are used. 

Fuses 
Fuses are advisable. One-hole-fixing fuse holders 

are available, and both fuses should be rated at 
1 amp. 

With 3-way mains sockets the earth connection 
may be taken to the power supply case, as shown 
in the circuit diagram. If desired, the positive 
output of the power supply may be made common 
to the metal case. 

For safety reasons, a piece of Paxolin is attached 
over the mains terminals of the transformer. In 
addition, the inside of the metal case is covered 
with Fablon as insulation against any accidental 
contact with a "live" wire or connection. It must 
be remembered that the inside of the case cannot 
be seen when the top half is fitted and all precautions 
must be taken to ensure that there is no risk of any 

Heat sink 

COMPONENTS 
Resistors 
(All fixed resistors 10%) 

Ri Ikli ^ watt 
R2 Ikli 1 watt 
Rj 2k II | watt 
VR4 20kII variable, linear 

Capacitors 
£1,2,3 500g,F electrolytic, 30V wkg. 

Transformer 
Tj Mains transformer, secondary 18V 

500mA, type PS245 (Henry's Radio 
Ltd.) 

Semiconductors 
TR! ACY18 
TR2 OC35 
Di,2,3,4 Germanium rectifier type GJ3M 

(Henry's Radio Ltd.) 
Zi,2 Zener diode type OAZ207 (see text) 

Fuses 
Fi,2 1A fuse, with fuse holder 

Switch 
Si on-off toggle 

Miscellaneous 
Heat sink clips 
Pointer knob 
Tagboard 
Aluminium sheet, spacing washers, grommets. 

etc. 

To VR4 track 
ACYIS 

slider VR4 

Solder 
tag transformer 

sec. P2 

Output DC 35 3^ 

Input 

To VR4 
track 

II 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

Heat sink 
(a) 

II 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

To emitter 
OC35 

d2 D4 

I 23456789 IO 

(b) 

Fig. 2 (a). The upper side of the tagboard 
(b). The wiring on the underside of the tagboard 

connection touching the internal surface of the 
case. Do not rely on the Fablon for this, as it is 
merely intended as an additional safeguard. 

The potentiometer can be calibrated with a good 
voltmeter and the reading will be little affected 
by variations of the current taken. For evenly 
spaced readings around the dial, the potentiometer 
must have a linear track. 

The usual care in soldering the leads of the 
transistors should be observed and this point also 
applies to the zener diodes and the germanium 
rectifiers, as the transference of excess heat to any 
of these would affect performance. 

The metal case is made of two pieces of aluminium 
bent to fit into one another, one piece forming the 
ends and bottom, and the other the sides and top. 
They should be held together with self-tapping 
screws. See Fig. 3. 

The transformer is secured to the bottom half 
direct, but the main part of the unit is built on to 
a Paxolin double tagboard obtainable generally 
and cut to approximately 3i x 2Jin, with 10 tags 
on each side. The wiring layout before the capacitors 
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Fig. 3. Details of the two halves of the metal case before bending. The material is aluminium sheet 

ire fitted is shown in Figs. 2 (a) and (b). After 
die wiring steps shown are completed the capacitors 
ire added in the following manner, carefully 
Observing polarity. C] between tag 18 (positive) 
md tag 4; Cz between tag 17 (positive) and tag 7; 
C3 between tag 12 (positive) and tag 1. Fit sleeving 
over all wires where any risk of short-circuit exists. 
When soldered up, the tagboard is secured to the 
bottom half of the metal case by means of long 
screws with spacing washers. 

The rectifiers are mounted on to the Paxolin 
of the tagboard at suitably drilled holes. Connec- 
tions are made by way of solder tags, as this type 
does not have wire ends, only fixing nuts. The larger 
lend of each rectifier is positive (+) and the trans- 
parent end is negative (—). 

The power unit should not, of course, be used 
at a higher voltage for any radio or amplifier 
than that specified by their manufacturers. g 
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/^\ne . of the main difficulties intended for experimental work 
I I with building small computers may, therefore, have pins 7, 8 and 9 

. for industrial, educational and of the B9A valveholders perma- 
experimental applications is the nently wired up to the supply source, 
large number of connections which if relay operation is required, a 
have to be made. For instance even _24V supply is also needed. Suitable 
the humble bistable which is needed power packs capable of offering the 
to divide by 2 has some 14 two- required voltages can be obtained 
terminal components (resistors, cap- from West Hyde Developments, as 
acitors and diodes) and 2 transistors, may other ancillary equipment 
whereupon the total number of including reed switch relays, an 
connections it needs is of the order electromagnetic counter and an 
of 20. Thus, to set up a counter oscilloscope. Apart from their use 
capable of dividing only by 8, you for experimental and educational 
have to sit down and make no less purposes, Pidam modules can, of 
than 60 connections. The problem course, appear in finalised equipment 
involved is not so much the cost of intended for industrial control func- 
components required for the com- tions. 
puter—it is the amount of time There are 16 logic modules in the 
which has to be spent in wiring it Pidam range, these including AND 
up. and OR gates, a linear amplifier, a 

Schmitt trigger, a bistable and a 
Logic Modules shift register. The accompanying 

A neat answer to this problem photograph illustrates the Pidam 
is provided by West Hyde Develop- bistable with its cover removed. As 
ments Ltd., who manufacture a may be seen, standard components 
wide range of plug-in logic modules are used inside the module, 
under the name "Pidam", each An illustrated booklet describing 
module consisting of a complete the Pidam system and its applica- 
logic element capable of performing tions has now been published, 
a basic function in logic circuitry. Readers of The Radio Constructor 
The modules may be plugged into may obtain copies free of charge by 
B9A valveholders, and are designed writing to West Hyde Developments 
so that the wiring between valve- Ltd., 30 High Street, Northwood, 
holders is kept to a minimum. In Middx. I should add that many of 
consequence, the Pidam system the Pidam assemblies may be 
considerably eases the problems of obtained in kit form, as is made 
initial design and assembly of small clear in the booklet, 
computers because it reduces wiring 
time and offers the further advan- Printed Circuit Hotel 
tages of versatility and flexibility. One of our contributors, Mr. 

The supply voltages required are C. P. Finn (his last article, "S.W.G. 
+7.5, 0 and —7.5 and the modules Measurement", appeared in the 
are standardised so that pin 7 is December 1966 issue), reports an 
always Oy, pin 8 is always —7.5V unconventional use for printed cir- 
and pin 9 is always +7.5V. A layout cuit boards at Atherstone, Warwick- 
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ESSEX 

ELECTRONIC 

COMPONENTS 
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transformers, amplifiers, 
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SEVEN KINGS 
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Sinclair, S.T.C., Fairchild Semi- 
conductors. We also offer a com- 
prehensive selection of miniature 
components for transistor circuitry. 
Catalogue 1s. 

L.S.T COMPONENTS 
23 New Rd., Brentwood, Essex 

shire. In the White Hart Hotel at 
Atherstone printed circuit boards 
measuring 6 x 4in are screwed to 
some of the doors to act as rather 
intriguing finger-plates. These were 
originally intended for industrial 
use, possibly computing, since they 
have tab areas on the edge for 
plug-in connections. Other points of 
interest are that they are "imper- 
forate" (that is, the holes have not 
been pierced for the components) 
and they have never seen solder in 
their lives. As a result, the copper 
parts have acquired quite a lustre 
from the polishing action of many 
fingers, although they are not 
deliberately polished. 

Mr. R. Packer, the present land- 
lord of the White Hart Hotel, says 
the printed circuit boards were 
there when he took over, and has 
no idea of their past history or who 
made them. 

A well-designed printed circuit 
board immediately after etching is, 
of course, quite a decorative thing, 
and is certainly attractive enough 
in appearance to be used as an 
unconventional finger-plate on a 
door. Some of the bright plastic 
housings used for present-day capaci- 
tors and other components are 
similarly pleasant to look at. Perhaps 
we are approaching the time when 
our wives, instead of fussing because 
electronic bits and pieces find their 
way into the house, will actually 
start raiding our spares boxes for 
components with which to embellish 
the place! 

A Theremin For Christmas 
It won't be long before the party 

season commences and the more 
electronically minded amongst us 
are called upon to produce gadgets 
for the amusement of guests. 

One of the simplest gadgets to 
make for a party is based on the 
principle of the theremin, and can 
be easily knocked up by the more 
experienced short-wave enthusiast. 
For those who haven't heard of it 
before, I should mention that the 
theremin is a pre-war electronic 
musical instrument which is still 
mentioned in the radio press every 
now and again. Basically, it consists 
of two r.f. oscillators beating with 
each other, the resultant a.f. note 
being fed to an amplifier and 
loudspeaker. A vertical metal rod 
several feet long is connected to 
the hot end of the tuned circuit in 
one oscillator, with the consequence 
that the resonant frequency of that 
tuned circuit varies as the theremin 
player's hand approaches the rod. 
If the oscillators are set up so that 
a zero beat note is given when the 
player's hand is well away from the 

rod, a continually rising note is 
given as the player's hand comes 
closer to it. Quite interesting and 
amusing effects can be obtained with 
practice. It is desirable to give some 
tremolo to the tone by waggling 
the hand or fingers, as otherwise the 
sine wave beat note tends to become 
monotonous. It is, of course, the 
body capacitance of the theremin 
player which causes the change in 
oscillator frequency, and it is 
necessary to ensure that the earthy 
end of the tuned circuit coupled to 
the rod is connected to a reasonably 
good earth. 

The party variation on the there- 
min consists of replacing the metal 
rod with a piece of thin wire some 
four or five feet long fixed to one 
side of a doorway. The hot end of 
the tuned circuit of an r.f. oscillator 
is coupled to this, and the oscillator 
output is fed to any short-wave 
receiver fitted with a b.f.o. and 
capable of feeding a speaker at 
good volume. Best results will 
normally be given at a frequency in 
the order of 5 to 10 Mc/s. The 
oscillator and receiver are set up to 
zero beat before the party starts, 
and guests are invited to try and 
pass through the doorway without 
causing the "radar sentry" (or 
whatever fanciful name you care 
to give the gadget) to sound a 
warning. Non-technical people find 
it quite fascinating to observe that 
a siren-like tone which gradually 
increases in pitch is heard as they 
approach the door, and to find 
that the "sentry" cannot be "beaten" 
however carefully they try to sidle 
through. 

The oscillator coupled to the 
pick-up wire at the door may be 
mounted unobtrusively on the skirt- 
ing board near the bottom of 
the wire, and it could employ a 
single transistor and its own small 
battery. It should have a pre-set 
variable capacitor across the tuned 
coil to which the pick-up wire 
connects, the capacitor being adjus- 
ted to a value which gives the pick-up 
wire just sufficient sensitivity. As 
can be readily imagined, the pick-up 
wire will have greater sensitivity as 
the value of the pre-set capacitor 
decreases, since it will then be 
capable of altering a greater propor- 
tion of the total tuning capacitance. 
The short-wave receiver is tuned to 
whatever oscillator frequency is given 
at the desired frequency. Sufficient 
sensitivity is given when the beat note 
approaches the upper audible limit in 
frequency when someone is very close 
to the wire. 

Car Radio Supply 
To finish this month, I pass on 
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Tour Local Supplier 

2-^7 

HAMPSHIRE 

A Pidam bistable module, manufactured by West Hyde Developments, Ltd. 
This may be plugged into a B9A valveholder 

an idea to those readers who employ 
9-volt transistor portables in their 
cars from time to time, and who feel 
that it might be economical to run 
these from the 12-volt battery fitted 
in the car. I haven't tried this idea 
myself, and I merely put it forward 
as a suggestion. It should be quite 
easy to put into operation provided 
that care is taken to prevent short- 
circuits between the car body and 
any metalwork of the radio which is 
at the potential of the radio chassis. 
Similarly, care must be taken to 
ensure that there is no risk of 
damage due to short-circuits be- 
tween the car body and any aerial 
system external to the radio cabinet. 
The idea should only be tried out 
by those who fully understand the 
principles involved. 

Now that high-wattage zener 
diodes are readily available it 
becomes a simple matter to obtain 
a well regulated 9-volt supply 
from a 12-volt car battery. To take 
very extreme figures, the car battery 
voltage may vary between 11 and 
15 volts. If a car battery exhibiting 
such voltages is connected to a 9-volt 
zener diode by way of a 20n resistor 
the following figures,apply. 

At 11 volts battery potential, 2 
volts are dropped in the 200 
resistor, resulting in a current of 
100mA in this resistor and, with no 
load across the zener diode, in the 
diode as well. The resistor dissipates 
0.2 watt and the diode 0.9 watt. 

At 15 volts battery potential, 6 
volts are dropped in the 20 O 
resistor, with a consequent current 

of 300mA in the resistor and, 
assuming no load, in the zener 
diode. Resistor dissipation is 1.8 
watt and zener diode dissipation is 
2.7 watt. 

I see that the ZS9.1 zener diode 
listed in the Henry's Radio catalogue 
is rated at 9.1 volts ±5% and 7 
watts, so this would be eminently 
satisfactory for the zener diode. 
And the 200 resistor could be any 
3 watt or 4 watt component. 

By using the zener diode and 
resistor in series, a well regulated 
9.1 volts becomes available across 
the zener diode and, provided that 
the short-circuit risks I mentioned 
just now are carefully avoided, 
should offer adequate current avail- 
ability for a normal 9-volt transistor 
portable. In cars with a positive 
earth, the zener diode should be at 
the positive end of the series com- 
bination. With a negative earth, the 
zener diode should be at the negative 
end. 

The zener diode and resistor offer 
a very simple 9-volt supply but they 
do not provide any noise suppression. 
It should- be found that the large- 
value electrolytic capacitor fitted 
across the supply lines in a conven- 
tional transistor portable should 
filter out any noise that is present. 
And, of course, the radio must 
be connected with correct polarity 
across the zener diode or, apart 
from any other damage that might 
occur, that large-value electrolytic 
will cease to take any further interest 
in life! 

□ 

BOURNEMOUTH 
LARGEST HI-FI AND 
RADIO COMPONENT 
STORE IN THE SOUTH 

FORRESTERS NATIONAL 
RADIO SUPPLIES LTD. 
70-72 Holdenhurst Road 

Bournemouth 
Telephone 25232 

LANCASHIRE 

NEW CROSS 

RADIO 

Electronic components and 
Equipment, 

Transistor Panels, 
all at competitive prices 

6 Oldam Road, Newcross 
Manchester 4 

Telephone CEN 1541 

SURREY 
SMITHS PRECISION 

» MINUTE DELAY 
ACTION SWITCH 

Clockwork actuated 
10/6 EACH 1 W/ 0 Post 2/6 

(3 or more post free) 
Separate switching up to 6 mins. Each action for loading up to IS amps. 250 volts. For photographic timer, sequence switching opera- tions, etc.', etc. Brand new units at a fraction of their value. Connection sheet supplied. 

Radio Component Specialists 
337, WHTTEHORSE ROAD, 

WEST CROYDON, SURREY 
Phone 01-684-1665 FUEL LIST 1/- 

SUSSEX 

E. JEFFERIES 

For your new television set, 
tape recorder, transistor radio, 

and hi-fi equipment. 
PHILIPS, ULTRA, INVICTA, DANSETTE. 

MASTERADIO, PERDIO, MARCONI, 
PHILCO, FIDELITY. 

6A Albert Parade, 
Victoria Drive, 

EASTBOURNE SUSSEX 
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THE RADIO CONSTRUCTOR 

SPECIAL PRIVILEGE PRICE OF 

TOLTEC^52'6^ 

HAIR DRYER^ 
Add 4/6 for 

5^ 

% 

* 
li 

SPECIFICATION 
Moulded in beautiful symmetri- 
cal pastel blue impact resisting 
thermoplastic casing. 
Quiet in operation. 
Hot or cold air. 
No radio or T.V. Interference- 
meets British standard specifi- 
cation. 
Fitted with safety cut-out. 
12 months & money refund guarantee. 230-250 volts A.C. only. 
Value 80/9 in the shops 
Send the coupon below with the sum of only 57/- (this includes 4/6d 
to cover postage, packing and insurance, unless you are collecting 
personally). 

Please send me one Toltec Hair Dryer at the special 
privilege price as advertised in The Radio Constructor. 

enclose cheque/postal order value 

Name  

Address  

(Block Capitals please) 

To: Toltec Electronic & Trading Co. Ltd. 
Hatton House, Hurst Green, Etchingham, Sussex 

AMATRONIX LTD. (DEPT. RC 11) 
396 SELSDON ROAD. CROYDON, SURREY, CR2 ODE 
We sell the latest transistors at the lowest prices. All goods are new, 
first grade and guaranteed to makers' specification. Quantity prices 
for 5 or more of one type. List 3d. with data and useful circuits: free 
with all orders. 

* 2N2926 SPECIAL OFFER 
ALL beta groups (55-110, 90-180, 150-300, 235-470) 3/- (5+, 2/6) 
Any 5, one group or mixed, 12/6. 

9V BATTERY ELIMINATOR KIT 17/6 
Submin. mains trans, 0-230—250V, 9—0—9V 80mA, submin bridge 
rectifier, min. 1000uF, 16V electrolytic, with circuits and hints on 
constructing a 9V eliminator which will fit into the space of a PP6, 
etc., battery. v 
SIMPLE TRF PACKAGE 11(- \ 
Matched set of 4 silicon transistors plus circuit and notes on a sensitive 
MW or LW T.R.F. for 3V operation. Very economical in components. 
MICRO-POWER AMPLIFIER KIT 15/- 
All components for the 1.5V amplifier described in the September 
"RC", plus notes on construction and circuit of a radio "front end". 
MINIATURE AMPLIFIER KIT 13/- 
Three transistors and all passive components for a miniature trans- 
formerless single-ended push-pull class B amplifier. Operation from 
3V to 12V. Maximum power 600mW at 12V. Data for various loads 
included. State voltage when ordering. 

SEE OUR PREVIOUS ADVERTISEMENTS FOR OTHER BARGAINS. 
Mail order only. Cash with order. U.K. post free on orders over 10/- 
(otherwise add 6d.) Discounts: 10% over £5, 15% over £10. Special 
quotations for large quantities. 

NEW BOOKS 
SEPTEMBER 
BASIC ELECTRICITY and an Introduction to Electronics ... 30/- 
ELECTRONIC GADGETS FOR YOUR CAR     12/- 
T.V. SERVICING MADE EASY   24/- 
ELECTRON1CS IN OCEANOGRAPHY   35/- 
101 MORE WAYS TO USE YOUR SCOPE IN TV 

SECOND EDITION     M/- 
OCTOBER 
COLOUR T.V. TRAINING MANUAL     40/- 
SYNCHROS AND SERVOS   35/- 
101 WAYS TO USE YOUR SQUARE WAVE AND PULSE GENERATOR   22/- 
PROJECT IN BASIC MAGNETISM    25/- 
SLIDE RULE IN ELECTRONICS   30/- 
TROUBLESHOOTING AUDIO EQUIPMENT   25/- 
COMPUTER DICTIONARY AND HANDBOOK  90/- 
NOVEMBER 
AUDIO AMPLIFIER DESIGN   25/- 
TRANSISTOR SUBSTITUTION HANDBOOK 

(7th EDITION)    «/- 
PRACTICAL HAM RADIO PROJECTS   20/- 
ROCKET AND SPACE SCIENCE SERIES- 

VOLUME 2 PROPELLANTS  30/- 
UNDERSTANDING UHF EQUIPMENT   25/- 
Please send for a complete catalogue of over 100 titles dealing with 
Electronics and allied subjects. 

W. FOULSHAH & CO. LTD. 
YEOVIL ROAD SLOUGH BUCKS ENGLAND 
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FREE 

TO AMBITIOUS ENGINEERS 
— THE LATEST EDITION OF ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES 

Have you sent for your copy? 
ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES 
is a highly informative 132-page guide to 
the best paid engineering posts. It tells 
you how you can quickly prepare at home 
for a recognised engineering qualification 
and outlines a wonderful range of modern 
Home Study Courses in all branches of 
Engineering. This unique book also gives 
full details of the Practical Radio & Elec- 
tronic Courses, administered by our Specialist 
Electronics Training Division—explains the 
benefits of our Appointments Dept. and 
shows you how to qualify for five years 
promotion in one year. 

SATISFACTION OR 
REFUND OF FEE 
Whatever your age or experience you cannot 
afford to miss reading this famous book. If 
you are earning less than £30 a week send, 
for your copy of "ENGINEERING OP- 
PORTUNITIES" today—FREE. 

WHICH IS YOUR 
PET SUBJECT 

Radio 
Television 
Electronics 
Electrical 
Mechanical 
Civil 
Production 
Automobile 
Aeronautical 
Plastics 
Building 
Draughtmanship 
B.Sc. 
City & Guilds 
General Certificate 

of Education 
Etc., Etc. 

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING 
TECHNOLOGY 

(Dept. 409B), Aldermaston Court, Aldermaston, 
Berkshire 

PRACTICAL 
EQUIPMENT 
Basic Practice and 
Theoretical Courses 
for beginners in Radio 
T.V. Electronics Etc. 
A.M.I.E.R.E. City & 
Guilds 
Radio Amateur's 
Exam. R.T.E.B. 
Certificate. P.M.G. 
Certificate. Practical 
Radio. Radio & 
Television Servicing 
Practical Electronics 
Electronics 
Engineering 
Automation 

POST COUPON NOW 
Please send me your FREE 132-page 
"ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES" 
(Write if you prefer not to cut page) 
NAME    

INCLUDING 
TOOLS! 
The specialist 
Electronics Division of 
B.I.E.T. 
NO IV offers you a 
real laboratory training 
at home with practical 
equipment. 
Ask for details. 

ADDRESS 

SUBJECT OR EXAM 
THAT INTERESTS ME.. 409B 

THE B.I.E.T. IS THE LEADING INSTITUTE OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD 

FOR RELIABLE COMPONENTS 
h RAPID MAIL SERVICE 

2N3819 FET 15/- 

BC107/8 5/- 

2N2646 UJT 12/- 

TD716 Tunnel 
diode incl. 
data sheet 12/- 

0CP71 equiv 9/6 

0RP12 9/6 

NEW!! S-DEC 
THE "BREADBOARD" 

FOR THE 
ELECTRONIC AGE 

LASTS INDEFINITELY 
RE-USE COMPONENTS 

AGAIN AND AGAIN 
IN STOCK AT L.S.T. 
29/6 each 

incl. free circuit book 
and free kit of accessories 

'X" Line MODULES 

Ready built solid state circuits 
X—161 2 Watt Amplifier 35/- 
X—191 Guitar Amplifier 35/- 
X—141 Record Player Amp. 35/— 
X—151 Intercom. 35/- 
X—481 Audio Booster 30/- 
X—461 Siren 35/— 
X—471 Burglar Alarm 35/— 
X—661 Metronome 30/— 
X—761 Morse Oscillator 20/- 
X—671 Lamp Flasher 32/6 
X—691 Lamp Flasher (Double) 30/— 
X—261 Mic. FM Transmitter 35/— 
X—271 Telephone Transmitter 35/— 
X—241 R/Player Transmitter 35/- 
X—291 Guitar Transmitter 35/- 
X—371 Wireless Sentry 35/— 
These modules are not moulded in plastic and can be opened for servicing etc. S.A.E. for details. 

We do not offer for sale semi- conductors of the "Re-marked" type, (for example our listing of Mullard transistors all bear the Mullard brand name) Furthermore all goods offered are subject to our normal money-back guarantee. 

AC 126 AC 128 AC 176 ADTI40 AFI 14 AFI 15 AFI 16 AFI 17 AFI 18 AFI 39 ACYI7 ACY20 ACY2I AD 149 BAY3I BAY38 BCI08 BCI07 BCI09 BCY40 BCY3I BCZI I BFY50 BFY5I BFY52 BSY95A BY 100 OAS OA 10 OA70 OA79 OAS I OA85 OA90 OA9I 

6/- 41- 61- 12/6* 4/9* 4/9* 4/9* 4/9* 91- 12/- 5/-* 3/6* 4I-* 10/-* 4/-* 61-* 51- 51- 61- 16/- 13/6* 10/- 6/-* 6/-* 6/-* 4/9* 51- 216*. 216* 1/6 1/6 1/6 2/-* 51- 
JJlm 

9/6 41- 61- 6I-* 13/-* 8/6* II/-* 10/6 19/6 9/6 51- 151- 7/-* 41- 51- 51- 61- 61- 8/- 81- 17/- 14/9 3/9 
"'i-' 5/-* 13/- 3/-* 

Items starred-* are price reductions 
Mullard output set 2 x OC8I + OC8ID 71- 
Mullard RF set 2 x OX45 + OC44   8^6 

OA200 41- OCI40 OA202 41- OCI70 OC20 22/6* OCI7I OC22 13/-* OC200 OC23 25/-* OC202 OC25 9/6* OC203 OC26 12/—» OC204 OC28 15/- OC205 OC29 15/-* OCP7I OC35 12/- ORPI2 OC36 14/-* 2G38I OC4I 3/6 2N385A OC42 41- 2N696 OC44 31- 2N706 OC45 31- 2NI302 OC7I 3/6 2NI303 OC72 4/6 2NI304 OC73 3/3 2NI305 OC75 5/-» 2N 1306 OC76 41- 2NI307 OC8I 31- 2N2I47 OC8ID 31- 2N2I60 OC8IZ 91- 2 N2926 OC82 4/6 R53 OC82D 4/6 ST 140 OC83 41- STI4I OC84 61- V405A OCI39 121- XAI02 

TRADE SUPPLIED-EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOME 
P. & P. PLEASE ADD 9d. 

QUOTATIONS BY RETURN FOR QUANTITY 
24 hour Postal Service 

TELEPHONE 7904 

SUPER SAVE PACKS 

1 Pair 2N 1304/5 NPN/PNP 10/- 3 BCI09 High gain NPN 15/- 3 2N2926 Planar any gain 10/- 4 BCII3 Fairchild planar 10/- 10 D1476 (OC7I equiv) New 10/- 20 Mixed New transistors Germanium & Silicon Marked 20/- 20 Mixed New Diodes Germanium & Silicon Marked IS/— 16 Red & White spot New (8 red—8 white RF) 10/- 4 OC16 equiv. (V30/30P) 10/- 2 OCI9 Mullard New 10/- 2 2S722 Texas I00W Silicon 15/- 4 BY 100 Brimar 800piv 750mA I 3/— 4 OA2IO Mullard 400piv 550mA 12/- 12 OA200 equivalent (ISI30) 6/- 12 OA202 equivalent (ISI32) 9/- 4 SLI03K lOOpiv I0A Stud Rects 15/- 4 SJI03E lOOpiv 2A Stud Rects 10/- 2 SCR's one at 400v 3Amp one at 50v I Amp (Seconds for turn-on time OK 50c/s) 10/- 2 l2volt I Watt Zeners I N202 10/- 36 Square inches Verboard .15" 10/- 2 I200volt I.SAmp Avalanche Rect 5Amp surge by S.T.C. 12/- 150 Assorted ceramic capacitors mainly colour coded ex- ceptional value—guaranteed satisfaction 10/- 
ALL PACKS ARE POST FREE! ! ! 

LSI COMPONENTS 23 New Rd. Brentwood. Essex. 
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PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS with two OC 35's on heat sinks and 6 other transistors plus diodes etc., per board  
Minimum of six M.A.T. Transistors on Printed Panel with Zeners, silicon diodes etc    -  
Airspaced Transistor Tuning Condensers 365 pF   

100 + 100 pF with SM drive   
208 + 176 pF with SM drive   

Loudspeakers 2" 80 ohm 2^" 35 ohm    
Driver Transformer for above Loudspeakers   
Toggle Switches single pole   

D.P.D.T  
I mA 2" square Moving Coil Meters  
Stud Mounting Rectifiers 200 P.I.V. 2 Amps   

200 P.I.V. 6 Amps   
Wire-ended plastic encapsulated 400 P.I.V. 500 mA   

800 P.I.V. 500 mA    
Power Transistor Holders   
Electrolytic Condensers I nF 12 v.w, 2wF 12 v.w, 8uF 30 v.w, 50uF 12 v.w, IOOhF 12 v.w, all I/- each 9/- dozen 
Silicon General Purpose NPN Transistors (300 Mc/s)   

  8/6 AD 161/162 matched pairs F.E.T. MPFI05 
AFZI2   
BCY34   
BCY38   
BCI50  
BCZII   
BFY50   
BFY5I   
BFY52    
BFY53   

4/6 
41- 
41- 
5/6 
7/6 
4/6 
4/6 
4/6 
4/6 

2N502 . 
2N706 
2N706A 
2N708 , 
2NI305 
2N2926 
2N3663 

18/6 
14/- 
4/6 
51- 
7/6 
5/6 
2/9 
21- 
2/6 

17/6 
21- 
2/6 
H- 
2/6 
H- 

2/6 
12/6 
8/6 
3/6 
4/6 
5/6 
21- 
3/6 
8/6 

Single M.A.T. Transistor on P.C. Board plus other components per panel     7/6 

|. Birkett, 25 The Strait, Lincoln 
TELEPHONE: 20767 

BE TRANSISTOR-WISE! 

* 

* 

Our course of 21 practical lessons on diodes and transistors 
imparts perfect understanding! No theory! Easy-to-follow in- 
structions! Common emitter, common base, emitter follower 
operations: current, voltage and power amplifications; switching 
transistors; temperature effects; leakage currents, etc., etc. Ger- 
manium and silicon pnp and npn transistors. 
TRANSISTOR COURSE TCI 10 O 
Complete course, but less ■ ■ I \Jm\J 
9 volt battery .... 
METER KIT: SOfxA—50mA. 50mV—50V. 20.000 o.p.v. 
Also BASIC TRANSISTOR CIRCUITS KIT 
Write for FREE DETAILS to: 
Electronic Experiments 
Brinklow, RUGBY. 

69/6 
85/- 

RADIO 
CONTROL FOR 
MODELS MOD 

mm m 

SHIPS, BOATS and AIRCRAFT 
By F. C. JUDD 

With sections on servo- 
mechanisms by 

RAYMOND F. STOCK 

More than 200 illustrations —circuits, 

working diagrams, photographs & tables. 

Each page is packed with information. 

192 Pages 

/5s. Postage 9d. 

This book is basically an amalgamation of "Radio 
Control for Model Ships, Boats and Aircraft" and 
"Radio Control Mechanisms". Additional material 
has been added on Multi-Channel Operation; Tran- 
sistorised Radio Control Receivers—Simple and 
Three-Channel; A Compact Efficiency Aerial; Deac 
Battery Information; Licence Conditions, etc. 

To Data Publication Ltd., 57 Maida Vale, London, 
W.9 

Please supply copy(ies) of your publica- 
tion "RADIO CONTROL FOR MODELS" DATA 
BOOK No. 16. 
I enclose cheque/crossed postal order for  

NAME..  

ADDRESS 

BLOCK LETTERS PLEASE 
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SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS 
Rate: 9d. per word. Minimum charge 12/- 

Box No. 2/- extra. 

Advertisements must be prepaid and all copy must 
be received by the 4th of the month for insertion 
in the following month's issue. The Publishers 
cannot be held liable in any way for printing errors 
or omissions, nor can they accept responsibility for 
the bona fides of advertisers. (Replies to Box 
numbers should be addressed to: Box No.— The 
Radio Constructor, 57 Maida Vale, London, W.9.) 

SERVICE SHEETS, 1925-1967. From Is. Catalogue 
6,000 models, 2s. 6d. S.A.E. enquiries.—Hamilton 
Radio, 54 London Road, Bexhill, Sussex. 

100 PAGE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE NO. 17 
of Government and manufacturers' electronic and 
mechanical surplus, also a complete new section of 
the latest semi-conductors and miniature components, 
includes a credit voucher for 2s. 6d. Send for your copy 
now. Price 3s. post free. Arthur Sallis (Radio Control) 
Ltd., 93 North Road, Brighton, Sussex. 

FOR SALE. Oscilloscopes—Galvanometers—Evershed 
& Vignolles Meggers—Relays—Uniselector Switches 
—Solenoids. Also other items and components. 
Free list. Stamp please.—R. & E. Mart, Box 9 
G.P.O., Tunhridge Wells, Kent. 

TORIOD COILS for sale. Suitable RTTY, etc. Mostly 
88mH but some values above and below. S.A.E. for 
details. 7s. 6d. each. Box No. F289. 

RESISTORS, i watt carbon film 5%. All preferred 
values in stock from lb ohms to 10 megohms. 2d. 
each. Send s.a.e. for free sample. CAPACITORS; 
Mullard miniature metallised polyester PC mounting 
all 250V d.c. working. O.OlmF, 0.022mF, 0.047mF, 
0 ImF, 0.22mF, all at 6d. each. Hunts tubular O.lmF, 
200V working at 3d. each. Send 6d. stamp for extensive 
list of low priced Electronic Components, Instruments 
and Equipment. Please include 1/-. postage and pack- 
ing on all orders under £1.—Dept. R.C.3, BRENSAL 
ELECTRONICS LIMITED, CHARLES STREET, 
BRISTOL 1. 

5 TON FACTORY CLEARANCE. Radio, TV, elec. 
components in 15s. and 27s. 6d. mixed parcels. Post 
free. Example; resistors, condensers, pots., speakers, 
coax, coils, fibre washers, valves, over a dozen different 
types, tuning knobs, grommets, sleeving, IPS, Paxalm, 
wire, rectifiers. Lots of other items. Pot luck. Postal 
orders toi P. L. Newton, 10 Cecil Road, Muswell 
Hill, London N.10. 

BRIGHTEN UP YOUR ADVERTISING! Break the ice 
with a cartoon, "tailor made" for your product. 
Reasonable charges. Box No. F294. 

BOOKS FOR SALE. Hi-Fi Projects for the Hobbyist, 
Fieldman, 10s. Electronic Valves in A.F. Amplifiers, 
Rodenhuis, 3s. 6d. Tubes for Computers, Philips, 
5s. 6d. Industrial Rectifying Tubes, Philips, 5s. 6d. 
U.H.F. Tubes for Communication and Measuring Equip- 
ment 5s. 6d. Instructions to Radio Constructors, 
Warring, 7s. 6d. All post free. Box No. F297. 

WIRELESS-MICROPHONE TRANSMITTERS. From 
25s. each. Send s.a.e. for details. Also 1 x 1 x 1m trans- 
mitters (including built-in microphone) available in 
kit form or ready made.—Mr. Bobker, 64 Choir Street, 
Salford 7, Lanes. 

continued on page 254 

BENIlEf ACOUSTIC CORPORATION LTD. 
38 Chalcot Road, Chalk Farm, 47 Norfolk Road, LONDON, N.W.I. LITTLEHAMPTON, Sussex 
PRlmrose 9090 Littlehampton 2043 

Please forward all mail orders to Littlehampton 
7/6 3/9 5/6 71- 7/6 6/6 3/6 

17/6 
12/ 13/- 9/6 11/6 15/- 

5Z4 6AT6 6AU6 6BW6 6L6 6LD20 6V6G 6/30L2 12/6 I2AT6 4/6 I2AU6 I9AQ5 51- 20DI 13/- 20P4 30CI5 30CI7 30C18 30F5 30FLI 30FL12 15/- 30FLI4 12/6 30LI5 14/- 30LI7 13/- 30P4 11/6 30P4MR 13/- 30PI2 II/- 30PI9 II/- 30PLI 15/- 30PLI3 15/- 30PLI4 15/- 30PLI5 15/- DM70 6/- DY87 5/9 E88CC 12/- EABC80 5/9 EAF42 7/6 EB9I EBC4I EBC8I EBF80 EBF83 

EBF89 EC92 ECC8I ECC82 ECC83 ECC84 ECC85 ECC88 ECCI89 ECF80 ECF82 ECF86 ECH42 ECH8I ECH83 ECH84 ECL80 ECL82 ECL83 ECL86 EF4I EF80 EF85 EF86 EF89 EFI83 EFI84 EH90 EL33 EL4I EL42 EL84 EL95 ELL80 EM80 EM8I EM84 EM85 EM87 EY5I 

5/9 6/6 3/6 4/6 4/6 5/6 51- 7/- 91- 71- 6/9 8/6 8/9 51- 71- 6/6 61- 6/3 91- 7/9 91- 4/6 4/6 6/3 4/9 6/3 5/9 7/6 
12/- 8/- 7/6 4/6 51- 13/- 5/9 6/9 61- M/- 6/6 5/6 

EY86 EY88 EZ40 EZ4I EZ80 EZ8I KT66 PC86 PC88 PC95 PC97 PC900 PCC84 PCC85 PCC88 PCC89 PCCI89 PCF80 PCF82 PCF84 PCF86 PCF80I PCF802 PCL82 PCL83 PCL84 PCL85 PCL86 PFL200 PL36 PL8I PL82 PL83 PL84 PL500 PY33 PY8I PY82 PY83 PY88 

5/9 7/6 6/- 6/6 3/9 4/3 16/6 8/6 8/6 6/9 5/9 8/6 5/6 6/9 10/6 9/9 8/3 6/3 61- SI- SI- 8/6 9/6 6/3 8/6 7/- 8/3 8/- 13/6 SI- SIS SIS 61- 6/3 13/6 10/6 SI- SI- SIS 7/3 

PY800 PY80I U25 U26 U 191 U30I 

61- si- ms 
iii- rn 12/6 UABC80 5/3 UAF42 7/9 UBC4I *" UBC8I UBF80 UBF89 UC92 UCC84 UCC85 UCF80 UCH2I UCH42 UCH8I UCL82 UCL83 UF4I UF42 UF80 UF85 UF86 UF89 UL41 UL84 UM80 UY4I UY85 2N404 AC 107 AC 126 AC 127 AC 128 AC 156 AD 140 AD 149 

6/6 6/6 5/6 5/9 5/6 8/- 6/6 8/3 9/- 8/6 61- 71- 8/9 7/9 4/9 6/9 7/3 9/- 5/6 8/9 5/6 51- 5/6 4/9 61- 3/6 2/- 21- II- 41- Sl- SI- 

AFI14 AFI 15 AFi 16 AFI 17 AFI 18 AFI 19 AFI 25 AFI 27 AFI 80 AFZI2 BAI 15 BAI29 BAI 30 BCYI0 BCYI2 BCY33 BCY34 BCY38 BCY39 BFY50 BFY5I BFY52 BFI63 BY 100 BY234 BY238 BYZI2 BYZI3 GET 103 GETI 13 GET I 16 GETI 18 GETI 19 GET573 GET587 GET873 GET887 GET889 GET890 GET896 

41- II- 3/- 3/4 SI- SI- SIS SIS 9/6 SI- 2/8 2/6 21- Sl- si- si- 51- 51- 5/- 5/- 4/6 51- SI- SIS si- si- SI- SI- SI- SI- 7/6 4/6 4/6 8/6 8/6 SI- 4/6 4/6 4/6 4/6 

GET897 4/6 GET898 4/6 OA81 1/9 OA95 1/9 OA 182 21- OA200 3/- OCI9 OC22 OC23 OC25 OC26 OC28 OC30 OC35 OC36 OC38 OC44 OC45 OC46 OC70 OC7I OC72 OC75 OC76 OC77 OC78 

251- Si- ll- SI- SI- Si- ll- 10/ 7/6 11/6 
II- 1/9 si- ns 21- 21- 21- Sl- SIS SI- OC78D 3/- OC8I 21- OC8ID 21- OC82 OC83 OC84 OCI23 OCI69 OCI70 OCI7I OCI72 OC200 OC202 OC203 

Terms of business: Cash with order only. No C.O.D. Post/Packing 6d. per item. Orders over £5 post free. All orders despatched same day as received Complete catalogue including transistor section and components with terms of business 6d. Any parcel insured against damage in transit for 6d. extra. We are open for personal shoppers 9 a.m.-5 p.m. Saturdays 9 a.m.-l p.m. 

■the bit) name in PRECISION components 

Precision built radio components are an important 
contribution to the radio and communications 
industry. Be sure of the best and buy Jackson 
Precision Built Components. 

"00" Twin Condenser 
12/6 each 

Designed for use in mini- 
ature transistor receivers. 
The front (aerial) section 
is 208pF to provide cover- 
age for medium waves, 
and the rear section is 
176pF, which may be 
padded to match the 
oscillator—very robust yet 
lightweight. Front area 
1fin. x 1 AJin. x lin. 
deep. 

It's reliable If it's made by Jackson I 

JACKSON BROS. (LONDON) LTD. 
(DEPT. R.C.). KINGSWAY-WADDON, CROYDON, CR9 4 DG 

Phone: Croydon 2754-5 (01-688). Grams: Walfilco, Croydon 
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NEW STYLE 

SELF-BINDER 

for "The Radio Constructor 
»» 

The "CORDEX" Patent Self-Binding Case 
will keep your issues in mint condition. 
Copies can be inserted or removed with 
the greatest of ease. Rich maroon finish, gold 
lettering on spine. 
Specially constructed Binding Cords are made from Super Linen 
of great strength, very hard twisted and twice doubled. They 

are attached to strong RUSTLESS Springs 
under tension, and the method adopted 
ensures PERMANENT RESILIENCE of 
the Cords. Any slack that may develop 
is immediately compensated for, and 
the Cords will always remain taut and 
strong. It is impossible to overstretch 
the springs, as a safety check-device is 
fitted to each. 

SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS 
continued from page 253 

wmmmmm: 
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> 

PRICE 15^- Post Free 

PLAIN BACKED 14/6 Post Free 

Available only from:— 

Data Publications Ltd. 

57 Maida Vale London W9 

BARGAIN PARCELS! 120 (minimum) radio parts, 
etc., mostly new, 12s. 6d. a parcel. G. Hart, Lings 
Lane, Chelmondiston, Ipswich, Suffolk. 

TECHNICAL DRAWINGS, Artwork, etc. Electronic 
and Radio Circuits a speciality. Moderate charges. 
—B. P. Meaney, 43 Forest Road, Worthing, Sussex. 

LIMITED QUANTITY PCF80, PCC84, EF80, EBF80, 
ECL80, 6V6, 6Q7, 6K7. All 5s. Tested. C.W.O. 
Webberley, 19 Baring Road, New Barnet, Herts. 

"MEDIUM WAVE NEWS" Monthly during DX 
season—Details from; K. Brownleff, 7, The 
Avenue, Clifton, York. 

CHATTERBOX RECORDING CLUB. Free member- 
ship, news tapes, badges, stickers, news sheets, etc. 
368 Rush Green Road, Romford, Essex. 

INNOVATION IN DX CLUBS ANNOUNCED! 
Formed in October, 1965, the Radio New York 
Worldwide Listeners Club now has 3,600 members in 
86 countries! A unique club offering shortwave listeners 
monthly magazines containing listening tips and 
technical features, numbered wallet-sized membership 
cards and gold Sjin. by llin. membership certificates. 
Multi-lingual report forms available for cost of 
postage. "We must be doing something right!" Find 
out . . . join now! Send 7s. 2d. (crossed domestic 
money order) for one year's membership to ;-The 
Radio New York Worldwide Listeners Club, 485 
Madison Avenue, New York 10022, U.S.A. 

FOR SALE. Complete 2 metre station. Rx is that 
described in the March 1966 issue of The Radio 
Constructor. Companion Tx, QVO 4/7 p.a.; pp 
6BQ5's modulator; with power supply and aerial 
changeover relay all on one chassis. Complete with 
xtal mic. and speaker. £20. G2UK, "East Keal," 
Romany Road, Oulton Broad, Lowestoft, Suffolk. 

19 SET FOR SALE. New condition, with a metered 
mains power unit, £12.—Rolls, 23 Brandreth Avenue, 
Dunstable, Beds. 

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS MADE AND DRILLED 
Send full scale drawing and 5d. per square inch. 
Prompt service. Minimum charge 3s. S.A.E. enquiries. 
R. D. Crabtree, 213 Hyde Park Road, Leeds 6, Yorks. 

JOIN THE INTERNATIONAL S.W. LEAGUE. Free 
Services to members including Q.S.L. Bureau. 
Amateur and Broadcast Translation. Technical and 
Identification Dept.—both Broadcast and Fixed 
Stations, DX Certificates, contests and activities for 
the SWL and transmitting members. Monthly maga- 
zine, Monitor, containing articles of general interest 
to Broadcast and Amateur SWLs, Transmitter 
Section and League affairs, etc. League supplies 
such as badges, headed notepaper and envelopes. 
QSL cards, etc., are available at reasonable cost. 
Send for League particulars. Membership including 
monthly magazine, etc., 35s. per annum.—Secretary, 
ISWL, 60 White Street, Derby. 

WANTED. Ships Chronometer and Sextant; pay cash, 
or preferably exchange radio gear. Box No. F310. 

ARE YOU A MOTORING ENTHUSIAST? The 
Seven Fifty Motor Club caters for all types of motor 
sport—racing, rallies, hill climbs, etc. Monthly 
Bulletin free to members. For full details write to: 
The General Secretary, Colin Peck, "Dancer's End," 
St. Winifred's Road, Biggin Hill, Kent. 

continued on page 255 
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SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS 
continued from page 254 

FOR SALE. 8-day clock by Waltham Watch Co. 3J" 
diam. panel mounting, with second hand and date 
dial, £5. Deck watch by Jolay, 2£" diam., rotatable 
navigational ring graduated to 360° in fitted wooden 
case. £10, p.p. paid.—Box No. F311. 

MARCONI No. 9 RECEIVER. Complete with crystal 
calibrator, meter. 1.8 - 5.00 Mc/s Perfect. £5. Suitable 
power pack £3. Also CR100 receiver, requires atten- 
tion, £3.10.0d. Collection advised or carriage extra. 
—Phone 01-440-3569 after 6 p.m. 

MICROPHONES. Crystal, stick, with anodised keyhole 
stand, outside customers' limits but guaranteed 
working order, from known manufacturer, 10s. 6d. 
each, p. & p. paid.—Box No. F313. 

METAL LOCATOR. As per January 1967 Wireless, 
World design. Lightweight, professionally constructed. 
70s., postage 5s. Details:—Box No. F314. 

RECITALS OF RECORDED MUSIC. The second 
Saturday evening of each winter month. Next recital; 
11th November, 1967, 8 p.m. Woodford Green United 
Free Church, Woodford Green, Essex. Bus routes 20, 
20A, 38A and 179—alight at "The Castle" stop. Works 
by Bach, Handel and Dvorak. 
POSTAL ADVERTISING? This is the Holborn Service. 

Mailing lists, addressing, enclosing, wrappering, 
facsimile letters, automatic typing, copy service 
campaign planning, design and artwork, printing and 
stationery. Please ask for price list.—The Holborn 
Direct Mail Company, 2 Mount Pleasant, London, 
W.C.I. Telephone: TERminus 0588. 

BOOKS FOR SALE: "Alfred Nobel" E. Bergengren, £1. 
"Black Sailed Traders" R. Clark, 7s. 6d. "Radioisotope 
Laboratory Techniques" R. A. Faires, 10s. "Optical 
Microscope Technique" D. Birchon, 10s. "Atomic 
Medicine" Behrens, £1. "Medical Radiation Biology" 
Ellinger, 30s. "Effects of Atomic Weapons" U.S.A. 
Atomic Energy Commission, £1. "Physics in Medical 
Radiology" Russ, Clark & Pelc, 7s. 6d. "Disease & 
its Conquest" Hollis 7s. 6d. "Earth's Envelope" T. 
Lobsack, 15s. "The Atomic Submarine" C. Blair, 7s. 6d. 
"Astronautics in the Sixties" K. W. Gatland, 30s. 
"Space Research and Exploration" D. R. Bates, £1. 
"Once Round the Sun" Story of the I.G.Y., Eraser, 10s. 
"Earth Satellite" P. Moore, 7s. 6d. "Frontier to Space" 
E. Burgess, 5s.—Box No. F316 

THE WORLD'S SMALLEST BUG (Wireless micro- 
phone). Rifle bullet size. £7.10.0. Post free. Shirt button 
size microphone 12/6.—Box No. F317. 

ESSEX GARDENERS. Buy your bedding and rock 
plants, shrubs, etc., also cacti, from May's Nurseries, 
608 Rayleigh Road, Hutton, Brentwood, Essex. Callers 
only, Monday to Saturday. 

PROPERTIES for sale and to let in London and suburbs. 
Apply to Maggs & Stephens, Estate Agents, 229 Maida 
Vale, London, W.9. MAIda Vale 8123. 

QUALIFY as a technician, to service COMPUTERS, 
COLOUR TELEVISION, AUTOMATIC CONTROL 
SYSTEMS. Day or evening courses, includes extensive 
p'ractical work, using modem equipment. 
Also special course (2 days per week) enabling beginners 
to reach City and Guilds Intermediate level in six 
months. Full details from: Section 47/48, Southall 
College of Technology, Beaconsfield Road, SOUTHALL 
Middlesex. 

PLAIN-BACKED 

NEW STYLE 

SELF-BINDERS 

for your other magazines 
(max. format 7i" x 9J") 

% 

j 
.. 

'1 ■¥ 
.f'.a 

u 
The "CORDEX" Patent Self-Binding Case 
will keep your copies in mint condition. 
Issues can be inserted or removed with 
the greatest of ease. Rich maroon finish. 
Specially constructed Binding Cords are 
made from Super Linen of great strength, 
very hard twisted and twice doubled. They 
are attached to strong RUSTLESS Springs 
under tension, and the method adopted 
ensures PERMANENT RESILIENCE of the 
Cords. Any slack that may develop is im- 
mediately compensated for, and the Cords 
will always remain taut and strong. It is 
impossible to overstretch the springs, as a 
safety check-device is fitted to each. 

PRICE 14^6 Post Free 

Available only from:— 

Data Publications Ltd. 

57 Maida Vale Loadoa W9 
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CHASSIS 
and 

CASES by 

CASES 
ALUMINIUM, SILVER HAMMERED FINISH 

Type Size Price 
U 4x4x4"* 10/- 
U 5^x4^x4^" 15/6 
U 8x6x6" 21/- 
U 9ix7ix3i" 22/- 
U 15x9x9" 44/6 
W8»x6x6" 21/- 
W 12x7x7" 34/- 

* Height 
Type Z has removable back and front panels. 
Type Y all-screwed construction. 

H.L SMITH&C0. LTD. 
287/9 Edgware Road 

London W2 
TEL: 01-723 5891 

■Type Y Type W 
Type Z 

I Type U 
Type Size Price 

W 15x9x8" 44/- 
8x6x6 26/6 

iMliiiillSSl 
laSiSSili 

12x7x7 41/ 
13x7x9" 46/- 
15x9x7" 48/6 
17x10x9 66/- 
19x10x8i 71 - 

BLANK CHASSIS—Same Day Service 
Of over 20 different forms made up to YOUR SIZE. 

(Maximum length 35", depth 4".) 
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED LEAFLETS or order 
straight away, working out total area of material re- 
quired (including waste) and referring to table below 
which is for four-sided chassis in 16s.w.g. aluminium. 
48sq. in. 4/6 176 sq. in. 9/10 304 sq. in. 15/2 
80 sq. in. 5/10 208 sq. in. 11/2 336 sq. in. 16/6 

112sq. in. 7/2 240 sq. in. 12/6 368 sq. in. 17/10 
144 sq. in. 8/6 272 sq. in. 13/10 and pro rata 

P. & P. 3/- P. & P. 3/6 P. & P. 4/6 
Discounts for quantities. More than 20 different 

sizes kept in stock for callers. 
FLANGES (i" or |"). 6d. per bend. 
STRENGTHENED CORNERS, 1/- each corner. 

PANELS 
Any size up to 3ft at 6/- sq. ft. 16 s.w.g. (18 s.w.g. 5/3). 

Plus postage and packing 

UAIWIMCDITC HAMMER PATTERN BRUSH PAINT 
nAIVIIVICm I L. FOR PANELS, METALWORK, ETC. 
TRIAL TIN (Covers 5 sq. ft.) only 3/9 + 9d post. 
State colour: Blue, Silver, Black or Bronze (Air Drying) 2ioz. tins 3/9, i pint 8/-, I pint 16/-. CARR., up to 5/-, 9d, up to 10/-, 1/9, over 10/-, 3/-. VERY SPECIAL PRICES FOR LARGER SIZES. AMAZING RESULTS. JUST TRY IT. FIREPROOF THINNERS, PANEL TRANSFERS, TINTERS, ETC. LIST FREE. FIN NIG AN SPECIALITY PAINTS (RC) Mickley Square, Stocksfield, Northumberland.  Telephone: Stocksfield 2280 

"V "NOTCHES 
V / \.J WANTED 

G.P.0. (ft* Contact springs as shown 
YYPE U 
RELAY 

CONTACT S 
SPRINGS 

of 
BEST PRICES PAID 

S.a.e. to "Lanco", 76 Sedgemoor Road, 
Willenhall, Coventry, Warwickshire 

BULK COMPONENT BARGAINS 
* ASSORTED RESISTORS—Hi-Stab (5% Vioto* watt, worth 

£3) 300 off     15/- 
^ ASSORTED CAPACITORS—New Ceramic, Polyester, Elec- 

trolytic, Paper, 100 off      10/6 
(P. & P. Is. 6d. per order, C.W.OJ 

Islanc West Molesey Surrey Elmbridge Instruments Ltd. ■•'•nd F*rm Avenue 

ARDEEN (RADIO) EVERY TRANSISTOR WE SELL IS COMPREHENSIVELY GUARANTEED (12 MONTHS) TOP MANUFACTURER'S NEW, TESTED PRODUCTS ONLY;- 2 N2926, AC 126, 128; OC44, 45, 71, 81, SID 4/- OCI70, 171, BCI08. 109; AFI26, 127, 2N706 4/6. BCI07—(Replaces 50 other N.P.N.'s—Details supplied) 51- each, 3 for 13/6. AD 161, 162 12/- each. Bridge Rectifiers:—30V 150mA 41-; 300mA 5/-; 700mA 9/- 
Return Post Service, Mail Order Only. Lists 6d. 
280 CROXTED ROAD, LONDON SE.24. 

Xi/KAW SO PffOFESS'tONAl. Tf/£ yiS/CAW 
•fif/F-SWLKt. Ae&osoc. way — 
Get these AIR DRYING GREY HAMMER 
or BLACK WRINKLE (CRACKLE) Finishes 
Yukan Aerosol spraykit contains 16 ozs. fine quality Other Yukon Air 
durable easy instant spray. No stove baking required. Drying Aerosols 
Hammers available in grey, blue, gold, bronze, include: 
Modern Eggshell Black Wrinkle (Crackle) all at 14/11 z'?c Chromate 
at our counter or 15/11, carriage paid, per push- '>r',ne^• 
button self-spray can. Also Durable, heat and water c'eor Lacquer. 
resistant Black Matt finish (12 ozs. self-spray cans Anti-Tarnish Gold 
only) 13/11 carriage paid. and Metallic 
SPECIAL OFFER : I can plus optional transferahli* I Finishes. 
snap-on trigger handle (value 5/-) for 18/11, carriage, 
paid. Choice of 13 selfspray plain colours and primer (Motor car quality) also available. 
Please enclose cheque or P.O. for total amount to: 
YUKAN, Dept. RC/11, 307a Edgware Rd., London W.2 
^ Closed December 1st to December 31st for Annual Holidays 

COLLAPSIBLE AERIAL' 
IN 5 SECTIONS 
CLOSED 13*' A fully adjustable highly 
OPEN 5-6^"^ efficient Whip aerial made to 

exacting specifications. Copper plated 
f sections. Brass base. An ideal aerial for 
1 Tx/Rx use. Easily adaptable for cars, scooters, 
U walkie-talkies. Brand new in makers boxes. Only 

17/6 each, p.& p. 2/6. Two aerials for 30/- post 2/6. 
Available from 

S. & R. SUPPLIES, Dept. RC1 
24 Cawoods Yard, Mill St., Marsh Lane, LEEDS 9 

THE RADIO CONSTRUCTOR 

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTIONS to this magazine 

may be obtained direct from the publishers 

ONLY 36/- per year, post free 
Please send remittance with name and address and commencing issue required to: 

DATA PUBLICATIONS LTD 57 HAIDA VALE LONDON W9 

Please mention THE RADIO CONSTRUCTOR when writing to advertisers 
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THE RADIO CONSTRUCTOR 

Price 2/6 each, postage 6d. 
Annual Subscription 36/-, post free. 
Bound Volumes Vol. 19 August 1965 to July 1966 32/6, postage 4/6. 

Vol. 20 August 1966 to July 1967 32/6, postage 4/6. 
Cordex Self-Binders With title "The Radio Constructor" on spine, 15/-, post free. 

With no title on spine 14/6, post free. 

DATA BOOK SERIES 

DBS TV FAULT FINDING 
124 pages. Price 8/6, postage 8d. 

DB6 THE RADIO AMATEUR OPERATOR'S HANDBOOK 
64 pages. Price 5/-, postage 5d. 

DB14 SHORT WAVE RECEIVERS FOR THE BEGINNER 
72 pages. Price 6/-, postage 6d. 

DB15 TWENTY SUGGESTED CIRCUITS 
48 pages. Price 3/6, postage 5d. 

DB16 RADIO CONTROL FOR MODELS 
192 pages. Price 15/-, postage 9d. 

DB17 UNDERSTANDING TELEVISION 
512 pages. Price 37/6, postage 3/- 

PANEL-SIGNS TRANSFERS 

Six sheets in each set 
Set 3: WORDING—White 

Set 4: WORDING—Black 

Set 5: DIALS—Control Panels have no background 

Set 6: DIALS—Control Panels have a black background 

Price per set 4/6, postage 4d. 

I enclose Postal Order/Olieciue for  in navment for 

Name   

Address   

{Please use Block Capitals for both name and address) 
Postal Orders should be crossed and made payable to Data Publications Ltd. 

Overseas customers please pay by International Money Order 
All publications are obtainable from your local bookseller 

Data Publications Ltd., 57 Maida Vale, London W.9 
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NEW SOLID STATE HIGH FIDELITY EQUIPMENT (British made) 
Power ^mplifiers-Pre Amplifiers-Povfer 

•<MP3 
w### m SP6-2 

SOLID STfiTt STEREO 

^ # # 'tlf ^ ■ ■ : - . a- 

Su 

MPA25 

MPA 12/15 

WE PROUDLY PRESENT , THIS NEW RANGE OF . AUDIO EQUIPMENT ' developed from DINSDALE Mk. II—each unit or system y#\l\ compare favourably v/ith other professional equip- ment selling at much higher prices. Brief details are below 
SYSTEM COMPRISING SYSTEM PRICE 
★ A 5 watt mono for 3/5 ohm speakers. £10.3.0 
★1 12 watt mono for 3 to 5 ohm speakers. £13.17.6 
★ 2 12 watt mono for 12 to 16 ohm speakers. £14.12.6 
★ 4 24 watt mono two channel for 12 to 16 ohm speakers. £20.15.0 

CO
 20 watt mono/stereo for 12 to 16 ohm speakers. £24.0.0 

★ 9 24 watt mono/stereo for 3 to 5 ohm speakers. £26.15.0 
★ 14 40 watt mono/stereo for 74- to 16 ohm speakers. £29.10.0 Complete fully illustrated brochure free on request 

THE FINEST VALUE IN HIGH FIDELITY — CHOOSE A SYSTEM TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS AND SAVE POUNDS 
SEND FOR FULL DETAILS ON ALL ADVERTISED PRODUCTS. FREE O/V REQUEST 

VHP FM TUNER 

1 

r 

FM STEREO DECODER 

BUILD A QUALITY TAPE RECORDER 

MW/LW QUALITY TRANSISTOR RADIO TUNER 

ttv 
__ 

87/105 Mc/s Transistor Superhet. Geared tuning. Terrific quality and sensitivity. For valve or transistor amplifiers. 4 x 3^ x 2iin. Complete with dial plate. 5 Mullard Transistors, Plus 4 Diodes. (Cabinet Assembly 20/- extra). 
TOTAL COST /Z 4 Q Z TO BUILD tO- * ''O P.P. 2/6 

7 Mullard Transistors. Printed Circuit Design with Stereo Indicator. For use with any valve or transistor FM. Uses pot cores to Mullard design and ger. and silicon transistors. As used by B.B.C. and G.P.O. 
COMPLETE ZX iQ Z KIT PRICE P.P. II- 

3-speed version using '363' decks ★TWO-TRACK. Deck £10.10.0. Martin Amplifier. £14.19.6. Cabinet and speaker 7gns. Complete kits with FREE 7in. 1,200ft. tape, spare spool. Today's *77 P.P. Value £45. *•' gnS. 15/- 
★ FOUR-TRACK. Deck £13.10.0. Martin Amplifier £15.19.6. Cabinet and speaker 7gns. Complete kits with FREE 7in. 1,200ft. tape, spare spool. Today's "JA _nc P.P. Value £50. ^ £"5. 15/. 
Fully tunable superhet with excellent sensitivity and selec- tivity. Output up to volt peak. Complete with front panel, etc. 9 volt operated. For use with any amplifier or tape recorder. 

TOTAL COST /I 10 A TO BUILD tJ. IT.O P.P. 2/6 

TO BUILD 

TOURMASTER TRANSISTOR CAR RADIO British Made 

GLOBEMASTER 

REGENT-6 MW/LW POCKET RADIO TO BUILD 
6-Transistor superhet. Geared tuning. Push-pull speaker output. Moulded Cabinet 5 x 3 x l^-in. Phone socket. TOTAL COST £3 9 £ 

P.P. 21- Full tuning on both bands. 
7-Transistor MW/LW Car Radio. 12 volt operated. 3 watt output. Push-button wavechange. RF stage. Supplied built, boxed, ready to use with Speaker and Baffle. Car fixing kit and manufacturers' current guarantee. Special Bargain Offer. Positive earth. LIST PRICE 15 GNS. Push-button versionZ7 4 A Z P.P. £11.19.6. P.P. 4/6 t/.lT.O 4/6 

7-TRANSISTOR MW/LW SUPERHET NFW! PORTABLE 
New printed circuit design with full power output. Fully tunable on both mw/lw bands. 7 Transistors plus diode. push-pull circuit. Fitted 5 inch speaker, large ferrite aerial and Mullard transistors. Easy to build with terrific results. All local, and continental stations. 
TOTAL COST/Z 40 Z P.P- TO BUILD tO. 17.-0 4/_ 
6-Mullard Transistors 7x4 speaker very sensitive excellent coverage Full 3-waveband tuning. Pushbutton wavechange. Superhet printed cir- cuit. Black-chromed cabinet I I x 7^ x 3iin. (SW 17-50 metres). Ear/ Record sockets. I watt push-pull output. 

TOTAL ZO lO Z P.P. COST tO.ly.O 4/_ 

MAYFAIR 
PORTABLE 

Designed 
by 
L. W. 

99 ROCHE 
GNS. 

Electronic 
Organ 

Total 
Cost 

★ Build this superb Instrument STAGE BY STAGE in your own home. ★A truly portable instrument for all enthusiasts. ★ Fully Transistorised POLYPHONIC British design. ★Call in for a DEMONSTRATION—full details on request. 
ORGAN COMPONENTS / 

We carry a comprehensive stock of organ components for TRANSISTOR and VALVE FREE PHASE designs: complete details^bn request. 

CATALOGUE 

The most COMPREHENSIVE — 
CONCISE — CLEAR — COMPONENTS 
CATALOGUE. Complete with 10/- 
worth discount vouchers FREE 
WITH EVERY COPY. 
★20 pages of transistors and semi-conductor devices, valves and crystals. ★ 150 pages of components and equipment. ★50 pages of microphones, decks and Hi-Fi equipment. 

1967 EDITION 
225 pages, 6000 items 
1000 illustrations 

SEND TODAY 8/6 pP°fS 

n 

191 

Q| 

HENRY S RADIO LTD/ft 
Telephone (01) 723-1008/9 BIIIW 
OPEN MON.-SAT. 9 a,m.-6 p.m. THURS. 9 a.m.-l p.m. 

303 
EDGWARE 
ROAD 
LONDON 
W2 

Transistors & Semi-Conductor Devices 
We have the LARGEST RANGE OVER 650 TYPES ★ COMPETITIVE PRICES ★FULLY G U ARANTEED ★ IstGRADESTOCKS. SEND FOR FREE LIST No. 36 Also 24-PAGE ILLUSTRATED BROCHURE LIST- ING 2000 DEVICES with data and circuits, including VALVES and QUARTZ CRYSTALS I/- Post paid 


